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1.1

Scope of the thesis

Understanding a person’s intentions can be highly complex, but is of utter importance for social interaction. For example, a person might pick up a knife to cut
vegetables or to throw it at someone. While observing the scene, the intention we
assign to this person has a crucial influence on how we choose to react. Ideally, the
person’s intention should already be deduced as the person reaches for the knife, in
order to maximize the time to choose an appropriate response. So how is it possible
to decipher a person’s intention purely via observation of a hand movement?
Our current understanding of action observation is strongly influenced by the
description of mirror neurons in the 1990’s (di Pellegrino et al., 1992). Mirror
neurons are motor neurons that respond during the execution of specific actions
and also respond while observing the same action. In other words, a simulation of
the action is run in our own motor repertoire. Intriguingly, for a large proportion
of mirror neurons the common activation during action execution and observation
can only be observed if the goal of the action is the same for both modalities. The
goal behind an action seems – at least partly – to be decoded in the motor system
itself, opposed to an exclusive processing of the goal as an abstract concept in
higher cognitive brain regions.
The simplicity of this theory is very appealing. However, a lot of questions remain
unanswered. Single-cells recordings (Mukamel et al., 2010) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging in humans (for a meta-analysis see: Molenberghs et al., 2012)
suggest that neurons located outside of the classical motor regions show mirror
properties. The number of brain regions which contain mirror neurons and their
region-specific functions remain unclear. One region is of specific interest when it
comes to the localization of mirror neurons, but at the same time often outside of
the scope of the mirror-neuron literature: the cerebellum.
The cerebellum is a key region for motion execution specifically in terms of processing prediction errors and has been shown to also play a role during action
observation (Schlerf et al., 2014). Action prediction on the other hand is one of the
key functions attributed to the mirror neuron system and it has been suggested that
the cerebral mirror neuron system and the cerebellum form a loop within the action
prediction circuit (Miall, 2003). However, the mirror neuron properties within
the cerebellum are difficult to define as the quality of measurements within the
cerebellum are frequently sacrificed in favor of cerebral structures in neuroimaging
studies. Therefore, the first goal of this thesis is to use fMRI to localize subregions
within the cerebellum that potentially contain mirror neurons using data aquisition
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and analysis pipelines that are optimized for activation in cerebellar structures
(Chapter 2). These findings can inform later neurophysiological studies about
cerebellar candidate regions to perform confirmative single cell recordings.
It is also debatable whether the mirror neuron system is sufficient to fully understand the intention behind an action (Herschbach, 2011). Another system
involved in mentalizing is the theory of mind network. The mirror neuron system
and theory of mind network have little spatial overlap and their interaction is
poorly understood (Overwalle and Baetens, 2009). However, their interaction
becomes very relevant when an observed action does not only imply an intention
but also a mental state, for example uncertainty. A second goal of this thesis is
thus to investigate which kind of information about mental states conveyed by
motion are processing in which network using transcranial magnetic stimulation
(Chapter 3). Subsequently, the following question arises: How does the processing
and understanding of action develop and what role to both networks play during
ontogenesis. This question inspired the study presented in Chapter 4, which probes
action understanding in toddlers using eye-tracking.
Finally, as mentioned in the beginning, action observation and social functioning
are causally linked. Does this imply that social impairments can be based on
impairments in action observation? For example, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
is characterized by difficulties in social communication and interaction. Intriguingly,
several studies support the theory that perception of movements seems to be altered
in ASD (for a review see: Kaiser et al., 2012). Therefore, a final goal of this thesis
is to investigate whether neural responses during movement perception are altered
in ASD, even when there was no explicit instruction to observe the motion, like it
usually happens in daily life (Chapter 5).

1.2

Research methods

This short introduction reveals that we are a long way from grasping the seemingly
simple process of observing and understanding an action. The following paragraphs
describe the techniques that were applied in the context of this thesis.

1.2.1

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a technique to visualize anatomical brain
structures and functional processes using a strong magnetic field. Over the past
decades, MRI has become the gold standard imaging technique (Cui et al., 2011).
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) monitors changes of the blood
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oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal. The BOLD signal strength is strongly
dependent on blood flow and blood oxygenation and is therefore used as an indirect
measure of neuronal activity within specific brain regions (Logothetis, 2002). The
main limitation of MRI compared to techniques as electroencephalography is its
poor temporal resolution. A BOLD response towards one stimuli is estimated to
have a delay of several seconds (Magri et al., 2012). The MRI scanners used during
data collection for this thesis had a field strength of 3 Tesla, a common standard
in the brain imaging literature. This allows a spatial resolution of about 3 × 3 × 3
mm (size of one resolution element, so-called voxel).
Functional MRI data also allow inferences about functional connectivity between
brain regions. One example is the resting state connectivity, which can be measured
in the absense of a task or stimulus. Resting state connectivity allows inference
about regions that typically coactivated together (Hampson et al., 2002). In the
context of this thesis, resting state connectivity maps are used to demonstrate that
cerebellar regions activated during action observation and execution preferrably
communicate with cerebral regions activated by the same tasks, another lead about
the existance of cerebellar mirror neurons.

1.2.2

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a technique that allows the stimulation
and modulation of neurons via electromagnetic induction of an electric field in
the brain (Rossi et al., 2009). TMS can be applied as single-pulse stimulations
or in form of repetitive trains of stimulations (rTMS). Repetitive TMS induces
long-lasting effects on neuronal excitability (Hoogendam et al., 2010). Changes
in excitability are most likely caused by neuronal mechanisms resembling longterm potentiation or long-term depression combined with metaplasticity effects
(Hoogendam et al., 2010). The direction of stimulation (inhibitory or facilitating)
depends on the choice of TMS parameters (frequency, intensity, duration). The
most reliable parameter combination to induce inhibitory effects is 1 Hz frequency
at an intensity equal to 90% of the passive motor threshold (Hoogendam et al.,
2010). It has been shown that the inhibitory effect duration is proportional to the
stimulation duration (Rossi et al., 2009). For example, 15 minutes of stimulation
creates an inhibitory effect at the site of stimulation that lasts for about 7.5 minutes.
One advantage of this technique is that 1 Hz rTMS can be applied offline, before the
beginning of the experimental task. Therefore, the participants are not distracted
by tactile or auditory TMS-induced sensations during the task.
In the context of this thesis, inhibitory 1Hz TMS is used to learn what information
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are processed in two different brain networks (MNS, ToM network) engaged by
the same stimuli. These inferences can be made by monitoring task performance
over different task (by making different aspects of the stimuli task-relevant) while
altering the processing in different brain areas. In other words, if we hypothesize
that the activity of an area of interest is essential for behaviour, we would expect
that a perturbation of that activity via TMS will be manifested in the behaviour.
A limitation of TMS is that it remains unclear how the electric field spreads in
the brain after TMS stimulation (Bolognini and Ro, 2010). A risk of stimulation
spreading into adjacent brain regions is most likely at high frequencies (20–25
Hz) and high intensities (110%–130%) (Rossi et al., 2009) and therefore less
relevant for the 1 Hz stimulation described in Chapter 3. Importantly, electric
field spread across functional networks has been demonstrated using high-definition
electroencephalography recordings (Ilmoniemi et al., 1997). Thus, interference with
one node of a network can tentatively be regarded to as network interference. This
property of TMS allows us to make inferences about the role of the MNS and ToM
network during action observation.

1.2.3

Eye-tracking

Eye-tracking is a technique to record the eye gaze of a participant during an
experiment. The eye-tracking system hardware consists of an infra-red camera and
an infra-red diode. The camera records the eye movement of the participant. The
infra-red diode is used to enhance the automated detection of the pupil by the
eye-tracking software and evokes a reflection from the cornea, which is also used for
determining the position of the eyes. After calibration, the relative position of the
pupil and corneal reflection can be converted to the eye gaze of the participant on
the target screen. The eye gaze translates into a pattern of fixations and saccades.
Eye gaze can be used to simply monitor a participants attention to a stimuli (as
used in Chapter 5). In the context of action observation, eye gaze is frequently
used to study how a participant predicts the outcome of an action. It has been
repeatedly shown that toddlers move there eye-gaze to a location where they expect
at action to happen or an object to appear next (Onishi and Baillargeon, 2005;
Southgate et al., 2007; Tummeltshammer et al., 2014). Importantly, eye-tracking
enables researchers to gather information about cognitive processes without explicit
task instructions or the need for verbal feedback (Scheiter and van Gog, 2009). It
is therefore a valuable tool for developmental research, for example to investigate
how toddler understand mental states conveyed in actions before they can phrase
their observations verbally (Chapter 4).
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1.3

Relevant brain networks

Viewing the brain as an accumulation of segregated networks is rather outdated,
especially since the emergence of advanced structural and functional connectivity
analyses. Nevertheless, some networks relevant in the context of this thesis are
highlighted below.

1.3.1

Action observation network

The action observation network (AON) is activated when we observe goal-driven
movements. In functional imaging experiments, it can robustly be mapped when
contrasting the observation of videos showing real-life actions, for example picking
up a knife and cutting a slice of bread from a loaf, with a series of meaningless
hand movements, for example a hand moving back and forth over a table (Arnstein
et al., 2011; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009).
The exact composition of activated brain regions depends on the stimuli presented.
However, the major clusters of activation are usually found bilaterally in the
premotor regions, primary and secondary somatosensory cortex, inferior parietal
lobe, the fusiform gyrus and higher visual cortices, especially the motion-sensitive
area V5 (for a meta-analysis see: Caspers et al., 2010, Molenberghs et al, 2012).

1.3.2

Mirror neuron system / Shared voxel network

As mentioned before, mirror neurons are neurons responding to the execution
and observation of certain goal-driven actions. They were first described in the
premotor and parietal cortex of macaque monkeys using single-cell recordings
(di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Fogassi et al., 2005; Gallese et al., 1996; Keysers et al.,
2003; Kohler et al., 2002; Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Rozzi et al., 2008). Their dual
responsiveness suggests a potential role of mirror neurons in action observation,
action understanding, motor learning and imitation. Soon it was speculated whether
mirror neurons can be found in the human cortex. The first direct measurement
of neurons with mirror properties was executed using single-cell recordings from
electrodes implanted in candidates for surgical treatment of epilepsy (Mukamel
et al., 2010).
Electrodes implanted for medical evaluation offer the unique opportunity to record
responses from individual human neurons. However this technique has an important
limitation: the implanted brain regions are chosen for medical reasons and a
systematic search for mirror neurons across the cortex is therefore impossible.
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Thus, the spatial distribution of mirror neurons remains unclear.
Imaging studies define the network of brain regions that is activated during action
observation and action execution as the human mirror neuron system (hMNS).
Practically, this usually requires a localizer task for the AON network, which is
subsequently masked with the activation map of an action execution task. It
classically includes the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, primary somatosensory
cortex, inferior parietal cortex and the motion-sensitive visual area V5 (for a
meta-analysis see: Molenberghs et al., 2012). However, additional regions such as
the cerebellum have been suggested to show vicarious activations (Gazzola and
Keysers, 2009).
The term mirror neuron system should be handled with care. Firstly, only about
10% of neurons in the premotor cortex of macaques show mirror properties (Kilner
and Lemon, 2013). Secondly, the spatial resolution of fMRI is limited. Voxels
that are active during action observation and execution may contain neurons with
mirror properties but may also contain sub-regions with neurons merely responding
to either observations or execution (for a detailed discussion see: Gazzola and
Keysers, 2009). Therefore, the term shared voxel network is frequently used to
substitute the term mirror neuron system in this thesis.

1.3.3

Biological motion network

The biological motion network is closely related to the action observation network,
although they are often treated as two independent entities in the literature. The
two networks show substantial spatial overlap, for example in higher visual regions
(V5), inferior parietal regions and premotor cortex (see Chapter 2 and Chapter
5). The naming of the networks largely depends the stimuli utilized. While the
action observation network is usually connected to hand, foot or mouth movements,
the biological motion network is often described in the context of whole-body
movements. The observation of whole-body actions is more likely to evoke strong
responses in the extrastriate body area (EBA), fusiform body area and superior
temporal sulcus (for a review see: Peelen and Downing, 2007). Furthermore, the
action observation network typically describes brain activations in response to
real-life video or picture stimuli. The biological motion network is often based on socalled point-light displays (PLD). In PLDs, the visual representation of a human’s
movement is reduced to a set of dots representing the joints and head. Humans
are remarkably good at identifying the type of motion and even emotions and the
gender conveyed in a PLD (Alaerts et al., 2011). The minimalistic representation
of a motion enables researchers to study certain aspects of motion, for example
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velocity profiles, using randomly moving dots as an excellent control condition
for visual input (Johansson, 1973). Thus, PLDs are a popular approach to study
biological motion, which is characterized by a typical pattern of accelerations
and decelerations. Therefore, these stimuli are ideal to study differences in brain
activation during motion processing between participants with ASD and control
participants (Chapter 5) as the motions is not obstructed by other social stimuli
(faces, gender, body language)

1.3.4

Theory of mind network

Theory of mind (ToM) describes the awareness that a person can have a belief
that is different from one’s own belief and/or different from reality (Premack
and Woodruff, 1978). The ToM ability develops during infancy and is thought
to co-develop with language skills. Therefore, it is highly interesting to study
the co-development of theory of mind and action understanding skills in toddlers
(Chapter 4). Theory of mind skills are often tested using a so-called false belief
task. A false belief task typically features two actors and one object. During a
temporary absence of the first actor, the second actor moves the object from one
occluded location to another. If ToM skills are fully developed the participant will
expect the returning first actor to look for the object in the original and not in the
current location. A false belief task can be visual or verbal. In a broader sense
theory of mind can be described as thinking about another person’s mental state.
Imaging experiments using ToM tasks typically report increased activation in a
bilateral network, consisting of the temporo-parietal junction, superior temporal
sulcus, temporal pole, ventral prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus and precuneus
(for a meta-analysis see: Bzdok et al., 2012). Importantly, there is very little spatial
overlap between the mirror neuron system and theory of mind network (Overwalle
and Baetens, 2009), which leads to the question under which circumstances information about goals and mental states are processed in either network (see Chapter
3).

1.4

Autism spectrum disorder

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that manifests in
social interaction and communication deficits as well as repetitive behaviors. It is
considered persistent throughout life. A clinical diagnosis is based on questionnaires
and interviews with the individual suspected of having Autism Spectrum Disorder
and, if possible, parents and/or caregivers. ASD is a highly heritable disorder, with
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genetic heritability estimated to lie between 56% and 95% (Colvert et al., 2015).
As indicated by the name, the diagnosis ASD comprises a whole spectrum of
disorders showing somewhat consistent phenotypes. The newest version of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) abandoned the
subdivision into autism, Asperger’s Syndrome and pervasive developmental disorder
not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS), as these classifications could not be sufficiently
supported by scientific evidence. So-called high-functioning autism (HFA) is not
a clinical classification, but merely indicates that individuals do not suffer from
mental retardation, having an IQ of above 80. This population is very valuable
for scientific research: high-functioning autism offers a unique opportunity to
study different aspects of the social brain and its neuronal substrates, because
in high-functioning autism social cognition is rather selectively impaired, while
non-social cognitive functions remain generally at a neuro-typical level. In Chapter
5 of this thesis, the unique features of this population

1.5

Thesis outlook

Here I briefly describe which chapters are addressing the study goals stated in this
introduction. Chapter 2 will explore the distribution of shared voxel regions within
the cerebellum using functional magnetic imaging. Different processing pipelines
are used to optimize the detection of cerebellar activations. A comparison of these
pipelines is used to explain inconsistent literature reports of cerebellar shared
voxel regions. A functional connectivity atlas is used to estimate the connectivity
between cerebral and cerebellar shared voxel regions.
Chapter 3 explores the role of the shared voxel network and theory of mind network
during action observation. Activations in nodes of both networks are modulated
using transcranial magnetic stimulation. These disturbances allow us to approach
the following questions: Are both network necessary to anticipate the goal of
an action efficiently? And what impact does the TMS stimulation have if the
participant needs to deduce a mental state just by observing an action?
Chapter 4 explores the concurrent development of goal detection and mental state
attribution during infancy. Using eye-tracking in two-year-olds, we investigate how
much information about an action toddlers deduce during action observation. For
this experiment, we are using an adapted version of the stimuli used in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 explores if motion processing, specifically biological motion processing,
is altered in individuals diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder. An alteration
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may indicate that a difference in processing movements can be one factor leading
to difficulties in social interaction, emphasizing the relevance of studying action
observation in neuroscience.
Finally, Chapter 6 includes a general discussion, which demonstrates how the findings presented in this thesis aid our understanding of the processing of movements,
in terms of insight into the potential spatial location of cerebellar mirror neurons,
the nature of information processed in the MNS and ToM network during action
perception, the challenges of studying movement-based mental state deduction in
toddlers and the association between spontaneous motion processing and social
functioning in ASD.

CHAPTER

2

Consistent Vicarious Activations in the Superior and Inferior
Posterior Cerebellum during Action Observation and
Execution

Judith Suttrup, Ritu Bhandari, Marc Thioux, Christian Keysers and Valeria
Gazzola*
*A detailed description of each author’s contribution to this chapter can be found in the
chapter: Reference list and authors’ contributions.
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Abstract
Brain regions with voxels active both during action observation and action execution
(so called shared voxels) have received much attention in the cerebral cortex.
However, much less is known about whether and where in the cerebellum such
shared voxels might be found. While some studies adopting a whole brain approach
to action observation and execution have reported cerebellar shared voxels, others
have not. Interpreting negative findings in this context is however difficult, as
whole brain approaches are intrinsically biased towards optimizing signals in
the much larger volume of the cerebrum. Here, we use methods optimized to
localize cerebellar activations and show that four cerebellar regions are vicariously
activated: the anterior and the posterior portion of lobule VI, lobule VIIb and
lobule VIIIa. We confirmed the presence of shared voxels in individual subjects and
replicated the cerebellar regions involved in action observation in an independent
sample. Furthermore, we identified factors that might explain why past whole
brain studies have often failed to identify consistent cerebellar activations during
action observation: spatial smoothing merges cerebellar with cerebral clusters,
and default data acquisition and analysis settings exclude parts of the posterior
cerebellum. Using publically available resting state connectivity maps, we provide
evidence that the four cerebellar shared voxel regions are functionally connected to
sub-regions of the cerebral shared voxel network.

2.1

Introduction

In human functional imaging literature, cortical regions found active during both
action observation and action execution (so called shared-voxels; Gazzola and
Keysers, 2009) have raised high attention because of their potential links to the
human mirror neuron system. Finding an active voxel during action observation
and execution cannot guarantee that the voxel contains mirror neurons - as every
voxel contains millions of neurons, shared-voxels could contain separate populations
of neurons responding to action observation but not execution, and to action
execution but not observation (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). With this caveat in
mind, the mapping of shared voxels using fMRI has nevertheless advanced our
understanding of the mirror neuron system by suggesting that it includes more
brain regions than originally thought (Keysers and Gazzola, 2009). Although
mirror neurons in monkeys were originally only described in the anterior inferior
parietal lobe and ventral premotor cortices (di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Fogassi et al.,
2005; Gallese et al., 1996; Keysers et al., 2003; Kohler et al., 2002; Rizzolatti et al.,
1996; Rozzi et al., 2008), fMRI revealed shared voxels also in dorsal premotor,
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supplementary motor cortex and the somatosensory cortex (Caspers et al., 2010;
Gazzola and Keysers, 2009), where the presence of neurons with mirror properties
has been later confirmed using single cell recordings in humans (Mukamel et al.,
2010) and monkeys (Hihara et al., 2015).
However, so far, this effort has focused on cortical brain regions, and shared voxels
in the cerebellum have received little specific interest. Experimental papers have
been inconsistent in their report of cerebellar shared voxels. Some report primarily
superior posterior cerebellar shared voxels (Agnew et al., 2012; Aziz-Zadeh et al.,
2006; Bello et al., 2014; Brunner et al., 2014; Catmur et al., 2008; Di Cesare et al.,
2015; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Gazzola et al., 2007a,b; Jelsone-Swain et al., 2015).
Others fail to report cerebellar shared voxels mainly because they fail to report
activations in this structure during action observation (Buccino et al., 2004; Horan
et al., 2014; Iacoboni et al., 2001, 1999; Jastorff et al., 2012; Orr et al., 2008; Rocca,
2010; Sasaki et al., 2012). This inconsistence is also reflected in meta-analyses
of action observation studies, with some finding no cerebellar activation clusters
(Caspers et al., 2010) or very limited activations (Molenberghs et al., 2012) and
yet others finding several clusters (Overwalle et al., 2014). Because most dataacquisition and analyses pipelines in fMRI are optimized for the cerebrum, it is
difficult to assess, whether these inconsistencies are due to sub-optimal acquisition
or analysis methods with regard to the cerebellum, or to an intrinsic unreliability
of cerebellar responses.
To shed light on the involvement of the cerebellum in shared motor circuits, we
used experimental paradigm from our lab previously used to trigger activity during
action observation and execution (Arnstein et al., 2011; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009;
Gazzola et al., 2007a,b). This paradigm permits to map shared circuits on a subjectby-subject basis using unsmoothed data hence avoiding the potentially confounding
effects of group studies. We optimized scan parameters to allow entire cerebellum
coverage. We also systematically explored the effect of different normalization
procedures and smoothing on our results. To test the intrinsic reliability of
cerebellar activations, we used data collected at a different scanning site on an
additional sample of 25 participants that underwent an identical action observation
paradigm and a similar acquisition procedure. Finally, we used literature-based
resting state functional connectivity maps to explore the relationship between these
shared cerebellar clusters and shared clusters in the cerebrum.
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2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Participants

In total, 35 participants underwent the MRI scanning procedure in the main
experiment (see section 2.2.9 for details of the consistency study with an additional
25 participants). All of them met MRI safety requirements and had a normal
or corrected to normal vision; none had a history of neurological conditions or
treatments. Four participants were excluded from the statistical analysis: two due
to excessive head motion (displacement of more than the 3.5 mm voxel dimension),
one reported sleepiness, and one because of image distortion. The remaining group
of 31 participants (21 female, 10 male) had a mean age of 23 ± 4 years (SD; range:
19 to 40) and a mean handedness of 73 ± 27 (SD; range: -25 to 100), as assessed
using the Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Exclusion of the one left-handed
participant had no specific impact on the reported results. All participants signed
an informed consent in accordance to the declaration of Helsinki, prior to the
experiment.

2.2.2

Stimuli and paradigm

The stimuli used in this study were identical to the Observation Manipulate and
Eye Execution conditions used by Arnstein et al. (Arnstein et al., 2011). In short,
during the observation task participants watched 39 unique movies of a human
hand interacting with objects displayed on a table (ActionOBS; e.g. pouring wine
into a glass or cracking nuts). The 39 control movies displayed the same objects
but the hand moved over the surface of the table without a meaningful object
interaction (CtrlOBS). Visualizations of example stimuli and the structure of the
block-design can be seen in Figure 2.1A. Each of the 7-sec blocks contained a series
of three actions from the same condition, with a total number of 13 blocks for each
condition. Blocks were separated by a centered fixation cross for a random period
of 8 to 12 seconds, displayed on a background that was visually similar to the table
(see: Figure 2.1A). The order of blocks was randomized across participants and
presented in a single fMRI run of 345 volumes. Participants were instructed to pay
close attention to the movies shown during the observation task. The observation
task was followed by the execution task, in which participants were requested to
perform three of the actions presented in the observation task. The interactions
included stirring a spoon in a bowl, lifting a coffee cup as if to drink and swirling
a wine glass (ActionEXE). The plastic objects were placed on a t-shaped table
secured above the waist of the participants. During scanning, the participants
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performed actions in 13 blocks, each block included all three actions executed in
a pseudo-randomized order. All actions were performed with the dominant hand
(right hand for 31 participants, left hand for 1 participant). Each action started
and ended with the hand being placed in a resting position at the edge of the
t-shaped table. The visual cue to perform an action was a green circle displayed on
a grey t-shaped background, representing the table. The position of the green circle
indicated which object had to be manipulated and the step-wise downsizing and
disappearance of the circle indicated the duration of the manipulation. Participants
were trained to perform the actions without visual feedback before the start of the
experiment. In the control condition, the circle had a red color and participants
were instructed to follow the motion of the circle with their eyes only (CtrlEXE).

2.2.3

fMRI data acquisition

Participants underwent the MRI scanning session, including one anatomical and
two functional runs (action observation and action execution) in a Philips Intera
3T scanner, using a 32-channel coil. First, a high-resolution, structural 3D spoiled
gradient image (170 slices; scan resolution = 256 × 256; field of view = 232 mm;
voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm) was acquired for image co-registration. Functional
images were acquired using an echo planar T2*-weighted gradient sequence covering
41 sequential axial slices (echo time = 28 ms; slice thickness = 3.5 mm; flip angle
= 70◦ ; repetition time = 2000 ms; scan resolution = 64 × 62; field of view = 224
mm; voxel size: 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm). The scanning parameters, especially the
number of slices and slice thickness, were chosen to achieve a coverage of the entire
cerebrum and cerebellum. Importantly, the acquisition plane was tilted by 30–45◦
from the AC-PC plane to cover of the entire cerebellum.

2.2.4

Preprocessing

All analyses were run in SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL,
UK) using Matlab 7.14 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA), except the preprocessing of the consistency data set, which was executed in SPM12. Pretests showed
that whether preprocessing was done in SPM8 or SPM12 did not impact the
results for this data set. Data preprocessing included the following steps. First,
the anatomical image of each participant was manually reoriented to be centered
on the anterior commissure, and the same linear transformation was applied to
the functional images. Second, functional images were slice-time corrected, using
the bottom slice, located in the posterior cerebellum, as a reference slice. Third,
functional images of both experimental runs and the T1-weighted anatomical image
were realigned and coregistered to the mean image of both runs. Afterwards, four
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processing pipelines (Figure 2.1B) were executed to test the effect of different spatial
normalization procedures. In short, the four pipelines differed in the anatomical
space included in the analyses, the normalization template and the order between
spatial normalization and general linear model (GLM).
Pipeline I: WB_MNI_norm_GLM. As commonly done in fMRI analyses, the
whole brain (WB) functional images were brought to MNI space before computing
the GLM, using the normalization (norm) parameter generated during segmentation
of the anatomical image (final voxel size: 2 × 2 × 2 mm). We manually adjusted
the SPM8 bounding box settings to [-90 -126 -72; 91 91 109] in order include the
entire cerebellum.
Pipeline II: WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM. This pipeline is identical to Pipeline I but
without adjustment of the bounding box, which was left set to the default SPM8
bounding box settings [-78 -112 -50 78 76 85]. Thus, we were able to explore which
part of the activation is affected by choosing the default bounding box as studies
focusing on the cerebrum may have done.
Pipeline III: Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm. A template for cerebellar-specific normalization using a high-resolution atlas of the human cerebellum is available in
the literature, together with an optimal pipeline for cerebellar activity analysis
(Diedrichsen, 2006; Diedrichsen et al., 2009). The stereotactic system used by the
SUIT template is identical to the one used for the MNI template in the sense
that the coordinates refer to the same anatomical structures. However, the SUIT
template is based on a smaller group of 20 participants and non-linear algorithms in
order to create an average anatomical template that still provides enough anatomical details to account for the small size of cerebellar functional regions (Diedrichsen,
2006). The use of the SUIT template has been shown to improve the alignment
of anatomical landmarks and increase average t-values for cerebellar functional
data sets (Diedrichsen, 2006). In pipeline III, following the method suggested by
Diedrichsen et al. (Diedrichsen, 2006), after coregistration, the functional images
were directly fed into the subject-level general linear models (see: 2.2.5 Subject-level
statistical analyses – GLM implementation). Resulting contrast images were subsequently normalized to the SUIT-space using the following steps. The cerebellum
was isolated from the T1 images using an automated algorithm from the SUIT
toolbox (www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/motorcontrol/imaging/suit.html). For each participant,
this step resulted in a cropped anatomical image that included the cerebellum and
adjacent cortical regions. The cropped anatomical image was normalized into SUIT
cerebellar space. The transformation parameters obtained during the normalization
of the anatomical image were then used to normalize the contrast images resulting
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from the first level GLM (final voxel size: 2 × 2 × 2 mm).
Pipeline IV: WB_MNI_GLM_norm. The Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm pipeline
differs from traditional whole brain pipelines not only in the template used for the
normalization but also in the moment of normalization after vs. prior to the GLM.
In order to assess the impact of this difference, pipeline IV was run with the same
temporal order used for the SUIT-based cerebellar analysis. In particular, the first
level GLM used the coregistered functional images, and the normalization to the
MNI whole brain template was only applied on the contrast images resulting from
the GLM. The normalization parameters were calculated during the segmentation
of the whole-brain T1 anatomical image (final voxel size: 2 × 2 × 2 mm). In order
to include the entire cerebellum, the normalization procedure included a manual
adjustment of the SPM8 bounding box [-90 -126 -72; 91 91 109].
Smoothing, using a 6 mm FMHW Gaussian kernel, was applied to each pipeline
directly after normalization. Although spatial smoothing is routinely applied in the
neuroimaging literature, it poses the possibility of leakage of activation between
the anterior cerebellum and the temporal cortex. We therefore report our results
with and without the 6 mm FMHW Gaussian filter for our WB_MNI_norm_GLM
pipeline, which is closest to traditional MRI analysis in the literature.
A)

B)

Figure 2.1: A) Visualization of the observation task. The timeline on the left shows the
alternation between rest periods (fixation cross) and blocks of three videos of the same
condition, either action observation (ActionOBS = AO) or control observation (CtrlOBS
= CO). Each of the three videos featured a different object. The example video of the AO
condition shows a meaningful object interaction (pouring wine into a glass), the example
video of the CO condition shows hand motion without object interactions for the same
object. B) Schema of the temporal order of processing steps and bounding box size for
the four processing pipelines testing the effect of different processing strategies. Each
column details the order of processing steps used in a specific pipeline. All pipelines
start with core preprocessing including: centering of the anatomical image to the anterior
commissure, slice timing, realignment of all EPI images to one another. Finally, the
T1 image is corregisted to the mean EPI image. Only then do the different pipelines
start to differ. The acronym of the different pipelines is constructed using the following
elements. WB: whole-brain. Cereb: Cerebellum specific analysis. GLM: general linear
model, referring to the first level of analysis. SUIT: spatially unbiased atlas template.
MNI: MNI brain template. norm: normalization.
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2.2.5

Subject-level statistical analyses: GLM implementation

The same statistical models were implemented throughout the four pipelines: two
general linear models were applied to the data of each pipeline, one for the observation and one for the execution session. Each GLM contained eight predictors. Two
predictors modeled the experimental condition (ActionOBS or ActionEXE) and the
control condition (CtrlOBS or CtrlEXE). These two predictors were modeled using
a standard boxcar function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response
function (HRF). The last six predictors included the displacements and rotations
determined during image realignment. The rest periods (fixation cross) were not
modeled explicitly.
The experimental conditions were contrasted with their respective control condition at the subject-level to generate action-specific activations for observation
(ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) and execution (ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>0).

2.2.6

Group-level analyses and identification of shared voxels

At the group-level, two one-sample t-tests were conducted, one for observation
(ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) and one for execution (ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>0). In
order to isolate shared voxel regions, the results of the observation analysis were
inclusively masked with the map of the action execution voxels surviving peak-level
FWE-correction (pFWE<0.05).
The choice of the statistical threshold at which to report the group results is not
trivial in the current study. First, we want to be able to compare multiple activation maps resulting from different pre-processing pipelines. Second, correction
algorithms based on random field theory require a certain amount of smoothness
(Brett et al., 2004), which is not given using unsmoothed data sets. To solve
these issues, all statistical maps used to show the effect of normalization procedure
and smoothing were thresholded at a common fixed t-value corresponding to the
t-value at pFWE<0.05 (peak-level) for the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline using
smoothed input data (t = 5.8 for the action observation task and t = 6.2 for
the action execution task). All clusters reported additionally exceed a minimal
cluster size of 10. We decided to use the conservative peak-level FWE-correction
for multiple comparison, because (i) we wish to interpret activation of individual
voxels, e.g. their involvement in both action observation and execution, and doing
so using cluster-size statistics is inappropriate and (ii) because the past literature
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has suffered from inconsistent cerebellar activations, we wish to avoid the suspicion
that cerebellar activations are Type I errors in our experiment by choosing the
more conservative FWE over the more powerful FDR.
Anatomical descriptions of cerebral activity were guided by the probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps from the Juelich brain mapping group in Germany (Amunts et al.,
1999; Caspers et al., 2006; Choi et al., 2006; Eickhoff et al., 2006, 2005; Geyer,
2004; Geyer et al., 1996, 1999, 2000; Grefkes et al., 2001), as implemented in the
Anatomy toolbox for SPM (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox;
(Eickhoff et al., 2006, 2005, 2007)).

2.2.7

Comparison of pipelines using different spatial normalization procedures

As implemented previously (Diedrichsen, 2006), the impact of different normalization pipelines was assessed by identifying the peaks of activation in the cerebellum
in a way that is unbiased and then comparing the t-values within these peaks
across pipelines.
To this end, for the cerebellum, we used contrast images based on unsmoothed data
generated during the 1st-level analysis of action observation. The contrast images
for each of the four pipelines were first set to identical image dimensions (91 × 109
× 91) using the ImCalc function of SPM8. Second, all voxels with missing values
were consistently coded as NaN values. This was done because the post-GLM
normalization causes missing values to be coded as 0 rather than NAN in the
WB_MNI_GLM_norm and Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm pipelines. As a result
voxels with missing data in at least one participant would have been excluded
due to the NAN value assignment in some pipelines (WB_MNI_norm_GLM,
WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM), but not in others (WB_MNI_GLM_norm and
Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm).
The contrast images were then inserted into four group-level, one-sample t-test
GLM models (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0), one for each pipeline. All analyses were
restricted to the cerebellum using an anatomical map of the cerebellum derived
from the Anatomy toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox)
as an inclusive mask. Voxels missing in any of the four pipelines were excluded
from the analysis with exception of the voxels missing due to the bounding box
size, which were coded with 0, such that differences between the pipelines could
also be evaluated in the inferior posterior cerebellum.
The t-values from the four group-level t-values cerebellar maps were summed up
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using the NIfTI toolbox (version 1.25). In line with Diedrichsen (2006), in order to
compare the results of the four pipelines without biasing the comparison a priori
to any specific pipeline, we selected, from the sum of the four t-maps, the location
of the 5 percent of voxels with the highest t-value sums as voxels of interest.
The pipelines were then compared using a repeated-measures ANOVA design that
considers each voxel of interest as a ’subject’, and each pipeline a repeated measurement of this ’subject’ (i.e. voxel). We then performed planned t-tests that compare
each of the pipelines against the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline, because this
type of whole brain analysis is most frequently used in the neuroimaging literature.

2.2.8

Shared voxel consistency maps

In order to investigate the consistency in location of shared voxels between participants, consistency maps, as introduced by Gazzola and Keysers (2009), were
computed. Consistency maps visualize the number of participants for whom a
certain voxel is significantly activated by the contrast of interest. The normalized,
unsmoothed single-subject t-maps of action observation (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0)
and action execution (ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>0) from the WB_MNI_norm_GLM
pipeline were thresholded at the t-value corresponding to a threshold of p<0.001
(uncorrected), which binarized the images. For each subject separately, each pair of
binary images was then intersected to isolate voxels activated both during action
observation and execution. All shared voxel single-subject maps were finally added
together to generate the group-level consistency map, showing for each voxel the
number of participants in which it was significantly activated in both conditions.
Unsmoothed data was used to ensure that smoothing did not induce additional spatial overlap of the two conditions, although it may be noted that also unsmoothed
data are subject to some degree of interpolation during preprocessing.
The number of participants needed to show that a voxel is activated more consistently than expected by chance was calculated using a cumulative binomial
distribution with 31 repetitions and an associated probability of 0.001. The resulting probability was Bonferroni corrected using the number of voxels in the search
volume (170675 for the whole brain). Thus, a voxel activated by four or more
participants can be considered above chance. For a theoretical derivation of the
threshold calculation refer to Gazzola and Keysers (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009).
Consistency maps cannot confirm that shared voxels are present in all participants.
We therefore counted the number of shared voxels within each participant. The
counting was done separately for the four anatomical regions of interest: the anterior
and posterior lobule VI, lobule VIIb and VIIIa. The anatomical regions were chosen
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based on the group results of pipeline I (WB_MNI_norm_GLM) and built based
on the Anatomy toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox).
The anterior and posterior lobule VI were manually separated using MRIcron
(http://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricron/index.html).

2.2.9

Consistency of cerebellar areas involved in action observation

Given the low agreement between different meta-analysis studies, one may ask
whether the stimuli and optimized processing pipeline used for the current study
would allow a replication of the mapping for cerebellar shared voxel regions. In
order to test the reliability of our results we used data from a new set of 25
participants (12 male; age: 25 ± 4 years, mean ± SD) who underwent the same
action observation task presented in the current manuscript. The new dataset was
acquired with a different Philips Intera 3T scanner. A high-resolution, structural 3D
spoiled gradient image (170 slices; scan resolution = 240 × 222; field of view = 240
mm; voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm) was acquired for image co-registration. Functional
images were acquired using an echo planar T2*-weighted gradient sequence covering
39–40 sequential axial slices (echo time = 27.6 ms; slice thickness = 3.5 mm; flip
angle = 72.9◦ ; field of view = 240 mm; voxel size: 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.5 mm). The
acquisition plane was tilted to include the entire cerebellum. Data acquisition
was done in the context of testing different multiband factors (for an introduction
to multiband factors see: (Boubela et al., 2014)). Therefore, data was acquired
using either multiband factor of 1 (repetition time = 2.06; scan resolution = 80 ×
157), 2 (repetition time = 1.23; scan resolution = 80 × 222), 3 (repetition time
= 0.76; scan resolution = 80 × 222) or 4 (repetition time = 0.57; scan resolution
= 80 × 157), and does not include execution data. Each participant viewed the
stimuli four times, once at each MB factor. A full report will be submitted for
publication in the future but for now it is relevant that we found no activation
difference across MB sessions, but a significant effect of the viewing order, with
the first viewing producing the strongest activations. Here, we therefore report the
first viewing irrespective of the MB factor. Slices were scanned in ascending order,
with the reference slice in the posterior cerebellum. The stimuli, preprocessing
parameters and statistical analyses were identical to the WB_MNI_norm_GLM
processing pipeline. To confirm that activation in these 25 participants during
the action observation task (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) was found within sharedvoxel regions, the GLM was computed within a binary mask of the shared voxels
defined from the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline (i.e. ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>5.8
& ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>6.2; Figure 2.3A) of the original study.
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2.2.10

Resting state networks associated with shared voxel
regions

A parcellation map of 17 cortical resting state networks in MNI
space
are
publically
available
(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
/fswiki/CorticalParcellation_Yeo2011). We used these maps to identifying
resting state networks associated with our cerebellar shared activity. Four
cerebellar sub-regions showed shared activity between the observation and
execution task in the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline (Figure 2.3A). However,
spatial smoothing is likely to have caused merging of individual cerebellar clusters
(Figure 2.2C). We therefore treated left and right aVI, right pVI, left and right
VIIIa and right VIIb as separate regions of interest for the resting state network
analysis (see: Figure 2.4B).
We then isolated the maps of all resting state networks that covered at least 10%
of one of the cerebellar seed regions (Network 6, 7, 8 and 12; Figure 2.4B). The
minimal coverage of 10% was chosen arbitrarily. We then compared the cerebral
overlap of these networks with the spatial extend of the cerebral shared voxels (for
more details see paragraph 2.3.6).

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Effect of spatial normalization parameters on cerebellar activation during action observation

Figure 2.2A shows the activations during action observation on a flat representation
of the cerebellum (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015) for the four processing pipelines,
using smoothed data. Visual inspection of Figure 2.2A suggests that statistical
maps based on the four pipelines using different settings for spatial normalization
have strong similarities in terms of spatial extent and peak localization. Indeed,
63.2% of voxels are shared between all four pipelines, an additional 13.2% between
three pipelines, 6.9% between two pipelines, and 16.7% are exclusively activated
by only one pipeline. The Cartesian distance between cerebellar peaks of the
WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline and the available peaks in any other pipeline is
2.1 ± 2.4 mm (mean ± SD), with a range between 0 – 6.6 mm. Despite those
similarities, activation in the cerebellar lobule VIIIa remains undetected in the
WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline using the standard SPM8 bounding box setting.

Figure 2.2B shows the average t-values from the top 5% voxels from the four action
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observation maps (see: Figure 2.2A). Performing a repeated-measures ANOVA, that
compares the t-values across all four pipelines with one entry per voxel, revealed a
significant main effect of pipeline F(3,19) = 115.0, p<0.001. Planned comparison
t-tests revealed that this was due to the WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM (t-value:
4.64 ± 0.09 [mean ± SEM]) and WB_MNI_GLM_norm (5.72 ± 0.05) pipeline
having significantly reduced t-values (p<0.001 and p<0.01 respectively) compared
to WB_MNI_norm_GLM (5.80 ± 0.05), which in turn did not differ from the
Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm (5.81 ± 0.05), (t(19) = -0.1, p = n.s.) pipeline. The
difference between the WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM and WB_MNI_norm_GLM
pipelines is likely due to the fact that some of the significant voxels fall outside
of the bounding box used in the WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline. Note that
the degrees of freedom were adjusted using the number of resolution elements
(35 voxels), to account for dependence between adjacent voxels and a Bonferroni
correction was applied to the results of the planned t-tests.
The statistical map of the WB_MNI_norm_GLM analysis was used for subsequent
analyses, as it results in one of the highest average t-values and, unlike the
Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm pipeline, allows analysis of cerebellar and cerebral
activations, for example to test the effect of spatial smoothing.

2.3.2

Effect of spatial smoothing on cerebellar activation
during action observation

As expected, spatial smoothing increases the number of super-threshold voxels
during action observation (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) in the cerebellum by 168%,
from 350 to 939 voxels, given the same t-value threshold of t=5.8 (Figure 2.2C).
However, smoothing caused clusters, that are separated when using unsmoothed
data, to merge into a single cluster. In particular, the merging happened within
the right cerebellar lobule VI, between the left and right cerebellar lobule VIIb and
VIIIa, and across the cerebellar-cerebral boarder, from the cerebellar right lobule
VI to the fusiform gyrus (black arrow in Figure 2.2C).

2.3.3

Cerebellar shared voxel regions

Given that the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline had the highest sensitivity, we also
used this pipeline for the analysis of cerebellar shared voxel regions. Inclusively
masking voxels activated by action observation with those activated by execution
revealed peaks of cerebellar shared voxel regions in six locations (Figure 2.3A,
Supplementary Table 2.1): bilaterally in the anterior part of lobule VI (aVI, peak
activations in MNI coordinates: 30 -54 -24; -28 -54 -26) and VIIIa (peak activations:
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Figure 2.2: Impact of normalization parameters and spatial smoothing on cerebellar
activations during action observation (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) A) Cerebellar activation
during action observation (pFWE<0.05, peak-level) displayed on flatmaps of the cerebellum (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015). The color code on the first flatmap illustrates the
different cerebellar regions (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015). T-maps are shown for each of
the four analysis pipelines: WB_MNI_norm_GLM (whole-brain analysis with a spatial
normalization to SPM MNI space before the first level GLM analyses, and the bounding
box manually adjusted to optimally include the cerebellum); WBcut_MNI_norm_GLM
(same as WB_MNI_norm_GLM, with the smaller bounding box of SPM8 default setting); Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm (maps are normalized to SUIT space using the SUIT
toolbox following the first level GLM analyses); WB_MNI_norm_GLM (same temporal
order of processing steps as the Cereb_SUIT_GLM_norm analysis, however data is
normalized to SPM MNI space). All statistical maps are based on spatially smoothed
data. Left hemisphere shown on the left (L), right hemisphere on the right side (R).
The two secions of activations in lobule VI are labled anterior and posterior. Please
note that these lables are purely descriptive. B) Average t-value in the top 5% of voxels
during action observation for each pipeline. Error bars represent the standard deviation
across the voxels. Horizontal lines indicate the results of planned comparisons (t-tests,
Bonferroni-corrected) comparing the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline to the other three
pipelines. * p<0.01; ** p<0.001; n.s. not significant. C) Unsmoothed action observation
results for the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline, shown for both the cerebellum (flat map)
and the whole brain (renders of the SPM8 MNI template). Note how the cerebellar cluster
marked with the black arrow seems to be part of a cluster in the temporal lobe when
smoothing is applied, while without smoothing (most right image) the cluster is clearly
cerebellar.
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24 -64 -56; -22 -64 -56), as well as in the posterior part of lobule VI (pVI, peak
activation: 22 -72 -22) and VIIb (peak activations: 14 -76 -50). The two secions of
activations in lobule VI are labled anterior and posterior. Please note that these
lables are purely descriptive (Figure 2.3A).

2.3.4

Consistency of cerebellar shared voxel regions

All cerebellar shared voxel clusters (left and right aVI, right pVI, right VIIb, left
and right VIIIa) found in the group analyses are also significantly represented in
the single-subject consistency map (Figure 2.3B). In total, 536 consistent shared
voxels are found in the cerebellum, 175 of which in the right lobule VI (117 anterior,
58 posterior), 71 in the left lobule VI (65 anterior, 6 posterior), 85 in the right
lobule VIIb, 108 in the right lobule VIIIa and 79 in the left lobule VIIIa. Additional
shared voxels are located in the right Crus II (11), left lobule VIIb (4) and right
lobule VIIIb (3).
The most consistent voxel has shared properties in 12 out of 31 participants and is
located in the right anterior lobule VI (MNI coordinates: 30 -58 -24). However, this
analysis does not confirm that shared voxels are present in all participants. Thus,
we also counted the number of shared voxels in each participant for each anatomical
region of interest (anterior VI, posterior VI, VIIb and VIIIa) and calculated the
medians (Figure 2.3B). For each region of interest, a subset of participants does
not show shared voxels at the chosen threshold of p<0.001 (uncorrected) (Figure
2.3B, note that the number next to the circles at y-axes=0 indicate how many
participants had no shared voxels in this region). However, all participants show
shared voxels in at least one region of interest and there are only four participants
showing shared voxels in less than 4 out of 6 regions of interest. The highest
medians of 17 and 15 are found in the right and left area aVI.

2.3.5

Consistency of cerebellar activation during action observation

From the 709 cerebellar voxels, defined as shared voxels in the original analysis
(Figure 2.3A, Supplementary Material Table 2.1), 401 voxels were also activated
during action observation (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS>0) in a second, independent data
set. Please note that results of the second data set were masked with the shared
voxel mask of the first analysis. The masking was applied because there was
no execution run available for the second data set. Therefore, it could not be
determined whether activation during action observation of the second study found
outside of the shared voxel mask represent a novel shared voxel region. Thus, the
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Figure 2.3: Shared voxels on a group and individual subject level in the cerebellum and cerebrum. A) Cerebellar and cortical shared voxels based on the smoothed
WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline. Warm colors show the supra-threshold t-values (t>5.8,
pFWE<0.05) from the action observation task that are also activated by the execution
task: i.e. (ActionOBS-CtrlOBS.*(ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>6.2)>5.8, pFWE<0.05, peaklevel). The blue contours on the cerebellar flat map show the extent of the binary execution
mask (i.e. ActionEXE-CtrlEXE>6.2). Cerebellar activations are presented on a flattened
representation of the cerebellum (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015), while cerebral activations
are presented on an inflated representation of the cerebral SPM8 template. The color code
on theflatmap illustrates the different cerebellar regions (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015).
B) Cerebellar shared voxel consistency map. Warm color scale indicates the significant
number of participants showing shared properties in each voxel. The figure is based on
spatially unsmoothed data from the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline. The graph depicts
the number of shared voxels per participant. The horizontal lines indicate the median
for each region. Because subjects with zero shared voxels overlap perfectly, we specify
the number of subjects that contributed to the zero shared voxels next to the zero-circles.
C) Replicability of action observation results within the shared voxels maps. The warm
colors show significant t-values (t=3.5, p<0.001 (uncorrected)) for the action observation
task calculated following the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline, in a sample of 25 new
participants. The black outlines show the regions of interest derived from the shared
voxel analysis of the original data set (Figure 2.3A). The dots indicate an estimate of the
location of the peaks found in earlier meta-analysis studies on action observation. Blue
dots: (Molenberghs et al., 2012). Green dots: (Overwalle et al., 2014). Please note that
the peaks from the meta-analyses underwent two coordinate transformations: first from
Talairach to MNI and second from MNI to coordinates for the flatmap representation.
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current analysis only allows only the very basic conclusion that the shared voxel
regions of the first study are also activated in an idependent action observation data
set. In particular the reactivated voxels covered the left and right anterior lobule
VI, right posterior lobule VI, right lobule VIIb and VIIIa and the border between
the left lobule VIIb and VIIIa (Figure 2.3C, p<0.001 uncorrected at peak level).
Activation peaks in the original and second data sets had Cartesian distances of 4.5
mm in the right anterior and the posterior lobule VI, 5.7 mm in the left anterior
lobule VI, 4.9 mm in the right lobule VIIb and 2 mm in the left lobule VIIIa.
Similar results were obtained for the cerebral activations: of the original shared voxel
map (Figure 2.3A left) the left and right parietal region PF, primary somatosensory
cortex, ventral and dorsal premotor cortex, insular cortex and left visual area V5
were again activated by action observation (Figure 2.3C left).

2.3.6

Spatial relations of the cerebellar seed-based resting
state maps and cerebral shared voxel regions

In this section, we used publically available resting state maps (Yeo et al. 2011,
Buckner et al. 2011) to further investigate the claim that the cerebellar shared
voxel regions are part of the cerebral shared voxel network. Overlapping our results
with the resting state maps (Figure 2.4 B), one can see that the cerebellar shared
voxel regions are mainly located within four resting state networks (Yeo networks 6,
7, 8 and 12 in Yeo et al. 2011 and Buckner et al. 2011). In a next step, we explored
whether these resting state networks overlap with the cerebral shared voxel regions
above what would be expected by chance. To estimate the chance level, we divided
the number of shared voxels in the cerebrum (5,810) by the total number of voxels
in the cerebrum (155,369), yielding a proportion of 3.7%. Accordingly, we would
expect by chance that 3.7% of the voxels of each resting state network happen to
contain shared voxels. The actual ratio was much higher for Network 6 (35.7%, i.e.
35.7% of the voxels in Network 6 are also shared voxels) and Network 7 (10.5%).
For Network 12 (4.4%), the ratio is at chance level and for Network 8 the ratio
is below chance level (0.2%). Thus, for further analysis we only considered the
Networks 6 and 7, which cover 58% of the cerebral shared voxel network.
Consecutively, one can ask whether the different cerebellar shared voxel regions
connect to different subregions of the cerebral shared voxel network. To explore
this, we generated maps that illustrate the connectivity of each cerebellar cluster,
i.e. how each of the cerebellar clusters connects at rest with the various cerebral
shared voxels (Figure 2.3A). To do so, we created composite color maps. For each
cerebellar seed, we determined what proportion of its voxels fall within Networks 6
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and 7, and divided these proportions by the larger of the two proportions. These
normalized proportions were then set as opacity values for the 2 networks in the
cerebrum (Figure 2.4A) for each seed. This means that the network contributing
the largest proportion of voxels for that cerebellar seed will be shown with a 100%
opacity, and the other network with proportionally decreased opacity. For the
left aVI seed, for instance, Network 6 encompassed the larger, and Network 7
the smaller proportion of the seeds voxels in the cerebellum, and this translates
into a connectivity in the cerebrum that most encompasses the ventral sectors of
the share voxel (ventral premotor, insula and inferior parietal region PF), as can
be seen by the saturation of the pink network 6. Exploring these figures shows
mainly a dorso-ventral separation, with lobule VI (aVI and pVI) mainly connecting
via Network 6 with ventral structures in the cerebral shared voxel network, and
VIIIa and VIIb mainly connecting via Network 7 to more dorsal structures (dorsal
premotor and dorsal parietal regions).

Figure 2.4: A) Resting state networks for six cerebellar seed regions (see: Figure 2.4B)
derived from maps provided by Yeo (Yeo et al., 2011) and Buckner (Buckner et al.,
2011). Intensity of the color indicates the percentage of the seed region included in
each network. Black contours indicate the location of shared circuits as defined from
the WB_MNI_norm_GLM pipeline pipeline (Figure 2.3A). SI: primary somatosensory
cortex; PMd: dorsal premotor cortex; PMv: ventral premotor cortex; Ins: insula. B)
Spatial extend of the cerebellar seeds overlapped on the flattened cerebellar resting state
maps (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015).

2.4

Discussion

Here, we aimed to examine the involvement of the cerebellum during action
observation and execution, and identified shared voxels in the cerebellum of each
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of our participants. In particular, at the group level we identified six (sub-)regions
to show shared voxels: left and right anterior lobule VI, right posterior lobule VI,
right lobule VIIb, left and right lobule VIIIa.

2.4.1

Optimized analysis pipeline to detect cerebellar activations

Given that we found shared voxels in all of our participants and replicated the
activation of specific cerebellar regions during action observation in an independent
sample, it may seem surprising that past studies have failed to consistently report
these activations. Meta-analyses, that systematically quantify the consistency with
which activations are reported across experimental studies are probably the best
measure of those inconsistencies, as they greatly differ with regard to the existence and number of cerebellar clusters showing consistent involvement in action
observation and execution. Caspers et al. (2010) reported no consistent cerebellar
activation at all. The meta-analysis of mirror regions conducted by Molenberghs et
al. (Molenberghs et al. 2012) revealed a peak in the left and right anterior lobule
VI. Overwalle et al. reported significant meta-analytical action observation areas
in the right lobule VI and bilaterally in Crus I and II (Overwalle et al., 2014). In
a subsequent paper the group reinterpreted the location of the posterior cluster
as lobule VIIb (Overwalle et al., 2015). The average Cartesian distance between
the meta-analytical peaks and peaks derived in the current study is 9.0 ± 3.9 mm
(mean ± SD). With such a disparity of findings, we were keen to identify in our
own data, which factors influence whether fMRI analyses reveal cerebellar shared
voxels or not.
A factor we find to dramatically influence the ability to detect cerebellar sharedvoxels is the bounding box used during data analysis. In SPM8 (and its predecessors), the default bounding box actually crops out a significant part of the
cerebellum, and this leads to an almost complete disappearance of the clusters in
lobule VIIIa in our analysis (Figure 2.2A). The default bounding box in SPM12
got extended to include the posterior cerebellum and we expect that activity in
this region will be more consistently reported in future action observation studies.
A related factor regards the slice planning used for fMRI data acquisition. Here,
we used 41 slices of 3.5 mm thickness and a tilted acquisition plane, to ensure a full
coverage of the cerebellum. This ensures a dorso-ventral field of view substantially
larger than in most neuroimaging studies. Indeed, in our own previous experiments
(Gazzola and Keysers, 2009), we used a more traditional field of view (39 slices
of 3 mm thickness), and were blind to the most ventral activations in lobule VIIb
and VIIIa. It is likely that many past studies optimized for the cerebral cortex
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used, in the interest of reducing acquisition time, a dorso-ventral field of view that
limits their ability to detect activations in at least some parts of the cerebellum.
An overview of data acquisition settings in previous studies and their estimated
effect on cerebellar coverage can be found in the Supplementary Figure 2.5.
Another factor that may influence the reporting of shared voxels in the cerebellum
is spatial smoothing. Without smoothing, our data revealed six distinct cerebellar clusters, all of which were separate from cerebral clusters. Applying spatial
smoothing as would be used in most studies (6 mm FWHM filter), lead to two
adverse effects. First, clusters in the anterior and posterior parts of lobule VI,
as well as the clusters in lobule VIIb and VIIIa merge to form a single cluster,
despite the fact that the Buckner atlas (Buckner et al., 2011) suggest that the two
subclusters partly connect to distinct functional networks, e.g. the clusters in pVI
and VIIb exclusively connect to either resting state network 6 or 7, whereas aVI
and VIIIa connect to both networks. Additionally, smoothing lead the anterior
cluster in lobule VI to merge with a cluster in the fusiform gyrus for the action
observation condition. A similar merging was observed in the consistency data set.
The impact of such a merge is difficult to assess, but it is not unlikely, that it may
have lead - in at least some instances - to reporting and discussing only the ventral
visual subpeak of this merged cluster. Given that meta-analyses currently use peak
coordinates from activation tables and not the thresholded activation maps, this
could have severe consequences for the conclusions drawn from meta-analyses.
A cerebellar-specific normalization algorithm (SUIT) has been shown to increase
statistical sensitivity for certain task-based fMRI data (Diedrichsen, 2006). For the
current dataset we did not observe an increased sensitivity compared to the SPM
MNI normalization. This may be attributed to improved normalization procedures
in SPM8 using normalization parameters obtained during segmentation of the
anatomical image. It is important to note that, based on literature findings of
cerebellar activation during action execution (Agnew et al., 2012; Aziz-Zadeh et al.,
2006; Bello et al., 2014; Brunner et al., 2014; Catmur et al., 2008; Di Cesare et al.,
2015; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Gazzola et al., 2007a,b; Jelsone-Swain et al.,
2015), we assume that the preprocessing pipeline delivering the highest t-values
provides the highests sensitivity. However, we can not fully exclude the possibility
that higher t-values represent an increased false positive rate. However, given the
margially different results, we conclude that choosing a whole brain vs. SUIT
normalization is less likely to account for major inconsistency in finding cerebellar
shared voxels.
Assessing which methodological factors account for inconsistencies in cerebellar
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shared voxels reported in the past is difficult. However, even from the 13 studies
that contribute to the meta-analytical finding of activation in the superior posterior cerebellum (Molenberghs et al., 2012), only three studies explicitly mention
coverage of the cerebellum while scanning, and none of them has the same extent of
vertical coverage of brain volume as the current study (see Supplementary Figure
2.5). Furthermore, only one study used unsmoothed data and none of the 11 studies
using versions of SPM software antecedent to SPM12 mentioned an adjustment of
the bounding box. Additionally, studies that run a conjunction analysis between
the observation and execution data, which helped to separate cerebellar and ventral
visual clusters in our own main dataset, report cerebellar activation during action
observation more frequently (Agnew et al., 2012; Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006; Bello
et al., 2014; Brunner et al., 2014; Catmur et al., 2008; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009;
Gazzola et al., 2007a,b; Jelsone-Swain et al., 2015), than studies that include
both modalities but analyzed them separately (Buccino et al., 2004; Horan et al.,
2014; Iacoboni et al., 2001, 1999; Jastorff et al., 2012; Orr et al., 2008; Rocca,
2010; Sasaki et al., 2012). Another possible explanation for inconsistent literature
reports is the cerebellum’s vulnarability to field distortions. Field inhomogeneities
have been shown to cause artificial expansion in the anterior-posterior direction
(Jezzard and Balaban, 1995) and it has been speculated that pulsation artifacts
specifically contribute to field distortions in the cerebellum (In et al., 2015). Finally,
differences in task design could also explain the poor reproducibility. When the
task is kept constant, as in our additional sample of participants, a higher degree
of reproducibility can be expected.
Overall, our study suggests that partial brain coverage due to scanning parameters
and bounding box (Supplementary Figure 2.5), as well as smoothing, are the most
likely causes for the past lack of consistent detection of cerebellar activations.

2.4.2

Shared voxels within the cerebellum

A number of research lines have suggested that the cerebellum could play an important role in mapping observed actions onto the neural substrate for performing
similar actions. As mentioned in the introduction, although inconsistent across
studies, some neuroimaging studies so far have found that the cerebellum contains
some voxels recruited during action observation, and in some cases, that the same
voxels also are recruited during the execution of similar actions (see (Molenberghs
et al., 2012) for a meta-analysis and (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009) for an analysis using unsmoothed data). In addition, lesion studies (Cattaneo et al., 2012;
Christensen et al., 2014; Sokolov et al., 2010) and cerebellar stimulation studies
(Hardwick et al., 2012; Torriero et al., 2011) have suggested a causal contribution
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of the cerebellum to the perception of the actions of others. This is in line with
general considerations, that the cerebellum would be well poised to play a role in
action observation due to its central role in internal models of action execution
(Blakemore et al., 2001; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Miall, 2003; Wolpert et al.,
1998). However, which parts of the cerebellum are involved in action observation
and execution remains unclear.
Here we showed that voxels in six clusters activated during action execution demonstrated vicarious activation during action observation. An analysis of spatial
consistency confirmed that shared voxels are also present in the vast majority of
individuals in the cerebellum, which increases confidence in the consistency of
shared neuronal processes (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). Two cerebellar regions
(aVI and VIIIa) are activated bilaterally, like the majority of the cerebral shared
voxel network (Arnstein et al., 2011; Caspers et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers,
2009; Molenberghs et al., 2012). Activations in region pVI were exclusively found
in the right hemisphere, however within the left region pVI a number of significant
subject-level shared voxels were present in the consistency map (Figure 2.3B). In
addition, the actions that were observed in our experiment were all performed with
the right hand of the actor. The shared activations in lobule VIIb and pVI in
the right hemisphere may thus reflect the fact that this side is used for processing
right-handed actions in the observer.
The anatomical location of the shared voxel regions resemble the three sensorimotor
maps of finger motion (Grodd et al., 2001; Schlerf et al., 2014, 2010). A primary
sensorimotor map is assigned to the anterior part of lobule VI, which has been
shown to correlate with the accuracy of sensory prediction (Blakemore et al., 2001)
and to receive proprioceptive feedback from the ongoing movements (Bloedel, 1981;
Fuchs and Kornhuber, 1969). A secondary sensorimotor map in assigned to lobule
VIIIa/VIIIb (Schlerf et al., 2014). A potential third motor map was assigned to
a cluster in the posterior lobule VI/Crus I that was found to code for increased
levels of complexity during sequence execution (Schlerf et al., 2010). The posterior
part of lobule VI is also activated during more abstract motor planning tasks, as
the Tower of London task (Schall et al., 2003). Our data suggest the possibility of
a fourth motor map in lobule VIIb.

2.4.3

Connections between the cerebellar seeds and the
cerebral cortex

The human mirror neuron system (hMNS) has been associated with a variety of
functions, including motor imitation, action understanding, internal simulation
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(Keysers, 2011; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010), sensorimotor learning (Catmur
et al., 2007) and motor learning through action observation in a Hebbian learning
framework (Hanuschkin et al., 2013; Keysers and Gazzola, 2014). With regard
to the cerebellum, in particular, neuroimaging can explore the structure of the
temporal correlation between cerebellar and cerebral shared voxel regions.
By comparing the anatomical position of the cerebellar shared voxel regions to
publically available resting state atlases, we concluded that the cerebellar shared
voxel clusters found in each hemisphere have distinct connectivity patterns with
the cerebrum. Whether these connectivity patterns represent distinct functional
roles within the network remains speculative. One potential subdivision may relate
to the cortical parieto-premotor system, which is considered to be composed of a
dual pathway, with the dorsal pathway more associated with reaching, and the
ventral pathway with grasping (Filimon et al., 2007). It appears that at rest, the
anterior and posterior lobule VI seem more associated with the ventral grasping,
and lobule VIIb and VIIIa with the dorsal reaching pathway.

2.4.4

Caveats and open questions

Most importantly, it is essential to remember that the presence of shared voxels in
the cerebellum of our participants could indicate the presence of neurons responding
both during action observation and execution, but is also compatible (see: Gazzola
and Keysers, 2009) with two distinct populations of neurons within a shared voxel
- one only responds during observation and the other during execution. Shared
voxels are a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existance of cerebellar
mirror neurons. Single cell recordings in the cerebellum will be indispensable to
explore the potential presence of such mirror neurons, as it was necessary to confirm
that shared voxels in the SMA and somatosensory cortices indeed contain mirror
neurons (Hihara et al., 2015; Mukamel et al., 2010).
In addition, although we carefully designed our experimental conditions to be similar
in complexity to the control conditions, they do differ along many dimensions,
including the presence of a hand action, the richness of haptic interactions as
well as semantic and linguistic information content. Therefore, further studies are
necessary to validate the occurance of human cerebellar mirror neurons.
It has been noted that chosing different analysis techniques such as repetition suppression and multivoxel pattern classification impact the definition of the
hMNS (Oosterhof et al., 2013). Even though both techniques have their specific
methodological limitations, they consider action specificity, an important aspect of
mirror neurons (Oosterhof et al., 2013). Future studies, that systematically vary
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what action is executed and observed and use multivoxel pattern classification to
compare the patterns of activation across execution and observation (Etzel et al.,
2008; Haar et al., 2015), could further help unravel the specific information content
of cerebellar shared voxel clusters.
Pending such experiments, it is best to entertain the possibility that what is
shared in these voxels across observation and execution could be specific or abstract information about the actions. The attribution of functionality to specific
somatosensory-motor cerebellar regions lies beyond the scope of the current study
and requires carefully mapped lesion studies and non-invasive brain stimulation
studies, with a high degree of spatial precision.

2.4.5

Conclusion

Our work aimed at a detailed description of cerebellar clusters involved in complex
action observation as well as action execution. The consistency of these shared voxel
regions, located in the anterior and posterior portion of lobule VI, and in lobule
VIIb and VIIIa, was confirmed in the vast majority of individual subjects. We
also showed that the clusters activated during action observation can be robustly
replicated using the same stimuli and processing procedure in an independent
dataset. We believe these findings to warrant an intensification of efforts to
investigate the cellular basis and function of these clusters. In the future, this
line of research can provide important insights into specific impairments following
cerebellar lesions.
Earlier meta-analysis studies on action observation often reported less cerebellar
activation than could be expected given the functional significance of the cerebellum
in lesion and non-invasive brain stimulation studies. Using different preprocessing
pipelines, we identified factors that reduce the ability to detect the cerebellar
involvement during action observation. Specifically, the dorso-ventral field of view,
usage of smoothed data and a missing adjustment of the default bounding box
seem to significantly reduce the detection of cerebellar shared voxels. As most of
these adverse factors are actually the default choice when it comes to ‘whole brain’
imaging, it is perhaps unsurprising that cerebellar shared voxels have so far been
inconsistently reported.
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2.5

Supplementary material

Table 2.1: Shared voxels WB_MNI_norm_GLM (smoothed)

Brain area
Cerebellum
L Lobule VI (Hem)/ anterior
R Lobule VIIb (Hem)
Lobule VIIIa (Hem)
R Lobule VI (Hem)/ anterior
Lobule VI (Hem)/ posterior
L Lobule VIIIa (Hem)
Cerebrum
L SupraMarginal gyrus (PFt)
Inferior parietal lobule (SI)
R Postcentral gyrus (PFt)
Postcentral gyrus (SI)
L Inferior temporal gyrus (V5)
L Insular lobe
R Insular lobe
R Superior frontal gyrus (PMd)
L Superior frontal gyrus (PMd)
L Middle cingulate cortex
L Precentral gyrus (PMv)
B Middle cingulate cortex
R Inferior frontal gyrus (PMv)
R Inferior temporal gyrus (V5)
B BA 6 (SMA)

a MNI

coordinates

# of voxels

x

y

za

t-value

pFWE

131
176

-28
14
24
30
22
-22

-54
-76
-64
-54
-72
-64

-26
-50
-56
-24
-22
-56

10.62
9.27
7.29
8.82
7.57
7.86

<0.001
<0.001
0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.001

-50
-46
50
38
-48
-36
38
28
-22
-14
-54
-2
58
50
0

-26
-30
-28
-34
-68
-4
-2
-10
-12
-26
2
2
8
-60
-2

34
42
44
48
-6
12
12
60
54
40
34
36
24
-6
52

17.26
13.40
14.52
12.53
12.27
11.26
11.16
10.52
9.60
9.26
8.97
7.93
7.90
7.64
6.61

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

313
89
2077
1923
106
292
73
452
357
67
182
145
64
13
22
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Figure 2.5: Vertical coverage of brain volume in mm over time. The graphic includes
our current original and consistency study (black bars) and 12 out of the 13 studies
included in the meta-analysis of Molenberghs (Molenberghs et al., 2012), that report
cerebellar activation during action observation (grey bars). Studies marked with a star
have reported cerebellar coverage during the scanning procedure. One study did not
report the number of slices. The images visualize the estimated effect of different amounts
of vertical coverage. The upper image visualizes the lower limits of vertical coverage
(black bars) assuming the upper limit at the position of the grey bar. The white bars
indicate the vertical extend of the standard SPM8 bounding box and the adjusted large
bounding box used in the current study. The lower image visualizes the lower limits of
vertical coverage assuming an acquisition plane tilted by 30◦ .
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Abstract
The mirror neuron system and the theory of mind network have both been suggested
to be at the basis of understanding the actions of others. However, it remains
unclear what network is involved in processing what information about observed
actions. In the current repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation study, we show
that a perturbation of the inferior parietal lobe, a node of the mirror neuron system,
increases response latencies in judging the haptic goal of an action as well as the
mental state of the actor. A perturbation of the temporo-parietal junction, a node
of the theory of mind network, selectively increases the response latencies during
processing of the actor’s mental state. It can be concluded that the mirror neuron
system is necessary but not sufficient to process a mental state conveyed in an
action efficiently.

3.1

Introduction

Humans have the well demonstrated ability to take the perspective of another
person to deduct intentions simply by observing his or her actions. The neuronal
networks underlying perspective-taking on one side and action observation on the
other side are well described. However their unique contribution in deciphering
intentions conveyed in actions remains unclear (Keysers and Gazzola, 2007, 2014).
The so-called theory of mind network is activated when it is necessary to take
another person’s perspective, for example during the verbal ’false belief’ task, and
includes the temporo-parietal junction, temporal poles, superior temporal sulcus,
medial prefrontal cortex and precuneus (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003). A separate
extensive body of literature describes neuronal systems involved in action observation including the so-called mirror neuron system spanning across the inferior
parietal lobe, dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex
and cerebellum (Caspers et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). Mirror neurons
are a specific subgroup of motor neurons that respond to the execution but also
the observation of an action in monkeys (di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al.,
1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) and humans (Keysers and Gazzola, 2010; Mukamel
et al., 2010). Their discovery supports the motor simulation theory, stating that a
simulation of an observed action in our own motor system intentionsis part of the
processes triggered by action observation (Gallese and Goldman, 1998).
Interestingly, the theory of mind network and the mirror neuron system are largely
spatially distinct and are seldom reported to coactivate in a task (Overwalle and
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Baetens, 2009). Nevertheless, it seems intuitive that information from the mirror
neuron system are transferred to the ToM network while observing an action that
conveys a mental state, for example reaching for a object with hesitation can be
interpreted as a person’s uncertainty.
However, the hypothesis that the ToM system is necessary to decode intentions from
motor observations is challenged by the proposal that the automatic matching of
observed action and motor representation in the mirror neuron system is sufficient
to engage in perspective-taking and infer intentions (Beudel et al., 2011; Rizzolatti
and Craighero, 2004). First evidence for this assumption came from single-cell
recordings in non-human primates. In a seminal study, neurons were described
that fired if food was moved towards the mouth to eat it, but not if it was moved
inside a container (Fogassi et al., 2005), suggesting that the intention of the action
(eating) is computed on the mirror neuron level. Further evidence for intention
processing is given by the fact that mirror neuron regions are preferentially involved
in goal-directed actions (Agnew et al., 2012) and are sensitive to the logical sequence
of events (Fabbri-Destro et al., 2008; Johnson-Frey et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al.,
2007).
Thus, a chiasm in describing neuronal networks involved in perspective-taking has
emerged in the neuroimaging literature: some scholars ascribe perspective-taking
primarily to the theory of mind network, while others ascribe it primarily to the
mirror neuron system. This chiasm raises the question whether there is a qualitative
difference in the type of information processed in both networks during perspectivetaking. It has been suggested that the mirror neuron system acts as a precursor of
mentalizing abilities (Gallese and Goldman, 1998). From a developmental point
of view, there is evidence that the perspective-taking skills based on the mirror
neuron system develop earlier in childhood than the skills based on the theory of
mind network (Gobbini et al., 2007). A number of theoretical efforts have aimed to
reconcile the contribution of both networks, by suggesting that in cases in which
we read the mind of another by analyzing their actions, one would expect the
mirror neuron circuit to work in concert with theory of mind regions, whilst the
two networks would become rather independent, if people observe actions that
suggest no particular mental state or if people deduce mental states from verbal
material (Keysers and Gazzola, 2007). In another perspective, the goal of an action
is attributed to the mirror neuron system, whereas the reason behind the action is
attributed to the theory of mind network (Rizzolatti and Fogassi, 2014).
Our current experiment evaluates the proposal that mirror neuron systems and
theory of mind regions would jointly process the sight of actions that reveal a
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complex mental state, by testing whether perturbing nodes of the mirror neuron
system (inferior parietal lobe: IPL) and theory of mind network (temporo-parietal
junction: TPJ), by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), will influence the processing of the goal of an action and/or the reason behind an observed
motion pattern.
The stimuli used for this experiment were based on earlier functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments of our group that aimed to pinpoint what
brain regions encode the goal of an action vs. what mental state the actor has.
These studies suggest that deducting the goal of an action, in this case the choice
of an object based on an actor’s hand aperture, recruits the mirror neuron system.
Further, displays of natural hesitations triggered the recruitment of the mirror neuron system and the theory of mind network. These neuroimaging studies can reveal
the activation of these brain regions during the processing of goals and hesitations,
however, they cannot examine whether either of these regions directly contribute to
the perception of goals and hesitations. Transcranial magnetic stimulation however
does allow to test whether an activated network is actually necessary to perform
the task at hand and thus allows to draw conclusions about the contributions
of both networks to the given tasks. We hypothesis that perturbations to the
IPL will impair processing of the goal and conveyed reason in terms of decreased
performance and/or increased response latencies, as both can only be conducted
from the actual motor act. We further suggest that perturbations to the TPJ
will impair processing of the conveyed action goal as it requires a higher level of
abstraction to deduct the goal of the motor action.
Importantly, we introduced a control task that had neither a motion nor a mentalizing component, used the vertex as a control stimulation site (Jung et al., 2016)
and used functional localizers (classical verbal ToM task (Dodell-Feder et al., 2011;
Dufour et al., 2013; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Wexler, 2005) and action
observation and execution task (Arnstein et al., 2011; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009;
Gazzola et al., 2007a,b)) to ensure the selection of subject-specific and task-relevant
target areas. Both target areas of interest have been shown to be susceptible to
TMS. For example, moral judgment was impacted after stimulation of the right
TPJ (Jeurissen et al., 2014; Young et al., 2010) and the generation of learned motor
sequences is affected after stimulation of the right rostral IPL (Burke et al., 2013).
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3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Participants

All 35 participants, who volunteered for this study, were screened for exclusion
criteria to undergo MRI scanning and repetitive TMS stimulation. One participant
was excluded from the study because he did not meet the TMS safety criteria. The
passive motor threshold was measured in all other participants. The TMS coil was
placed into a fridge two hours prior to each repetitive TMS session and cooling,
by means of cooling packs, was applied throughout the stimulation. However,
pretests revealed that the maximum stimulus intensity that allowed a stimulation
without overheating of the TMS coil was 65% of the machine output. Thus,
another inclusion criterion for this study was a passive motor threshold of 72%
or less (given that rTMS stimulation had to be delivered at 90% of the motor
threshold). 18 participants met this criterion (mean MT: 57% ± 6%, range: 39% –
65%). One participant dropped out of the experiment after the first rTMS session,
two participants were excluded due to excessive head motion during the rTMS
stimulation and one participant was not able to perform the behavioral task above
chance level.
The 14 participants (8 female, 6 male) included in the statistical analyses had
a mean age of 22 ± 2 years (range: 19–27 years) and a mean handedness of 70
± 35 (Oldfield, 1971). All participants completed the Interpersonal Reactivity
Index (IRI) questionnaire to obtain a measurement of their perspective taking skills
(Davis, 1983). This measurement is important to check our assumption that the
task accuracy and response latency measures of our experimental tasks are actually
related to perspective-taking abilities. The assumption is checked by means of
Pearson correlations between the IRI perspective taking scores and the behavioral
task measures. All participants signed an informed consent in accordance to the
declaration of Helsinki prior to the experiment.

3.2.2

Experimental sessions

The experiment was divided into four sessions on four different days. During the
first session MRI scans were acquired to obtain functional localizers for the TMS
target regions. On the same day, the passive motor threshold was determined
and a training for the behavioral task was performed. During the sessions 2 to 4,
15 minutes of offline repetitive TMS stimulation was applied to one of the three
TMS stimulation sites (IPL, TPJ, vertex) and the behavioral task was performed
consecutively.
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3.2.3

MRI scan and functional localizer

We decided to use functional localizers to determine personalized sites for the TMS
coil placements. The TPJ is a region that is anatomically not well defined and
the functional localizer allows furthermore to account for a participant’s specific
anatomical and functional organization within the regions of interest. To obtain
the functional localizers, participants underwent a MRI scanning session, including
one anatomical and four functional runs. First, a high-resolution, structural 3D
spoiled gradient image (170 slices; scan resolution = 256 × 256; field of view =
232) was acquired for image co-registration. The four functional imaging runs
were conducted using an echo planar T2*-weighted gradient sequence covering 41
sequential axial slices (echo time = 28 ms; slice thickness = 3.5 mm; flip angle =
70◦ ; repetition time = 2000 ms; scan resolution = 64 × 62; field of view = 224
mm). The first two functional runs consisted of two runs of the well documented
false belief – false photograph task (Dodell-Feder et al., 2011; Dufour et al., 2013;
Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Wexler, 2005). The experimental condition
(false belief) of this task, is known to activate nodes within the ToM network,
especially the right TPJ (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003). Run 3 consisted of an
action observation and run 4 of an action execution task utilized in several studies
to localize the motor MNS (Arnstein et al., 2011; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009;
Gazzola et al., 2007a,b). The activation during the observation task, masked by
the activation during the execution task, allows a consistent mapping of the mirror
neuron system in individual subjects (see: Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Chapter
2). Data analysis was executed in BrainVoyager QX 2.2 (Brain Innovation B.V.,
Maastricht, The Netherlands).
Image processing included the following steps. The T1-weighted anatomical
image was used to create a surface reconstruction of the right hemisphere at
the grey-white matter boundary. This reconstruction was used as a virtual
representation of each participant’s brain in order to localize the target points
for stimulation in space and monitor the distance between TMS coil and target
point. To prepare the reconstruction, the T1 image underwent an iso-voxel
transformation, was manually pre-segmented, underwent imhomogeneity correction
and was transferred into AC–PC (anterior commissure – posterior commissure)
space. The AC–PC space conserves the subject-specific anatomical features of the
participant’s brain and thus allows individualized TMS target sites.
The functional images were slice-time corrected using a cubic spline interpolation.
Motion correction, spatial smoothing (8 mm full width halt maximum filter) and a
temporal high-pass filter were applied using standard settings. The functional
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images were coregistered to the structural image. After image preprocessing, a
box-car function convolved with the hemodynamic response function was utilized
to model the experimental conditions and a general linear model was used generate
the contrasts of interest.
To localize the subject-specific TMS target site, the statistical map generated from
the false belief > false photograph contrast considering the two ToM runs were
projected onto the reconstructed right hemispheric surface. For each participant,
the right TPJ was easily identifiable as a large cluster spanning over the posterior
IPL and caudal parts of the superior temporal sulcus. The initial level to threshold
the respective activation was set to qFDR<0.05. For all participants, the threshold
was increased or decreased until a focal area of activation remained. A so-called
target point was set onto this focal activation. Target points are markers for a
specific stereotactic coordinate on the reconstructed hemispheric surface that mark
the location to which TMS should be applied. The precision of the stimulation can
be monitored as the distance of the beam and the coil itself from the target point.
To get a good estimation of the coil-to-surface distance during the rTMS sessions,
in some cases the target point was strategically moved from a deep sulci location
onto the rim of the spatially closest gyrus.
In order to localize the right IPL, the activation during the action execution run
was thresholded at qFDR<0.05 and converted into a binary mask. Then, the
action observation run was visualized using the complex action – complex control
contrast (see: Arnstein et al., 2011) and masked with the binary mask generated
from the execution run. Unlike the TPJ, the IPL cannot be visually defined as
an individual cluster of activation, as activation often spreads into the primary
somatosensory cortex in Brodmann area 2. Therefore the search area for the target
point was anatomically restricted to the anterior part of the supramarginal gyrus,
the area corresponding to cytoarchitectonic area PF/PFt, where mirror neurons
were described in monkeys (Fogassi et al., 2005).
The vertex was included as a control stimulation site and its target point was set
to the most medial portion of the right postcentral gyrus (Jung et al., 2016). The
actual stimulation was applied slightly more medial over the medial longitudinal
fissure to further decrease the chance of a stimulation effect on the surrounding
tissue.
The mean values and standard deviations of the target point coordinates
for the TPJ and IPL (Talairach space) can be found in Table 3.1. The
TPJ coordinates are in accordance to the coordinates described using the
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same set of stimuli (Saxe and Wexler, 2005). The average ILP coordinate
falls into the region PFt, a region involved in hand observation and imitation (Caspers et al., 2010; Molenberghs et al., 2012; Overwalle and Baetens,
2009) and the human analog of the macaque mirror neuron region PF, where
mirror neurons have been suggested to code motor intentions (Fogassi et al., 2005).
Table 3.1: Mean vales and standard deviations of TMS target points. Coordinates are
given in Talairach space.

TPJ
IPL

3.2.4

x
49.5 (5.5)
54.7 (5.2)

y
-59.4 (4.3)
-29.1 (4.1)

z
23.4 (6.4)
37.7 (5.4)

Passive motor threshold and training

The passive motor threshold was measured to determine the intensity of TMS
application required for each participant. An electromyogramm was measured from
the right first dorsal interosseous (MP36 BIOPAC Systems Inc., Goleta, USA; 43 ×
35 mm Hydrogel electrodes). The starting intensity was set to 50% machine output
and single TMS pulses were applied to the approximate position of the left primary
motor cortex. The output intensity was increased in 5% steps until a motor evoked
potential (MEP) was recorded. The coil position was adjusted to the position of
maximal motor evoked potential amplitude. At this optimal scalp position, the
intensity was fine-tuned until it met the passive motor threshold criterion (50% of
MEPs reaching at least a 50 µV peak-to-peak amplitude). The maximal acceptable
motor threshold level was set to 65% machine output (see section: 3.2.1). The
motor evoked potentials were recorded in AcqKnowledge 4.1 (Biopac Systems, Inc.,
USA) using a 30–250 Hz Notch filter and a sampling rate of 5000 kHz.
Afterwards, a short training of the behavioral task (described in detail in 3.2.6) was
provided. The aim was to get the subject familiar with the design and operation
of the task, so that the performance during the first rTMS session would not be
influenced by the participant being unfamiliar with the task. We presented one
block of five videos of each condition and asked the participant to answer the
associated questions. None of these videos appeared in the actual experiment.

3.2.5

Stimuli creation

The stimuli for the behavioral experiment consisted of short movie clips (duration
880–5800 ms), showing actors reaching into an opaque box and clasping either a
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small or large ball hidden inside the box. The overall goal was to create a set of 3
× 30 videos, in which the participant either had to pay attention to the goal of the
action (Which ball does the actor target?; condition: Goal), the confidence during
the ball selection process (Does the actor hesitate?; condition: Hesitation) or the
identity of a white letter, which was artificially added to the movies (Which letter
does appear?; Condition: Control).

Vi
deo2

Vi
deo1

When recording the stimuli, 10 different actors (7 female/3 male) were asked to
pick one of two colored balls within the box, one of them big (Ø 10 cm), the other
one small (Ø 3.5 cm). To determine which ball to choose, two different instructions
were given. The actor was either asked to grab the big or the small ball or the
actor was instructed to pick the ball with the least saturated color. The second
instruction was designed to be more challenging and elicit natural hesitation.
Neither the face of the actor nor the balls were visible at any time during the clip.
Thus, the goal and the mental state of the actor could only be deducted from hand
motion parameters: hand opening and aperture to judge the size of the targeted
ball and velocity profile and motion directions to detect hesitations (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Snapshots from two videos. Video 1 (upper row) does depicts a hesitation,
the letter q and the selection of the big ball. Video 2 (lower row) depicts no hesitation,
the letter x and the selection of the small ball.

Videos with low visual quality (shadows, blurriness) or usage of left hand were
discarded. In order to select the final set of nine videos per actor (3 Goal, 3
Hesitation, 3 Control) for the TMS sessions, three raters familiar with the task
rated the videos by guessing which instruction given to the actor (pick the big
ball! – pick the small ball! – pick the ball with the least saturated color!). The
usage of different actors allowed us to retrieve a set of videos with easily readable
and more ambiguous motion parameters. Ambiguity was necessary to achieve our
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target performance level of 70% – 75%, which lies above chance level and below
ceiling effect. However, we only included videos in the final set of stimuli that were
classified correctly by at least one of the raters. For the control task, a small white
letter was programmed to appear either on the left or right part of the actors chest
(Figure 3.1). The letter was either a small ‘q’ or a small ‘x’ and was displayed for
20, 40 or 60 ms exactly halfway throughout each video.
A stimuli validation with 6 subject unfamiliar with experiment yielded performances
(mean ± SD) of: 70% ± 9% (Goal), 74% ± 6% (Hesitation), 72% ± 10% (Control).
The same set of videos was used for all three rTMS sessions, because stimuli
like natural movements cannot be used to create three perfectly matched sets of
videos for the three rTMS sessions. Although, the appearance order of videos
was randomized for each session, a significant reduction in response latencies over
sessions was observed (see: Figure 3.2), which was accounted for by detrending the
data (see: 3.2.8).

3.2.6

rTMS sessions

This study was set-up as a repeated-measures design. Each participant executed
three tasks (Goal, Hesitation, Control) following rTMS applied to one out of three
stimulation sites (TPJ, IPL, vertex). Each participant went to three TMS sessions,
each targeting a different stimulation site, on three separate days. The order of
stimulation sites was counterbalanced across participants. The minimum time
between two rTMS sessions was two days to avoid the influence of stimulation
aftereffects. For this study, a Magstim Rapid2 stimulator and a figure of eight
70mm coil were used (The Magstim Company Ltd, Whitland, UK).
The participant was seated in front of a monitor that was used to display the neuronavigation tracking throughout rTMS application and the consecutive behavioral
part of the experiment. The TMS coil positioning system (Zebris Medical GmbH,
Isny im Allgäu, Germany) was used for neuronavigation by coregistration of the
head of the participant to the TMS coil. The TMS coil was fixed in place but
constantly monitored and the position was adjusted manually if necessary to ensure
maximal closeness between coil and target point during stimulation. External
cooling was applied to the TMS coil throughout the stimulation. The handle of
the coil was pointing backwards at a 45 degree downwards angle for the TPJ and
IPL sessions and pointing backwards during the vertex session. During the rTMS
sessions, the participants received a 900 pulses 1 Hz rTMS at 90% MT on one out
of the three potential stimulation sites. Repetitive, low-frequency (1 Hz) TMS
stimulation evokes a reduction of motor cortex excitability on a group level (Chen
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et al., 1997; Maeda et al., 2000; Pascual-Leone et al., 1998; Wassermann, 1998;
Wassermann et al., 1996).
After the stimulation, participants performed the behavioral task, which lasted
on average 6.52 ± 0.31 minutes with a range of 5.74 to 7.31 minutes. Thus, the
behavioral tasks were all completed within the 7.5 minute time window of inhibitory
effect typically considered to be induced by the chosen TMS settings (Knecht et al.,
2003). One experimental run consisted of a written explanation of the task, the
display of 90 videos (30 videos per condition) and the participants answer selections.
Importantly, each video included all visual features to complete any of the three
tasks (Figure 3.1). The current condition was indicated before each video by
displaying one of the three experimental questions: Big ball? – Hesitation? –
Letter q? Videos of the same condition were presented in blocks of five. No more
than two blocks of the same condition were presented sequentially. After each
video the participant selected an answer in a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ fashion, according to
the question asked (Big ball? – Hesitation? – Letter q?). The question screen was
presented after each video without delay, there was no time limit given to respond.
Participants used a foot pedal to give their answers, omitting any pronounced
movement of the hands during the experiment. To avoid motor preparation during
the video, it was indicated after each movie whether the right or the left pedal
indicated a ‘Yes’ in a random way. The behavioral task was displayed using the
Presentation R 16.1 software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, USA).

3.2.7

Data analysis

3.2.7.1

Effect over days in chronological order

The performance during the behavioral experiment was assessed in terms of task
accuracy and response latencies (Figure 3.2). Due to our experimental design
we expect an effect of experimental session (day1 – day2 – day3), independently
of which stimulation site was targeted. Firstly, the repetitive usage of identical
stimuli is likely to cause a trainings effect. Secondly, external factors as fatigue,
food intake and inattentiveness may influence the performance across sessions. By
randomizing the order of stimulations the mean response latencies will not be
affected by these effect, however they can still increases the variability across the
sample. Therefore, we decided to first test the effect of day on task performance
and response latencies. All statistical analysis were performed using IBM SPSS
Statistics 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, USA). The threshold for all statistical
tests is α = 0.05, unless stated otherwise. Results are reported as mean ± standard
error of the mean, unless stated otherwise.
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In a 3 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA design, no main effect of day in chronological
order (F(2,12) = 0.30, p = n.s.), task (F(2,12) = 3.45, p = n.s.) or interaction
effect between day in chronological order and task (F(4,10) = 0.13, p = n.s.) were
found for task accuracy. However, response latencies (Figure 3.2) were found to
differ between days (F(2,12) = 9.60, p<0.01, partial eta squared = 0.62) and
tasks (F(2,12) = 20.00, p<0.001, partial eta = 0.77). Importantly, there was no
interaction effect between day and task (F(4,10) = 1.53, p = n.s.), which means
that the decrease in response latencies over days was not significantly different
for the three tasks. Response latencies linearly decreased from day 1 to day 3
(F(1,13) = 19.30, p<0.01, partial eta squared = 0.60). Planned contrasts revealed
that response latencies did not differ between the Goal and Hesitation condition
(F(1,13) = 0.84, p = n.s.). On the other hand, response latencies in the Control
task were reduced compared to the Goal task (F(1,13) = 19.63, p<0.01, partial
eta squared = 0.60) and the Hesitation task (F(1,13 = 41.00, p<0.001, partial eta
squared = 0.76).
This observation is important for the further analysis of the response latencies.
If the control task shows faster response latencies than the Goal and Hesitation
task after vertex stimulation, differences in response latencies following TPJ and
IPL stimulation cannot be interpreted directly. However detrending the data
by subtracting the Control task latencies from the Goal and the Hesitation task
latencies on a session by session basis can be used to assess whether the differences
in response latencies are influenced by TMS target site. The lack of a task × day
interaction suggests that a subtraction of response latencies per session is a valid
procedure.
The procedure of detrending offers the possibility to remove the effect of day and
thereby reduce variability. For example, if a participant was tired and therefore
had generally increased response latencies on one of the three experimental days,
the differences in response latencies are less susceptible to the general effect of
tiredness than the raw latency values. This assumption was explored but means of
Pearson correlation coefficients between the response latencies of the three tasks
(Goal, Hesitation, Control) during the same session (vertex stimulation), that
were significant and strongly positive (r(Goal, Hesitation) = 0.80, p<0.01; r(Goal,
Control) = 0.60, p<0.05; r(Hesitation, Control) = 0.86, p<0.001). The Control
task response latencies explain 36% of the variation of the Goal task latencies and
84% of the variation in the Hesitation task latencies. Therefore, detrending the
Goal and Hesitation response latencies using the Control response latencies can be
used to reduce the between session variability. Pearson correlations between task
accuracy for the three tasks did not reach significance.
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Figure 3.2: Task accuracy and response latencies per task (Goal, Hesitation, Control)
and experimental day in chronological order. Participants were exposed to repetivie
transcranial magnetic stimulation of one of three target sites (inferior parietal lobe,
temporo-parietal junction, vertex) on each experimental day in a randomized order. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean.

3.2.8

Calculation of detrended and unbiased data

Given the results of the task × day analysis, the response latencies (RL) of the Goal
and Hesitation task for each participant and each experimental day are detrended
using the response latencies on the Control task. For example, detrending of the
latency scores on the Goal task after TPJ stimulation were calculated using the
Formula A for participant i:
RL(GoalT P J _detrend )i = RL(GoalT P J )i − RL(ControlT P J )i
However, this analysis makes the assumption that the performance on the control
task is not influenced by the stimulation site. Showing that this assumption is
met is not trivial. For example, the response latencies of the Control task after
target area (IPL, TPJ) stimulation are slightly, though not significantly, decreased
compared to baseline stimulation (vertex). During detrending (Formula A), this
decrease is not accounted for and may bias the detrended values to overestimate
the effect of target area stimulations.
To ensure that the detrended values are unbiased, the detrended response latencies
of each participant are corrected for the group mean difference of the Control
task response latency during the respective target sites (IPL, TPJ) and baseline
(vertex) stimulation. Thus the complete computation of raw values into detrended,
unbiased values is given in Formula B for participant i (n = 14):
RL(GoalT P J _detrend_unbiased )i = RL(GoalT P J )i − RL(ControlT P J )i −
 Pn

Pn
RL(Controlvertex )
RL(ControlT P J )
i=1
i=1
−
n
n
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To test whether this procedureactually reduces noise variance, due to individual
and session variance, we calculated the change in variance between the detrended
and raw data. The standard deviation dropped by 59% for the HesitationT P J
latencies and by 48% for the HesitationIP L latencies. The standard deviation
dropped by 52% for the GoalT P J latencies and by 52% for the GoalIP L latencies.

3.3

Results

To test whether the stimulation site had an effect on the task performance
we employed two 3 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA designs with the factors
stimulation site (TPJ, IPL, vertex) and task (Goal, Hesitation, Control), separately
for task accuracy and normalized latencies. For the task accuracy, there was no
significant effect of stimulation site (F(2,12) = 3.45, p = n.s.), task (F(2,12) =
0.22, p = n.s.) or interaction between stimulation site and task (F(4,10) = 1.05,
p = n.s.). However, we can conclude that the level of task difficulty were well
matched between conditions, especially for the tasks of interest (accuracies (mean
± SD): Goal: 74% ± 6%, Hesitation: 76% ± 8%, Control: 81% ± 10%).
In terms of raw response latencies (Figure 3.3A), we observe a main effect of task
(F(2,12) = 20.75, p<0.001, partial eta squared = 0.78) and an interaction effect of
stimulation site and task (F(4,10) = 3.88, p<0.05, partial eta squared = 0.61), but
no main effect of stimulation site (F(2,12) = 0.56, p = n.s.). Post-hoc analyses
reveal that the average response latencies during the control task with 612 ± 29
ms were significantly shorter than during the Goal task with 706 ± 44 ms (F(1,13)
= 21.72, p<0.001, partial eta squared = 0.63), and the Hesitation task with 731 ±
42 ms (F(1,13) = 41.57, p<0.001, partial eta squared = 0.76).
We explored the interaction effect by testing for significant changes in response
latencies after TPJ and IPL stimulation compared to vertex stimulation and for
the Goal and Hesitation task compared to the control task. The differences in
response latencies between the Hesitation and control task were larger after TPJ
compared to vertex stimulation (F(1,13) = 7.20, p<0.05, partial eta squared =
0.36), and also after IPL compared to vertex stimulation (F(1,13) = 6.23, p<0.05,
partial eta squared = 0.32). When the Goal task response latencies are compared
to the control task latencies, the difference between IPL and vertex stimulation
only showed a trend (F(1,13) = 3.05, p = 0.1).
In conclusion, the control task has the shortest raw response latencies and an
increase in raw response latencies after IPL and TPJ stimulation was found when
the task required the deduction of a hesitation from hand movements.
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Figure 3.3: Task-dependent increase in response latencies due to repetitive TMS
stimulation of the right inferior parietal lobe (IPL) and temporo-parietal junction (TPJ).
A) Raw response latencies. Lines indicate significant post-hoc tests. B) Unbiased and
detrended response latencies, by subtraction of the response latencies during the letter
recognition control task. Lines represent post-hoc tests. Error bars show the standard
error of the mean. * = p<0.05; n.s. = not significant.

Looking at the detrended and unbiased response latencies (Figure 3B), we find a
significant effect of stimulation site (F(2,12) = 4.20, p<0.05, partial eta squared =
0.41) and a significant interaction effect of stimulation site and task (F(2,12) =
4.89, p<0.05, partial eta squared = 0.45). To test our hypothesis formulated in
the introduction, we performed planned contrasts (paired-sample t-tests) to check
whether IPL simulation had an impact on the Goal and Hesitation task, while TPJ
stimulation only impacted on the Hesitation task.
TPJ stimulation lead to a significant increase in response latency compared to
vertex stimulation in the Hesitation task (t(13) = 2.3, p<0.05), but not in the
Goal task (t(13) = 0.9, p = n.s.). IPL stimulation lead to a significant increase in
response latency compared to vertex stimulation in the Hesitation task (t(13) =
2.4, p<0.05), but this increase did not reach significance in the Goal task (t(13) =
1.64, p = n.s.). However when directly comparing the response latencies after TPJ
and IPL stimulation, the IPL stimulation significantly increases response latencies
compared to the TPJ stimulation in the Goal task (t(13) = 3.1, p<0.01), but this
increase in not statistically significant in the Hesitation task (t(13) = 1.6, p = n.s.).

In conclusion, the analysis of detrended and unbiased response confirms that TMS
stimulation of both IPL and TPJ has an effect on the processing of hesitations.
Additionally, the analysis reveals that TMS stimulation of the IPL, but not TPJ,
is likely to have an impact on the analysis of goals conveyed in an action. In this
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context, the lack of a significant difference between response latencies of the Goal
task after vertex stimulation and IPL stimulation is likely due to the high standard
deviation in the Goal task after vertex stimulation (147.1, standard deviation in
the Hesitation task after vertex stimulation: 89.1). Effect sizes for the significant
tests are medium to high.
Finally, we were interested whether the normalized response latencies are associated
with perspective-taking skills. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated
between the normalized response latencies and the IRI perspective-taking scores
(Figure 3.4). For this analysis, normalized response latencies after vertex stimulation
were used, to omit an effect of TMS on a target region. Participants with high
perspective-taking scores showed short response latencies while judging the hand
aperture of the actor in order to deduct the goal of the action (r = -0.64, p<0.05)
and during hesitation detection (r = -0.60, p<0.05).

Figure 3.4: Association between perspective-taking skills and response latencies.
Perspective-taking skills are measured using the intrapersonal reactivity index (Davis,
1983). Response latencies relate to the difference in response time between the two tasks of
interest (deducting the goal of an action (left graph), detecting a gestural hesitation (right
graph)) and the control task. The vertical dashed line separates participants with faster
responses during the control task (left) and participants with faster response latencies on
the Goal or Hesitation task. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and associated p-values
are reported in the grey boxes. All response latencies were measured after stimulation of
the control site (vertex), such that an effect of transcranial magnetic stimulation on the
task-relevant regions does not influence the correlation analyses.

3.4

Discussion

The chiasm of two brain networks, the ToM network and the mirror neuron system,
described as neuronal correlates of perspective-taking in the neuroimaging literature
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begs the question which information are processed in which network. In the current
transcranial magnetic stimulation study, we found some evidence that perturbations
of a node of the mirror neuron system (IPL) increased response latencies when
judging the goal of an action, however we gained no evidence that the TPJ is
involved in this process. When judging the mental state of an actor, perturbations
to the IPL as well as to a node of the ToM network (TPJ) resulted in increased
response latencies. In this discussion, TMS applied to a node of a network will be
used interchangeably with TMS applied to a functional network, based on findings
that show spread of repetitive TMS along task-based functional (Shafi et al., 2013;
Valchev et al., 2016) and functional resting-state networks (van der Werf et al.,
2010).
Two observations can be drawn from these results. Firstly, extracting information
conveyed in motor acts requires the mirror neuron system, likely regarding the
goal of an action but also the mental state of the actor. This finding is in line
with previous studies describing the processing of goal within the mirror neuron
system (Agnew et al., 2012; Fabbri-Destro et al., 2008; Fogassi et al., 2005; JohnsonFrey et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al., 2007). Furthermore, it supports the motor
simulation theory (Gallese and Goldman, 1998) by demonstrating that not only
haptic comprehensible goals (hand aperture informs about the size of an object
to be grasped), but also more abstract concepts (hesitant hand informs about the
perceived difficulty of a task instruction) rely, at least in part, on an intact mirror
neuron system to be optimally computed. However secondly, the mirror neuron
system does not seem to be sufficient to efficiently process these more abstract
concepts because a perturbation of the TPJ also causes an increase of response
latency.
Combining both observations, we find support for several theoretical concepts and
empirical findings concerning both networks. Our findings are in line with the
idea that when reading the mind of another person by observing their actions, the
mirror neuron system and the theory of mind network both play a role (Keysers
and Gazzola, 2007) and that the mirror neuron system works as a precursor (in
a functional connectivity sense) of abstract mentalizing (Gallese and Goldman,
1998). We further find evidence that the goal of an action can potentially be
estimated within the mirror neuron system, whereas mental states associated with
the action require involvement of the theory of mind network (Rizzolatti and
Fogassi, 2014). In this context, it is interesting to mention that there is evidence
that the perspective-taking skills based on the mirror neuron system develop earlier
in childhood than the skills based on the theory of mind network (Gobbini et al.,
2007).
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Because our protocol includes the perturbation of the motor mirror neuron system,
we aimed to diminish the effect of TMS on the motor aspect of the participants’
response. Thus, response choices were given via a foot pedal, while the stimuli
and the localizer task for the neuronavigation system contained hand actions.
Furthermore, we alternated the assignment between the two response choices (Yes,
No) and the foot pedals (left, right) to avoid motor preparation of the response
during the stimuli. Consequently, the responses were not given right after the
appearance of the relevant clue but with a certain delay. While clues about the
hesitation were delivered throughout the duration of the stimuli, the hand aperture
was always presented at the last frames and the letter halfway through each stimuli.
This might help to explain why the control task had the shortest response latencies
even after vertex stimulation. The letters were presented halfway throughout each
movie, given the participant additional time to chose a response (Yes, No), even
though the motor response itself (left, right) could not be prepared.
However, the use of the control task response latencies to normalize and unbiased
the response latencies of the Goal and Hesitation task allowed us to neglect
response latency differences between the control task and the tasks of interest
(Goal, Hesitation). The usage of a control stimulation site (vertex), gives us
additional confidence that the TMS effect is network-specific. Additionally, we
gathered evidence that the response latencies are associated with perspectivetaking properties. The differences in response latencies between the Letter control
task and the Goal deduction, as well as between the Letter control task and the
Hesitation detection task correlated positively with the perspective taking scale of
the intrapersonal reactivity index, which measures “spontaneous attempts to adopt
the perspectives of other people and see things from their point of view” (Davis,
1983). Thus, we gained confidence that differences in response latencies depending
on the TMS target site are an indirect measure of perspective-taking abilities.
In the current study, we did not observe an effect of TMS on task accuracy. It
is possible that the measurement of 30 binary values per participant and session
was not sensitive enough to capture the TMS effect. It is reasonable that a strong
perturbation is necessary to affect a binary choice between a narrow or wider
hand aperture in the Goal task or a confident or hesitant hand movement in the
Hesitation task, while a lesser perturbation can affect the efficiency of the processing
in terms of response latencies.
Conclusion
In a nutshell, our current experiment suggests that the mirror neuron system is
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necessary but not sufficient to process an abstract mental state in a task that
recruits the mirror neuron system and theory of mind network as evident from fMRI
analyses. More research is needed to clarify whether this finding can be generalized
to other task stimuli that evoke the activation of both networks simultaneously, for
example gestural communication (Liew et al., 2011; Schippers et al., 2010), social
information conveyed in action kinematics (Becchio et al., 2012), and communicative
intentions (Ciaramidaro et al., 2014). Another open question beyond the scope of
the current experiment is how the two networks interact and how the results of
their computations are integrated to evoke an decision about the actors’ mental
state. One candidate region is the inferior frontal gyrus, which has been shown to
be sensitive to the context of grasping actions (Iacoboni, 2005).
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Abstract
Studying the perception and understanding of actions in toddlers relies largely on
implicit measures. Here, we used a preferential looking paradigm to investigate
whether 2-year-old toddlers automatically consider hesitant hand movements a less
reliable sources of information than confident hand movements and if this behavior
is associated with their capacity to process motor actions and/or false believes.
We gathered some evidence that toddlers process hesitant hand movements as
unreliable for a subset of stimuli. The spatial distance between hand and target
object may play an important role in the processing of hand movements in toddlers.
While there was no significant association between hesitation processing and other
forms of motor processing (weight-estimation, grasp processing) or theory of mind
(false belief) skills in toddlers, an adult control group showed a positive correlation
between hesitation and motor processing, which may indicate that both skills
are based on motor simulation. A longitudinal study would be the ideal tool to
investigate at which age this association manifests in children.

4.1

Introduction

Action observation is a topic of strong interest in developmental psychology. It is
well documented that children as young as 18 months perceive actions not only
as physical motion parameters but understand that actions are goal-directed and
can be expressions of abstract plans (Gergely et al., 2002; Lieberman et al., 2005;
Meltzoff, 1995; Woodward et al., 2009). At the same time, it has been shown that
toddlers are able to attribute mental states based on sequences of events. Southgate
et al. (2007) demonstrated that 2-year-olds can attribute false beliefs to actors
using a preferential looking paradigm (Southgate et al., 2007). The attribution of
false beliefs requires a meta-representation of events, also known as theory of mind,
that is thought to develope during the second year of life (Leslie, 1987). There
is some evidence that action understanding and theory of mind are processed in
distinct brain networks (Overwalle and Baetens (2009), Chapter 3) and develop
subsequently during ontogenesis (Gobbini et al., 2007).
It remains unclear whether and how these two skills interact when toddlers have
to deduct a mental state solely from observing an action. There are three possible
hypotheses: 1) the deduction of the mental state is related to how well the child
can interpret movement parameters more generally, 2) the deduction of the mental
state is related to the child’s theory of mind skills and 3) the deduction of the
mental state relates to both skills.
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Here, we use three preferential looking eye-tracking paradigms to constrain these
hypotheses. In the first paradigm, we presented hesitant and confident hand movements to explore whether toddlers show evidence of being more attracted towards
the target of confident hand movements. Our previous work suggests that the
processing of gestural hesitation requires neural substrates associated with action
perception and theory of mind (Chapter 3). Here, video clips show two hands of
different actors pointing subsequently at one of two closed boxes. One actor points
confidently, the other hesitantly. After a 2-second delay an object appears in the
box pointed at by the confident hand. We hypothesized that two-year-olds will
spend more time looking at the box chosen by the confident hand during the delay
if they associate hesitation with reduced informational reliability. It has been shown
that children as young as 8 months are able to track the reliability of an actor
and to attribute their attention to a target cued by a reliable over an unreliable
actor (Tummeltshammer et al., 2014). However, in that study, children learned to
associated one actor with unreliable responses over multiple trials. To avoid this
association in the current study and ensure that the attribution of reliability is
based on motion parameters, we swapped the roles of the confident and hesitant
actors in two out of four video stimuli. Hesitant movements are likely to contain
a higher amount of horizontal movements than confident movements. To ensure
that the horizontal movement is not the decisive factor in orienting towards one of
the boxes, a second paradigm (Hesitation_Obstacle) is introduced. It is almost
identical to the Hesitation paradigm, however two obstacles, in the form of book
shelves, force hesitant as well as confident movements to partly follow a horizontal
trajectory.
The third paradigm is designed to test action understanding based on movement
parameters without the need to attribute mental states such as hesitation. One
actor subsequently lifts two boxes, one heavy and one light box. The heavy box
is lifted using a power grip (all fingers used), while the light box is lifted using a
precision grip (thumb and index finger used), representing the two types of lifting
introduced by Napier (Napier, 1956). After a delay, an object is revealed inside
of the heavy box. Here, the prediction of the object location is purely based on
movement characteristics and inferred physical properties of weight and does not
require analysis of inferred mental states. While toddlers perform only power grips
during the first months of their life, a transition towards increased use of precision
grips happens during the first year of life (Butterworth et al., 1997; Haywood et al.,
2012), such that 2-year-olds should have extensive motor experience with both
grips. Paradigms 1 to 3 all require the analysis of movement parameters and are
therefore described as ‘movement conditions’ in this chapter.
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The fourth paradigm is based on the false belief pardigm described in Southgate et
al. (2007) and therefore tests theory of mind skills based on a sequence of events.
In two true belief trials, an actress will search for an object in a box where she saw
it last, which coincidences with the true object location. In two false belief trails,
the actress searches again the box where she saw the object last, however as the
object was moved while she was absent, this box is a mismatch with the objects
previous location. During a successful false belief trial, a toddler will spend more
time looking at the box where the hand of the actress will appear in.
The preferential looking behavior prior to the object/hand reveal and the correlations between looking preferences evoked by the four paradigms are used to
understand how action observation (Lifting condition) and false belief (ToM condition) skills influence the processing of gestural hesitation in toddlers. An adult
group was tested using the same paradigms to check for differences in fixation
preferences and task associations during infancy and adulthood.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Participants

All 68 toddlers who joined the experiment were 23.5 to 24.5 months old. Children
were excluded from the analysis when no data was available for at least one of the
three movement conditions (Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting) due to poor
eye-tracking calibration, loss of data due to head movements, or resistance to the
target sticker. A total of 45 children (23 male, 22 female) were included into the
statistical analyses. All children were born full term and had no history of visual
or auditory abnormalities.
In terms of recruitment, parents were contacted after responding to a contact form
conveyed by the municipality following the birth of their child. All but one children
had previously participated in one or more thematically-unrelated eye-tracking
experiment at the University of Amsterdam. Some of that previous research had a
focus on language development, therefore 13 of the 45 children were raised bilingual.
22 of the children had siblings (16 older, 4 younger, 2 twins). Additionally we
tested a control group consisting of 28 adults (12 male, 16 female; age: 22 ± 3
years, range: 18 – 30 years).
The parent/caregiver, accompanying the child during the experiment, or the adult
participant signed an informed consent in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki
prior to the experiment.
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4.2.2

Stimuli

Four unique videos were recorded for each of the four experimental conditions
(Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting, ToM). License-free, instrumental music
and sounds were used throughout the videos to enhance the child’s attention.
Different music pieces were chosen for the different conditions. The Pre-reveal
period (see Figure 4.1 & 4.2) was acoustically highlighted using a trill sound. The
sound during the Object reveal period (see Figure 4.1) was matched to the object
itself (i.e. a bike bell sound for a bike). The video durations were 18.0 to 22.1 s
(Hesitation), 20.1 to 25.1 s (Hesitation_Obstacle), 29.1 to 32.1 s (Lifting) and 44.1
to 51.2 s (ToM).
4.2.2.1

Hesitation condition

Each video started with the presentation of two closed orange boxes on top of
a table. The voice of one of three voice actors (two children, one adult) stated
a question, for example: “Where is the ball?” (spoken in Dutch), indicating the
object that will be revealed at the end of the video. A different object was used
for each video. Afterwards, two actors took turns at pointing at one of the two
boxes. One actor pointed confidently and the other hesitantly. At each moment in
time, only the hand and arm of one actor was visible. The two actors also differed
in color and pattern of their sleeves. After a delay of 2 seconds, an interesting
object, for example a plush toy, was revealed (see Figure 4.1A). Importantly, the
object was always hidden in the box the confident actor pointed at. The 2-second
Pre-reveal period is the critical time of interest in this experiment. During this time
window, the child’s preferential looking towards one of the two boxes is evaluated.
The looking preference is interpreted as the child’s prediction, in which of the two
closed boxes an object will be hidden.
The videos were counter balanced for the location of the hidden object and type
of pointing (hesitant, confident) shown first (Supplementary material Table 4.4).
Importantly, we did not want the child to attribute a personal trait, for example
shyness or indecisiveness, to one of the actors and base their looking preference
on this factor across the whole run. However, we also did not want to add an
extra level of complexity by having the same actor switching between confidence
and hesitance. Therefore, we used two sets of different sleeve colors and patterns
as described in Supplementary material Table 4.4. The same set of videos was
presented to each child, however the order of videos was randomized.
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4.2.2.2

Hesitation_Obstacle condition

The four videos of this condition followed the same storyline and counterbalancing
procedure as the Hesitation condition. The main difference to the Hesitation
condition was the introduction of an obstacle. The access to the left box was
occluded by carton book shelves mounted to the background (see Figure 4.1B).
The obstacle was introduced to induce horizontal hand movements and prolong
movement time of the confident hand to ensure that the toddlers would not base
their predictive fixations on these parameters. To avoid a learning effect, the
assignment of confidence and hesitance to sleeve colors was reversed in comparison
to the Hesitation condition (Supplementary material Table 4.4). Four new objects
were presented during the Object reveal phase.
4.2.2.3

Lifting condition

The lifting condition also consisted of four unique videos. This time, one of the
two actors reached down to lift two closed boxes about 30 cm of the table and put
them down again. The boxes were lifted one after the other by their handle (Figure
4.1C). One box was empty, the other one was filled with a weight of 1 kg. When
the actor lifted the heavy box, a power grip was used, while the actor lifted the
empty box using a precision grip (see: Figure 4.1C). During recording a timing was
given, such that each lifting phase lasted approximately six seconds. The actors
did not wear sleeves, such that the arm muscles were not occluded.
For the lifting condition, the hidden object was always a cake. Thereby, we avoided
the complication of different weights. However, we needed to make sure that the
child understood that the cake could change its location in between the videos.
Therefore, we rephrased the starting question from video 2-4 into: “Where is the
cake now?” (spoken in Dutch). The four videos were counterbalanced for the
location of the cake and the order in which the heavy or light box were lifted
(Supplementary material Table 4.4). The same set of videos is presented to each
child, however the order of videos was randomized.
4.2.2.4

ToM condition

The ToM (theory of mind) condition was conceptually different from the other
conditions in several aspects. It was derived from the experiment by Southgate et
al. (2007), but modified to resemble the structure of the three movement conditions.
In the opening scene, the child sees two boxes with inserted viewing windows in
the front and open top-lids in front of a background wall (Figure 4.2). The head
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 4.1: Snapshots of the four phases of a video stimulus from the three movement
paradigms (Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting). The red boxes around the Prereveal images indicate that this 2-second interval was the primary sequence used for data
analysis. The looking time at the two boxes during Pre-reveal is taken as a prediction of
where the object will appear during the Object reveal phase.

of an actress wearing a baseball cap is visible on top of the background wall. A
hand puppet in the shape of a caterpillar is entering the scene either from the left
or right, holding an object not used in any other video. The actress looks at the
object and identifies it as her own: “There is my (objectname).” (spoken in Dutch).
The first two videos shown belong to the true belief condition. The puppet moves
the object into one of the boxes and closes the top lid. A phone rings and the
background wall is lifted such that only the top of the baseball cap remains visible.

Now, the puppet moves the object out of the box and afterwards inserts it back into
the same box. It closes the top-lids of both boxes and leaves the scene (Figure 4.2A:
Object remains (unseen)). A red light is superimposed on the boxes to redirect the
child’s attention to the boxes. After the 2 second Pre-reveal period (trill sound
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playing), the hand of the actress reaches through the fabric on the back of the box
to retrieve the object (Figure 4.2A: Hand appears).
The last two videos belong to the false belief condition. The storyline is largely
identical to the one of the true belief condition. However, when the actress
disappears behind the background wall, the puppet moves the object from one box
to the other and finally removes the object from the scene (Figure 4.2B: Object
relocated then removed (unseen)). After the Pre-reveal phase, the actress will reach
into the empty box, where the puppet moved the object originally (Figure 4.2B:
Hand appears). The removal of the object ensured that the child did not fixate on
the object instead of anticipating the entrance of the actress’s hand.
The videos were counterbalanced for original and secondary position of the object
(Supplementary material Table 4.5). We wanted to exclude the possibility that the
secondary position was associated with the lid closing. Therefore, the last box was
always being closed on the left side. The order of the first two (true belief ) and
last two videos (false belief ) was randomized across children.

Figure 4.2: Snapshots from a true belief and a false belief video of the ToM paradigm.
The red boxes around the Pre-reveal images indicate that this 2-second interval was
the primary sequence used for data analysis. The looking time at the two boxes during
Pre-reveal is taken as a prediction of where the hand will appear during the Hand appears
phase.
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4.2.3

Data collection

While the parent/caregiver filled out a questionnaire about the social environment
and health status of the child, the child was playing with the researcher to get
comfortable in the research environment. Before the start of the experiment, the
researcher played a pairing game with the child to familiarize the child to the
words and objects used in the video stimuli. The researcher showed the child a
picture of an object and encouraged the child to name and point to an object of
the same category on a large board containing several images. A pair of images
consisted for example of a comic and real apple. This procedure was repeated for
five objects. Whenever the child was hesitant to respond to one of the objects, the
researcher engaged in pointing and naming additional objects on the board. This
increased familiarization with the objects and their names. Furthermore, according
to Cannon et al. (2012), engaging the child in pointing behavior might increase
their attention to pointing in the video stimuli (Cannon et al., 2012).
Afterwards, the child and the caregiver/parent were led into the experiment room,
which was empty except for the screen, a car seat positioned on top of a table and
a seat for the caregiver/parent and lit dimly. The child was positioned into the
car seat, such that the difference between eyes and screen was approximately 550
mm. The distance between the eyes and screen was subject to some variability
because the child was not head-restrained. Instead, a target ticket was fixed on
the forehead of the child to monitor the head position during recording and thus
allow accurate tracking despite small head movements. In two cases, the child did
not feel at ease in the car seat and was positioned on the parents/caregivers lap
instead. The screen (resolution: 1920 × 1080 pixels, refresh rate: 120 Hz) was
tilted at an angle of 30◦ and the height of the screen was adjusted according the
height of the child. The Infra-red camera and diode of the eye-tracking system
were mounted underneath the screen and speakers were localized behind it. The
caregiver/parent was sitting next to but slightly behind the child.
Two short videos where displayed on the screen to draw the child’s attention to the
screen prior to calibration. Both videos presented two empty boxes and played the
trill indicating the Pre-reveal period for 2 seconds. Afterwards, one video revealed
an object on the left and the other on the right side. Thus, the videos familiarized
the child with the concept that the box on either side can contain an object and
that the trill precedes the Object reveal.
Eye gaze was recorded using a remote EyeLink 1000 eye-tracking system, allowing
head movements of 22 × 18 × 20 cm (horizontal × vertical × depth) with a 2 ms
blink recovery time (SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, Canada). The focus of the camera
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was adjusted manually to the position of the child’s eye. Thresholds for pupil and
corneal reflex detection were set automatically and adjusted manually if tracking
remained unstable. A 9-point calibration was performed. During calibration, a
small paper duck (3 cm diameter) was moved on top of the default calibration dots
displayed on the screen to ensure the child’s attention (Gredebäck et al., 2010). A
validation was run subsequently.
Eye gaze was recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz with a spatial accuracy of
0.25◦ – 0.5◦ . An analog filter was applied to reduce noise during data collection.
Eye gaze data was automatically classified into fixations, saccades and missing
data. A velocity threshold of 30◦ /sec and an acceleration threshold of 8000◦ /sec2
were used to detect saccades. In addition, the pupil area was recorded.
The four experimental runs were presented in a semi-randomized order. The order
of the Hesitation, Lifting and ToM conditions was counterbalanced, however the
Hesitation_Obstacle run was always presented either first or last. This method
ensured that the distance between the Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle conditions was both maximized and balanced. The child’s and caregiver’s/parent’s
behavior during the experiment was monitored via a video camera. If regarded
necessary, the break between the runs was used to ensure that the child was at ease,
usually by providing a cracker. When the child was inattentive or signal quality
was poor during the first video of a run, the run was stopped and repeated. Once
the experiment ended, the parent and child returned to the playroom where the
child was given a small book in appreciation of their participation.
The adult group was tested using an adapted protocol. They were informed that
the experiment consisted of four blocks of four movies and that eye-movements
were recorded but no further details were revealed. The room and equipment were
identical to the ones used for the toddler group, however the adult’s chin was
placed onto a chin rest to further stabilize the head and the standard dots, instead
of the duck picture, were used for calibration to increase calibration precision.
The pairing game was not used for the adult group. Stimuli presentation and
randomization were identical to the ones used for the toddler group. After the
experiment, adults were asked to complete a feedback questionnaire, which e.g.
contained questions on whether participants tried to predict the location of the
object and which strategies they used to do so (Supplementary material: Extract
from the feedback questionnaire).
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4.2.4

Data analysis

The eye tracking data was analyzed using Data Viewer (version 1.11.1). For each
video, we calculated a preference score using the following procedure. The left and
the right box, as positioned during the 2-second Pre-reveal phase, were marked
as areas of interest (AOI). Fixations were automatically detected by the Data
Viewer software. A fixation was assigned to a AOI if its center lay within the
AOI’s boundaries. We set fixations to be trimmed to the Pre-reveal period. Thus,
if a fixation started before the beginning of the Pre-reveal phase or lasted longer,
only the fixation time during the Pre-reveal phase was considered for data analysis.
This was important as time spend looking at the revealed object would otherwise
be entered into the analysis.
We measured the percentage of time that the child fixated at each box and at
the background. The preference score was calculated as the difference between
percental looking to the box cued for the object appearance (confident hand for the
Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle condition, power grip for the Lifting condition,
original position of the object for the ToM condition) and the un-cued box (hesitant
hand for the Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle condition, precision grip for the
Lifting condition, initially empty box in the ToM condition). For example, if the
object was to appear in the right box and the child looked 60% at the right box,
20% at the left box and 20% at the background, the preference score is 40. A
looking behavior of 0% to the right box, 70% to the left box and 30% to the
background results in a preference score of -70. By using percental fixation times,
the amount of missing data due to blinks, signal loss or distraction of the child
could be neglected (Oakes, 2012).

4.3

Results

4.3.1

Toddlers: Preference score analyses

4.3.1.1

Movement conditions

The preference scores yielded by the toddlers on the three movement conditions
(Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting) differed significantly, F(2,82) = 10.20,
p<0.001, partial eta square = 0.20. A post-hoc analysis revealed that the preference
score on the Hesitation_Obstacle condition was 23.0 ± 6.7 preference scores higher
than on the Hesitation condition (p<0.01) and 26.8 ± 7.0 point higher than on the
Lifting condition (p<0.01). Using one-sample t-tests, it became evident that only
the average preference score of 31.1 ± 5.2 during the Hesitation_Obstacle condition
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significantly deviated from 0 (chance level), t(44) = 5.95, p<0.001 (Figure 4.3A).
Additionally, there was a significant 3-way interaction between preference scores
on the movement conditions, the gender and sibling status (sibling or single-child),
F(2,82) = 7.50, p<0.01, partial eta squared = 0.16. To explore this interaction effect further, we subtracted the preference scores of the Hesitation and
the Lifting condition from the Hesitation_Obstacle condition for each participant
separately. The subtracted preference scores (Hesitation_Obstacle - Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle - Lifting) were analyzed using a multivariate general linear model
with gender and sibling status as between-subject factors. We found a multivariate
interaction of gender and sibling status, F(2,40) = 6.06, p<0.01, and significant
interaction for both measurements separately: F(1,41) = 6.11, p<0.05 (Hesitation_Obstacle - Hesitation) and F(1,41) = 12.39, p<0.01 (Hesitation_Obstacle Lifting). The increase in preference score during the Hesitation_Obstacle condition
compared to the other movement conditions is higher in girls when they have
siblings and higher in boys when they are a single-child (Figure 4.3B). We did
not include bilingualism as a factor because the number of bi- and monolingual
children was not balanced.

B)
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_
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_
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Figure 4.3: A) Fixations on target boxes during the movement conditions in toddlers.
The preference score indicates the percentage of fixation time on the predicted target box
(box where the object will appear) minus the percentage of fixation time spend on the
other box. ** = p<0.01; *** = p<0.001. B) Visualization of interaction effect: condition
× gender (male or female) × sibling status (single-child or sibling).
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4.3.1.2

Impact of missing data

Missing data are a concern when analyzing eye-tracking data from toddlers, who
are likely to get distracted in the course of the experiment (Oakes, 2012). The
preference score from one condition, e.g. Lifting, may therefore contain the average
of four trials for one toddler but represent the score of only one trial for another
toddler. A linear mixed model, which can account for the amount of missing data
per toddler, was used to confirm the results of the preference score analysis. A linear
mixed model (participants: subject ID, repeated measure: trial number (1 – 4),
repeated covariance type: scaled identity), was defined using condition (Hesitation,
Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting), gender and sibling status as fixed factors, and
estimating all main effects and the condition × gender × sibling status interaction
(see: 4.3.1.1) and the trial number × condition interaction. The linear mixed model
confirmed the differences in preference scores between conditions (F(2, 350) = 8.43,
p<0.001) and the condition × gender × sibling status interaction (7, 350) = 2.56,
p<0.05) while accounting for missing data. Pairwise comparisons (Sidak-corrected)
reveal significant differences in preferences scores between the Hesitation_Obstacle
and Hesitation condition (23.0 ± 6.7, p<0.01) and Lifting condition respectively
(25.2 ± 6.6, p<0.001).
4.3.1.3

Learning effect

One can hypothesize that the preference score during the Hesitation_Obstacle
condition would increase from the first to the last trial, assuming that the toddler
learns the rule behind the object placement. However, the mixed linear model
described above (using the trial number as a fixed effect), did not confirm this
assumption as there was no main effect of trial number (F(3, 350) = 0.56, p = n.s.)
or interaction between trial number and condition F(6, 350) = 1.03, p = n.s.).
4.3.1.4

Alternative explanations of fixation behavior in the Hesitation_Obstacle condition

We tested four alternative hypotheses to explain the preferences scores in the
Hesitation_Obstacle condition. First, that toddlers looked preferentially at the
box that was interacted with last irrespective of the hands’ movement pattern
(preference score: percental fixation time on the box interacted with last - percental
fixation time on the other box). Second, that toddlers looked at the box that
contained the object in the previous trial (preferences score: percental fixation time
on the box last interacted with - percental fixation time on the other box). Third,
that toddlers looked preferably at the left box (preferences score: percental fixation
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time on the left box - percental fixation time on the right box). Fourth, that
toddlers looked at the box pointed at by the actor who gave a correct indication in
the first video clip (preference score: percental fixation time on the box the first
correct actor points at - percental fixation time on the other box). Note that only
videos 2-4 can be analyzed for the second alternative hypothesis.
Using a 5 × 2 × 2 (Hypotheses × Gender × Sibling status) repeated-measures
mixed ANOVA, we found significant differences in preference scores between
the five hypotheses, F(13.2, 113.8) = 6.82, p<0.001, partial eta squared = 0.16
(degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for violation of sphericity).
Sidak-corrected post-hoc analyses reveal that the original hypothesis yields
significantly higher preference scores than the first (p<0.01), second (p<0.01),
third (p<0.01) and fourth (p<0.05) alternative hypothesis. The preference score
of the first, third and fourth alternative hypothesis do not deviate from chance
level (first (last object interacted with): 3.7 ± 6.1, t(44) = 0.61, p = n.s.; third
(left box): 5.1 ± 5.6, t(44) = 0.91, p = n.s.; fourth (first correct actor): 5.6 ± 5.4,
t(44) = 1.1, p = n.s.). However, the preference score (-15.7 ± 6.7) of the second
alternative hypothesis did (box where object appeared last), t(39) = -2.32, p<0.05.
The negative average preference score indicates that toddlers are less likely to look
at the box where the object appeared in the previous trial.
In regard to the alternative hypotheses, we also found a significant interaction
between hypothesis type and gender, F(3.2, 113.8) = 3.20, p<0.05, partial eta
squared = 0.08. Visual inspection of the interaction graph suggests a reversal of
gender-specific differences in preference scores between the original hypothesis and
the second alternative hypothesis (box where object appeared last), which was
confirmed by rerunning the statistical model using only these two hypotheses,
F(1,38) = 6.3, p<0.05. While there was no significant gender difference between
the preference scores of the original hypothesis (t(39.7) = -1.01, p = n.s.), the
females had more negative preference scores (-32.9 ± 9.2) than the males (-1.6 ±
8.7) in respect to the second alternative hypothesis (box where object appeared
last), t(38) = 2.45, p<0.05). The preference score of the second alternative
hypothesis were significantly different from chance for females (t(17) = -3.56,
p<0.01), but not for males (t(21) = -0.19, p = n.s.).
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4.3.1.5

Differences in viewing parameters and fixation behavior between the Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle condition

So far, it remains unclear why the toddlers perform above chance level in the
Hesitation_Obstacle condition but not in the Hesitation condition. In the
following, we analyzed video parameters and viewing behaviors during the two
conditions to shed light on this question.
Given that only four videos were used per condition, a statistical analysis of
video parameters is not very meaningful. Nevertheless, we checked whether some
major video characteristics were roughly comparable between the two hesitation
conditions: 1) movement time of confident hand, 2) movement time of hesitant
hand, 3) pointing motions of confident hand, 4) change of direction of hesitant hand
and 5) pausing of hesitant hand. Overall we did not discover evident differences
in movement parameters for the two Hesitation conditions (Table 4.1), that are
likely to explain differences in the toddlers’ fixation preferences between conditions.

Table 4.1: Movement characteristics in the stimuli of the Hesitation (H) and Hesitation_Obstacle (HO) condition
Movement

Movement

Pointing

Changes of

Pausing of

time hesitant

time confident

movements of

direction of

hesitant

hand [s]

hand [s]

confident hand

hesitant hand

hand [s]

H

6.1 ± 0.4

8.9 ± 0.9

4.3 ± 1.3

3.5 ± 0.9

1.3 ± 0.8

HO

8.4 ± 1.8

8.5 ± 1.2

3.3 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.3

0.7 ± 0.7

So far, we have only analyzed viewing behavior during the Pre-reveal period of
each trial (see Figure 4.1). However, differences in viewing parameters throughout
the videos might help to explain why toddlers look preferentially at the boxes
pointed at by the confident hand during the Hesitation_Obstacle but not during
the Hesitation condition. Here, we compared five viewing parameters between the
Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle conditions by means of paired-sample t-tests,
with p-value thresholds adjusted for multiple testing (Table 4.2). There were no
significant differences in average fixation time (t(43) = 0.67, p = n.s.) and number
of fixations per second (t(43) = 1.3, p = n.s.), which give us information about
how much of the stimuli was actually viewed by the toddlers.
The pupil diameter has been shown to reflect attentional effort (Binda et al., 2014;
Hoeks and Levelt, 1993; Kang et al., 2014) and expectation mismatch (Geng
et al., 2015; Lavín et al., 2013; Preuschoff et al., 2011). Differences in pupil
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area on the hands and background may indicate increased attention during the
Hesitation_Obstacle condition. Differences in pupil area when fixating on the
target boxes may reflect the surprise of an incorrect object location prediction
in the Hesitation condition. The pupil area was measured in scaled image
pixels, extreme values below 100 and above 1000 were removed from the analysis.
However, there were no significant differences in pupil area (Table 4.2) between
the two conditions when fixating on the boxes (t(43) = 1.2, p = n.s.) or hands and
background (t(43) = 0.71, p = n.s.).
However, there was a significant difference in the percentage of fixations on the
target boxes between the two conditions (Table 4.2). There are two time periods
when we expected fixations on the target boxes: Pre-reveal and Object reveal
(see: Figure 4.1). Thus, we expected about 19.4% of all fixation on the target
boxes during the Hesitation condition and 17.3% during the Hesitation_Obstacle
condition, based on the overall duration of the conditions. The difference between
expected and actual target box fixations was significantly different between the
Hesitation and the Hesitation_Obstacle conditions, t(43) = 6.16, p<0.001, and
above the expected level for both conditions (H: t(43) = 8.82, p<0.001; HO: t(43)
= 2.73, p<0.01).
Based on these results, we tested whether the difference in target box fixations
in the Hesitation and Hesitation Obstacle condition predicted the differences
between preference scores in the Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle condition.
We calculated the condition-specific differences in percental target box fixation
time (actual - expected) and preferences scores for each participant separately
and performed a linear regression analysis using the difference in percental target
box fixation time as predictor and the difference in preferences scores as outcome
variable. Difference in percental target box fixation time were predictive of the
difference in preferences scores (Hesitation_Obstacle – Hesitation), r = 0.24, t(42)
= 3.17, p<0.01. In other words, a participant who differed more in the fixations
they allocated to the target boxes, also differed more in terms of preference scores
between conditions.
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Table 4.2: Looking behavior during the stimuli of the Hesitation (H) and Hesitation_Obstacle (HO) condition in toddlers
Average

Number of

Difference

Pupil size

Pupil area

fixation

fixations

actual - expected

(during

(fixation on

time [ms]

per second

fixations on

fixation on

background

target boxes [%]

target boxes)

or hands)

H

545 ± 22

1.7 ± 0.1

14.1 ± 1.6

607 ± 24

616 ± 25

HO

531 ± 23

1.6 ± 0.1

3.9 ± 1.4

620 ± 24

623 ± 24

4.3.1.6

Theory of mind

The theory of mind condition had a different condition structure compared to the
movement conditions, with two true belief and two false belief trials, and was
therefore analyzed separately. First, the two true belief trials were analyzed. The
average preference score was 30.8 ± 4.9 and lay significantly above the chance level
of 0, t(41) = 6.20, p<0.001 (Figure 4.4B). We tested the alternative hypothesis
that the toddlers would preferentially look at the box the caterpillar visited last
(left box for both true belief videos). A paired-sample t-test revealed a significant
difference in preference score between the original and the alternative hypothesis,
t(41) = 4.4, p<0.001 and the preference score of the alternative hypothesis did not
exceed chance level (t(41) = -0.27, p = n.s.).
For the false belief trials we only included participants who had a positive average
preference score during the true belief trials. This procedure, similarly applied by
Southgate (2007), ensures that the false belief trials were not evaluated in toddlers
who’s looking behavior was unlikely to be based on the belief of the actress in the
true belief trials. Due to the reduced number of participants, we used one-sided
t-tests to evaluated whether the preference scores lay significantly above the chance
level of 0 (Figure 4.4B). The average preference score during the false belief trials
(10.9 ± 6.0) lay significantly above chance level (t(30) = 1.79, p<0.05). However, it
was not significantly different from the preference score of the alternative hypothesis
(box the caterpillar visited last: 12.4 ± 6.9, t(30) = -0.24, p = n.s.).

4.3.2

Adult group and group comparisons

4.3.2.1

Preference score analyses

The adult preference scores were analyzed using a 3 × 2 repeated-measures ANCOVA (condition × gender) with age as a covariate. We found no difference
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between preference scores on the different conditions (F(2,48) = 1.35, p = n.s.)
or a significant condition × gender (F(2,48) = 0.70, p = n.s.) or condition × age
(F(2,48) = 1.56, p = n.s.) interaction. All average preference scores lay significantly
above the chance level of 0 (Figure 4.4A; Hesitation: 33.2 ± 8.2, t(26) = 4.04,
p<0.001; Hesitation_Obstacle: 29.1 ± 6.6, t(26) = 4.44, p<0.001; Lifting: 44.4 ±
6.4, t(26) = 6.95, p<0.001). As can be expected, a repeated-measures 3 × 2 × 2
ANOVA (condition × gender × group) showed a significant interaction between
condition (Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting) and group (toddler, adults),
F(2,136) = 8.81, p<0.001, partial eta squared = 0.16.
4.3.2.2

Learning effect

A linear mixed model (participants: subject ID, repeated measure: trial number
(1 – 4), repeated covariance type: scaled identity), was defined using condition
(Hesitation, Hesitation_Obstacle, Lifting) and gender as fixed factors and age as a
covariate. There was no main effect of trial number (F(3,245) = 0.94, p = n.s.) or
interaction effect between trial number and condition (F(6, 245) = 1.89, p = n.s.).
4.3.2.3

Feedback questionnaire

Here, we tested whether adult participants, who correctly reported the logic behind
a condition in the feedback questionnaire (Supplementary material), have higher
average preference scores than participant who do not. Adults who reported that
the object appears in the box the confident hand points at had a significantly larger
preference score in the Hesitation condition (49.9 ± 8.0 compared to -10.1 ± 15.2;
t(23) = 3.77, p<0.01), but not in the Hesitation_Obstacle condition (34.2 ± 7.4
compared to 20.4 ± 15.2; t(23) = 0.91, p = n.s.). While the ‘correct feedback’
group scores above chance level in both conditions (H: t(17) = 6.23, p<0.001; HO:
t(17) = 4.63, p<0.001), the ‘incorrect/no feedback’ group did not (H: t(6) = 0.66,
p = n.s.; HO: t(6) = 1.34, p = n.s.). It should be mentioned that the ‘incorrect/no
feedback’ group in the hesitation conditions was considerably smaller than the
‘correct feedback’ group, which may have led to higher variance.
The difference in preference scores between correct and incorrect/non-responders
is also significant for the Lifting condition (62.5 ± 6.4 compared to 35.5 ± 8.9;
t(24) = 2.08, p<0.05). Here, both groups have preference scores above chance level
(correct responders: t(9) = 9.76, p<0.001; incorrect/none responders: t(15) = 4.00,
p<0.01).
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4.3.2.4

Theory of mind

The average preference score during the true belief trials was 47.1 ± 4.5 for the
adult group (Figure 4.4B). This score lay significantly above chance level (t(26) =
10.45, p<0.001) and no adult was excluded from the false belief analysis due to an
average negative true belief preference score. The average false belief preference
score (22.4 ± 8.7, Figure 4.4B) exceeded chance level for the adult group (t(24) =
2.6, p<0.05) and did not significantly differ from the preference score of the toddler
group (t(53) = 2.39, p = n.s.). Preference scores of participants reporting ToM
correctly or incorrectly/not did not differ significantly, t(20) = 1.44, p = n.s.).

Figure 4.4: A) Fixations on target boxes during the movement conditions in adults.
The preference score indicates the percentage of fixation time on the predicted target box
(box where the object will appear) minus the percentage of fixation time spend on the
other box. B) Fixations on target boxes during the ToM condition. Average preference
scores are displayed for the two true belief and the two false belief trials separately. *
= p<0.05; *** = p<0.001; 1) = based on one-sided t-test due to a reduced sample size
(exclusion of toddlers with a negative preference score on true belief task. C) Correlations
between preferences scores during the Lifting and the Hesitation condition in toddlers
and adults. The lines are separat linear fits to the data of the toddlers and the adults.

4.3.2.5

Correlations

Performing a Pearson correlation analysis between the preference scores for all four
conditions (Table 4.3) across both groups reveals a significant positive correlation
(r = 0.39, p<0.05, Bonferroni-adjusted for multiple testing) between the Hesitation
and the Lifting preference scores (Figure 4.4C). Looking at both groups separately,
the correlation remains significant for the adult group (r = 0.39, p<0.05), but not
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for the toddler group (r = 0.09, p = n.s.) even without adjustment for multiple
comparison. However, a Fisher r-to-z-transformation does not reveal significant
group differences in respect to the correlation coefficient (z = 1.28, p = n.s.).

Table 4.3: Cross-correlation table for the average preference scores of the toddler group,
the adult group and all participants (toddlers & adult groups). Preference scores are
based on looking behavior towards the boxes pointed at confidently (H: Hesitation; HO:
Hesitation_Obstacle), the heavy box lifted using a power grip (L: Lifting) and the box
indicating an actresses false belief (ToM : ToM false belief condition).
Toddlers

H

H
HO

HO
-0.11

-0.11

L

ToM

Adults

0.09

-0.04

H

-0.35

-0.16

HO

0.00

L

0.39

0.05

ToM

0.29

-0.04

L

0.09

-0.35

ToM

-0.04

-0.16

0.00

All

H

HO

L

0.02

0.39*

0.22

-0.17

-0.09

H
HO

0.02

L

0.39*

-0.17

ToM

0.22

-0.09

4.4
4.4.1

H

HO

L

0.19

0.39

0.29

0.05

-0.04

0.19

ToM

0.37
0.37

ToM

0.30
0.30

* = p<0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected)

Discussion
Perception of gestural hesitation in toddlers

In the current study, we showed that 24-month-old toddlers show a fixation behavior
that suggests processing of hesitant hand motions as unreliable and/or confident
hand motions as reliable in one condition (Hesitation_Obstacle) but not in the
other (Hesitation). We analyzed differences in the movement parameters (e.g.
movement time, number of pointing repetitions, duration of movement pauses) and
looking behavior (e.g. average fixation time and number of fixations, pupil size,
fixations on target) between the two conditions and revealed one parameter that
significantly differed: the percentage of fixations on the two target boxes. During
the Hesitation condition, the toddlers spend more time fixating on the target boxes
than in the Hesitation_Obstacle condition. The fixations on the target boxes are
furthermore not limited to the periods when the boxes are the main object of
interest (Pre-reveal and Object reveal), but also occur during the hand movements.
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The bookshelves, used as obstacles in the Hesitation_Obstacle condition, increased
the average distance between the hand and the target boxes throughout the movies
and reduced fixations towards the target boxes. The relative increase in fixations
towards the target boxes in the Hesitation condition might impair the processing
of hesitant and confident movements in two ways: 1) the hands might draw so
much attention to both boxes, that the preference for the ‘confident’ box gets
partly overwritten; 2) the fixations towards the target boxes reduced the overall
looking time at the hand movement parameters and therefore less information
were available to build a target preference. These hypotheses are in line with the
observation that the toddlers’ fixation behavior still showed a trend towards the
‘confident’ box (Figure 4.3A).
We further demonstrated that the differences in fixations towards the target boxes
throughout the stimuli between the Hesitation and Hesitation_Obstacle condition
were predictive of their differences in preference scores. This illustrates the importance of further refinement of the hesitation stimuli, for example optimizing the
difference between the hand and the target object, which may allow the measurement of robustly positive preference scores. Thus in the future, gestural hesitation
paradigms may be a valuable addition to the current paradigms testing action
understanding in toddlers (Gergely et al., 2002; Lieberman et al., 2005; Meltzoff,
1995; Woodward et al., 2009).
However, it is also possible that the toddlers followed a completely different pattern
or strategy across the three movement conditions, that coincidently produced a fixation behavior towards the boxes pointed at confidently in the Hesitation_Obstacle
condition. This possibility cannot be ruled out, even though we checked and
rejected several reasonable patterns: preference for a specific box (left/right), the
box that was interacted with last, the box that contained the object in the previous
trial or the box that was chosen by the actor who was correct on the first trial. The
last test confirms that the toddlers did not associate correctness with a specific
actor as in the experiment by Tummeltshammer et al. (2014). However, it is likely
that more repetitions are necessary to learn an association between an actor and
reliability.
We also found an interaction effect between condition, gender and sibling status:
females followed the expected viewing behavior in the Hesitation_Obstacle condition (fixation on the ‘confident’ box) more strongly than in the Hesitation (fixation
on the ‘confident’ box) and the Lifting condition (fixation on the heavy box) when
they had siblings, and the same was true for single-child boys. In the past, motor
skills (Berger and Nuzzo, 2008; Venetsanou and Kambas, 2010), as well as theory
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of mind skills (Azmitia and Hesser, 1993; Cutting and Dunn, 1999; Lewis et al.,
1996; Ruffman et al., 1998; Shahaeian, 2015) have been shown to benefit from the
presence of (older) siblings. There have also been reports of slightly enhanced
motor skill (Comuk-Balci et al., 2016) and ToM development in pre-school females
(Banerjee, 1997; Charman et al., 2002; Walker, 2005). However, to our knowledge
interaction effects between the two factors have not been described yet.

4.4.2

Perception of gestural hesitation in adults

In the adults group, we observed a fixation behavior that followed the predicted
fixation behavior (‘confident’ box for both Hesitation conditions, heavy box for the
Lifting condition), even though no task instruction was given. We can conclude
that the unpredicted fixation behavior in the Hesitation and Lifting condition in
the toddler group was not due to a general flaw in the experimental design. As
in toddlers, there was no evidence for a learning effect in adults, i.e. the first
video did not have a lower average preference score than the fourth video in any
movement condition, which suggests automated associations between hesitations
and uncertainly as well as power grip and weight in adults.
The results from the feedback questionnaire indicate that awareness of the rule
behind the object location had an impact on the fixation behavior in the Hesitation
and the Lifting condition, while this effect could not be shown for the Hesitation_Obstacle condition. At this point it remains speculative whether these results
allow inference about the automaticity of information processing in each condition
or relate to the results obtained in the toddler group.

4.4.3

ToM skills in toddlers and adults

In this study, we were able to replicate the results of Southgate et al (2007), showing
that 2-year-olds orient their attention on average preferably towards the location
where an actor assumes to find an object rather than the last object location.
Interestingly, we found no significant group differences in ToM preference scores in
the false belief condition. In the toddler group, we additionally found a tendency
to orient more towards the left target box, which coincidences with the last box the
hand puppet interacted with. One can speculate that the hand puppet’s position
has a stronger impact on the toddlers fixation behavior than the adults’ where no
such tendency was observed.
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4.4.4

Correlations between movement and ToM conditions

In the adults group, we found a positive correlation between fixation time spend
on the ‘confident’ box in the Hesitation condition and the ‘heavy’ box in the
Lifting condition. Interestingly, we did not find strong associations between the
Hesitation/Lifting conditions and the Hesitation_Obstacle or ToM condition. This
increases confidence that the correlation between the Hesitation and Lifting condition is not based on low-level fixation behaviors, i.e. a natural tendency to fixate
longer, independently of the condition in some participants. Weight-estimation
during action observation (Pobric and Hamilton, 2006; Valchev et al., 2015) and the
processing of hand grasps (Jacquet and Avenanti, 2015) have been associated with
motor resonance and the human mirror neuron system. The association between
fixation behavior during weight-estimation and grasp discrimination (Lifting task)
and hesitation detection (Hesitation task, also see Chapter 3), might therefore be
driven by a common neural substrate (Urgesi et al., 2014).
Even though the toddler group shows a trend towards a positive correlation between Hesitation and Lifting preference scores, it did not reach significance. Even
though toddlers of two-years have the skills to choose and use power and precision
grips (Butterworth et al., 1997; Haywood et al., 2012), we were not able to show
that they associate power grips with an increase in weight due to the presence
of an object. It is possible that this association is not fully developed (as in the
adult group), while the association between grip style and object shape is already
manifested (Butterworth et al., 1997; Haywood et al., 2012). Indeed, in the toddlers,
preference scores in all four tests were not significantly intercorrelated. This is
at odds with our a priori hypotheses. Based on our TMS study (Chapter 3), we
had hypothesized that the hesitation condition would require a combination of
processes that transform the observed actions into somatosensory-motor states
(shared with the Lifting condition) and those that transform observed stimuli into
representations of mental states (shared with the ToM condition). We had thus
expected that participants with high scores in one of the hesitation condition would
also have high scores in the tasks drawing on the Lifting and ToM conditions.

4.4.5

Limitations and further directions

One major limitation is the quality difference between infant and adult eye-tracking
data. Quality of data obtained during eye-tracking with infants suffers from low
precision and robustness, temporal delay and spatial inaccuracy (Wass et al.,
2014). It is therefore possible that the current sample size is not large enough to
compensate for a low data quality. Albeit, the linear mixed model analysis suggests
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that missing data did not have a major impact on analysis results.
Several control experiments would be necessary to check the current interpretation
of the data. A hesitation condition without obstacles but with a well controlled
spatial distance between the hands and the target boxes could reveal whether
spatial distance impacts on the fixation rate on the target boxes, which in turn may
influence the preference score. An adjusted version of the Lifting condition could
determine if the repeated presentation of the same object impacts the preference
score. Finally, a left-right mirrored version of the ToM condition would help to
determine the role of the final hand puppet position. Additionally, a longitudinal
study with the same toddler group would be ideal to determine the time point
when the performance on the Hesitation and Lifting condition exceed chance level
and the correlation between preferential fixations during hesitation processing and
weight-estimation, that we had hypothesized and found in the adults, manifests.
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4.5

Supplementary material

Table 4.4: Characteristics of the stimuli of the three movement conditions

First movement
Hesitation
Confident (yellow sleeve)
Hesitant (red sleeve)
Confident (green sleeve)
Hesitant (turquoise sleeve)
Hesitation_Obstacle
Hesitant (yellow sleeve)
Confident (turquoise sleeve)
Hesitant (green sleeve)
Confident (turquoise sleeve)
Lifting
Power grip (heavy box)
Precision grip (light box)
Precision grip (light box)
Power grip (heavy box)

Second movement

Position object

Hesitant (turquoise sleeve)
Confident (green sleeve)
Hesitant (red sleeve)
Confident (yellow sleeve)

Left
Left
Right
Right

Confident (turquoise sleeve)
Hesitant (yellow sleeve)
Confident (red sleeve)
Hesitant (yellow sleeve)

Left
Right
Right
Left

Precision grip (light box)
Power grip (heavy box)
Power grip (heavy box)
Precision grip (light box)

Left
Right
Left
Right

Table 4.5: Characteristics of the four ToM video stimuli

Condition
True Belief
True Belief
False Belief
False Belief

Original position
of object
Left
Right
Left
Right

Secondary position
of object
Left
Right
Right
Left

Last box where
lid was closed
Left
Left
Left
Left

Extract from the feedback questionnaire (adults)

CHAPTER
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Neurotypical Cerebral Tuning to Task Irrelevant Biological
Motion in Autism
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Abstract
Deviant regional activation levels have been reported during explicit motion detection tasks in high-functioning autism (HFA), however less is known about
spontaneous activation levels in response to motion stimuli. In this fMRI study,
male adult participants with and without HFA passively observed non-task-relevant
point-light motion stimuli, both intact and temporally systematically scrambled.
Eye-gaze behavior was monitored to control for attentional differences. A consecutive behavioral biological motion recognition task was performed in order to
inform the neuroimaging findings. The adult group diagnosed with HFA exhibited
spontaneous recruitment of motion-processing brain areas including the mirror
neuron system. The neurotypical tuning to biological motion is noteworthy because,
opposed to other task designs, participants had no prior information about the
presence of human actions in the point-light displays. Additionally, we observed an
increased BOLD signal relative to an IQ-, age- and handedness-matched control
group in several brain regions, including shape- and motion-sensitive areas in
the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC), for both intact and systematically
scrambled biological motion displays. The strength of the BOLD signal in LOTC
correlated positively with response times during a behavioral motion discrimination
task in the HFA group.

5.1

Introduction

Orientation towards biological stimuli has been reported to be at risk in young
children with autism. Two-year-old children diagnosed with autism tend to orient
towards physical contingencies between sound and light instead of attending to
human actions represented by point-light animations (Klin et al., 2009). About
40Acquired atypical visual behavior may have serious consequences for the development of neural mechanisms specialized in social stimuli such as facial expressions,
eye-gaze, body posture and movement. Deficits in social perception networks may
in turn contribute to explain why cognitively able adolescents and adults with
autism, well capable of reasoning about the state of mind and feelings of others, still
experience difficulties in real-life social contexts (Szatmari et al., 1989; Venter et al.,
1992). In these situations, messages can be communicated through subtle cues
perceptible only in body movements or eye-gaze (Klin et al., 2003; Tager-Flusberg,
2001).
Performance in biological motion recognition is typically tested with point-light
displays (PLDs) where each point represents a body joint. Several studies found
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that children, adolescents and adults with autism had difficulties recognizing biological motion stimuli, but others reported no difference (for a review see: (Kaiser
and Pelphrey, 2012)). The inconsistencies could partially be explained by the fact
that not every individual with autism has a deficit in orienting towards biological
motion. Another factor could be age, as most studies involving adult participants
failed to find significant group differences in biological motion recognition (Kaiser
and Pelphrey, 2012; Kaiser and Shiffrar, 2009; McKay et al., 2012), which also
raises the question of the existence of compensatory mechanisms (Kaiser et al.,
2010).
Several brain areas seem specialized for biological motion processing, including the
posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), the fusiform gyrus (FG) and extrastriate
body area (EBA) (Beauchamp et al., 2002; Blake and Shiffrar, 2007; Grèzes et al.,
2001; Grossman and Blake, 2002; Vaina et al., 2001). There are relatively few
neuroimaging studies on biological motion perception in autism, and all of them
conclude that there are differences in one or several of these regions (Freitag et al.,
2008; Herrington et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2010; Koldewyn et al., 2011; McKay
et al., 2012).
Hypoactivations have been interpreted as impairments in processing of biological
motion (Freitag et al., 2008; Herrington et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2010; Koldewyn
et al., 2011). However, differences are not consistent across studies and activation
differences encompass visual and frontal regions not directly involved in biological
motion perception (Freitag et al., 2008; Herrington et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2010;
Koldewyn et al., 2011; McKay et al., 2012), which also raises the question of
group-differences in attention paid to the stimuli.
Here, we investigated the integrity of biological motion perception brain circuits in
adults with high-functioning autism (HFA) in a context where attending the PLDs
was not only passive but irrelevant to the task and not encouraged by instructions.
If hypoactivations occur in this set-up, they can be attributed to an impairment in
spontaneous processing of biological motion. The chosen stimuli further activate the
so-called putative human mirror neuron system, which gives us the opportunity to
explore group differences beyond the classical biological motion processing regions
(pSTS, fusiform gyrus).
We also explored potential attentional differences by recording eye-gaze during
scanning. Finally, the interpretation of group differences in neuroimaging studies
without task instructions can be arbitrary. We therefore conducted a supplementary
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study outside the scanner measuring biological motion recognition performance in
the same participants in order to inform the neuroimaging findings.

5.2

Methods

5.2.1

Participants

In total, 36 male participants were scanned including 17 participants with highfunctioning autism, meaning that they received a clinical diagnosis of autism or
PDD-NOS and had a neurotypical IQ (Table 5.1) and 18 typically-developing
(TD) participants. Two TD and one HFA participant were excluded from the
statistical analyses due to excessive head motion of more than one voxel dimension
(3.5 mm) along at least one movement axis. The remaining 33 participants (16
HFA, 17 TD) matched in age, handedness (Oldfield, 1971), full IQ (Raven and
Court, 2004) and verbal IQ (Schmand et al., 1991) (Table 5.1). HFA participants
were included if they had previously received a clinical diagnosis of autism or
PDD-NOS. All HFA participants completed the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule (ADOS) module 4 (Lord et al., 2000). The average total ADOS score was
8 ± 3. HFA participants were not excluded due to a score below the ADOS cut-off
score, as it has been shown that ADOS module 4 can have low sensitivity to classify
high-functioning adults with autism spectrum disorder and PDD-NOS (Bastiaansen
et al., 2011; Gotham et al., 2008). The average number of autistic traits in each
group was estimated using the Autism Spectrum Quotient questionnaire (AQ)
(Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). All TD participants scored in a range of 7–24 and
thus below the commonly used cut-off scores of 32 or 26 (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001;
Ruzich et al., 2015; Woodbury-Smith et al., 2005).
Table 5.1: Participant characteristics

HFA (n=16)
TD (n=17)
p-valuec

a missing

Age
34 ± 9
31 ± 6
0.24

Handedness
62 ± 54
51 ± 69
0.61

IQa
118 ± 10
120 ± 11
0.75

Verbal IQb
98 ± 7
98 ± 12
0.93

AQ
31 ± 9
15 ± 4
<0.001

for two TD participants, average group values used when utelized as covariate
for three TD participants
c two-sided, independent-sample t-test
b missing
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5.2.2

Stimuli

Point light displays were created using the mocap point-light archive
(http://astro.temple.edu/∼tshipley/mocap.html).
From the entire archive,
25 motions were selected that represent a variety of actions (gym exercises: 5,
dancing: 6, martial arts kicks: 11, pushing objects: 3). Each data file included
coordinates of 12 joints (shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles) and the
head. The shortest consisted of 47 frames and the longest of 100 frames. At 30
fps, the final video displays lasted between 1.41 and 3.00 seconds, depending on
the complexity of the executed motion. Each data file was used to create three
types of video stimuli (Figure 5.1): motion displays with pure biological motion
(BioMo), motion displays with a constant velocity profile (ConstMo), and motion
displays with a constant velocity profile and a spatial scrambling of the starting
coordinate of each joint (ScramMo). To balance the direction of motion, all videos
were displayed twice: once in the original orientation and once mirrored along the
vertical axis.
The BioMo videos were created by displaying the joint coordinates of each
frame as light-grey-colored dots on a black background. All motion displays
were post-processed to improve stimuli quality. In rare cases, coordinates were
temporarily missing, possibly due to recording issues. It has been shown that
participants with ASD are sensitive to visual noise contamination in motion
displays (Zaidel et al., 2015). Therefore, missing values were interpolated from the
dots’ motion trajectory. Afterwards, all motion trajectories were smoothed using a
sliding-average (pseudo-Gaussian, width: 4 frames).
The ConstMo stimuli were based on the BioMo stimuli but two additional
processing steps were added. Firstly, the length of the full trajectory of each joint
was measured and divided by the number of frames, so that we knew how far
each joint had to move in each frame to give the impression of a constant velocity.
Secondly, these equally spaced trajectory segments were converted into new x- and
y-coordinates for each joint and each frame. These coordinates were used as joint
coordinates for the ConstMo stimuli.
For creating the stimuli in the ScramMo condition, we used the ConstMo
coordinates but each trajectory was randomly shifted up to 50 pixels in x- and
y-direction. The size of all videos was held constant at 412 × 388 pixels, however
the coordinates were scaled to ensure that the most distal dots would be no closer
than 20 pixels from the video boundaries and all dots are visible at all times.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the three categories of motion displays. The
colors indicate progress of points during movie (blue=begin; red=middle; green=end).
The arrows indicate the displacement of specific dots during the movie clip. Left: biological
motion, Middle: temporal scrambled motion (velocity profile kept constant for each dot
(represented by equal length of arrows). Right: temporal and spatial scrambled motion
(additional randomization of starting point for each dot). Original stimuli were kindly
provided by http://astro.temple.edu/ tshipley/mocap.html and adjusted for this study.

All video stimuli were created in Matlab (version: R2012a, The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, USA), by rendering each set of frames into an AVI video file (Indeo Video
v5 codec).
The video stimuli were presented in a block design using Presentation
(Presentation R 16.1, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, USA). The stimuli
were displayed on an MRI-compatible BOLDscreen (Cambridge Research Systems
Ltd, Rochester, UK) and projected to the participants using a build-in mirror
system. Each block started with a fixation cross for 8.5 seconds, followed by five
videos of the same condition (BioMo, ConstMo or ScramMo). Each video was
preceded by an exclamation mark (500 ms). The order of blocks was pseudorandomized across participants with no more than two blocks of the same condition
presented consecutively. In total, 10 blocks and thereby 50 videos were presented
for each of the three conditions. In order to make the motion displays irrelevant
to the participants, we introduced an orthogonal task. The task was to count the
number of red dots appearing in each block of five videos. In 50% of the movies, a
red dot appeared for 200 ms, superimposed on the PLD at a randomly assigned
temporal point and screen location. The size of the dots was identical to that of
the point-light dots. Directly after the last movie of a block, participants were
shown a forced choice screen including the actual number of red dots in that block
and a randomly selected incorrect answer (0-5). A button press was used to select
one of the two possible answers. No time limit was given.

5.2.3

fMRI data acquisition and analysis

One anatomical and one functional fMRI run were acquired using a Philips Intera
3T scanner with a 32-channel coil. A high-resolution structural 3D spoiled gradient
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image (170 slices; scan resolution = 256 × 256; field of view = 232 mm) was
acquired. Functional images were acquired using an echo planar T2*-weighted
gradient sequence with 39 sequential axial slices (echo time = 28 ms; slice thickness
= 3.5 mm; flip angle = 70◦ ; repetition time = 2000 ms; scan resolution = 64 × 62;
field of view = 224 mm).
Data were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL,
UK). Functional images were realigned to the mean image of the functional run,
coregistered to the high-resolution structural image, brought to MNI space using
the normalization parameter generated during segmentation of the structural image
(final voxel size: 3 × 3 × 3 mm) and spatially smoothed using a 8 × 8 × 8 mm
FWHM filter.
At the individual subject level, data were modeled using 11 predictors. Three of
these modeled the movies of each condition in a block design, starting with the onset
of the first movie and stopping with the end of the fifth movie. The fourth predictor
included the warning sign preceding each block. The fifth modeled the responses,
starting from the onset of the choice screen and ending with the button press.
These five predictors were boxcars convolved with the standard hemodynamic
response function (HRF). The last six predictors included the displacements and
rotations determined during image realignment. The fixation crosses were not
explicitly modeled.
Parameter estimate images from the first three predictors were taken to the second
level for group comparison in two 2 × 3 (group, condition) flexible factorial design
general linear models (GLM). One GLM (GLM1) was used to estimate the group
effect with IQ, handedness and age as covariates. A second GLM (GLM2) was used
to estimate the effect of condition (movie type) and the interaction of group and
movie type. For GLM2, additional regressors accounting for the factor ‘subject’
were included, each putting the weight ‘one’ on one subject in one condition and
the weight ‘zero’ on any other subject in any other condition. The factor ‘subject’
allows for a correct estimation of the error term by indicating data points associated
with the same participant. However, the factor ‘subject’ would cause an incorrect
overestimation of the group effect if applied to GLM1.
Contrasts were set to test for the group effect in GLM1 (HFA>TD and TD>HFA)
and the condition (BioMo>ScramMo) and interaction effects (stronger effect of
biological features (BioMo>ScramMo in HFA than TD and TD than HFA) in
GLM2, following the procedure of Gläscher and Gitelman (Gläscher and Gitelman,
2008). To test for a specific effect of minimal jerk motion and shape, we additionally
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ran two independent-sample t-tests. One compared the subject-level contrast BioMo
– ConstMo, the other the subject-level contrast ConstMo – ScramMo between the
HFA and the control group. IQ, handedness and age were inserted as covariates.
All analyses were spatially restricted to a SPM8 template derived grey matter mask,
which was binarized using a threshold value of 0.3 to achieve a good separation of
the grey matter and the background. Statistical maps were corrected for multiple
comparisons by setting the False Discovery Rate (FDR) to p<0.05 (voxel level)
as this has been shown to provide more statistical power than family-wise error
correction. Anatomical labeling was informed by the Anatomy toolbox (Version
2.2b) whenever possible (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox).
Following the discovery of a group effect in the lateral occipitotemporal cortex
(LOTC), we tested whether this effect was modulated by the motion direction
in the PLDs. Each video was classified into one out of three motion-direction
categories: left-directed, right-directed or bidirectional. The first-level GLM models
were modified to allow the discrimination of the three different motion-directions.
Data were modeled using 17 predictors. Nine of these modeled the movies of each
movie type (BioMo, ConstMo, ScramMo) and each motion-direction (left, right,
bi-directional) in an event-related design. The rest of the predictors were the same
as in the previous subject-level analyses. A binary LOTC-mask was constructed
based on the cluster showing a group effect (HFA>TD) in the GLM1 analysis
(see Table 5.2). The average beta-values of all nine conditions (3 movie types ×
3 motion-directions) were extracted from the LOTC mask for each participant
separately. The beta-values were inserted into a 2 × 3 × 3 (group × movie type ×
motion-direction) repeated-measures ANCOVA in SPSS (Version 23, IMB, Amrok,
USA). Handedness, IQ and age were included as covariates.

5.2.4

BOLD signal attenuation over time

Given the length of the experiment (about 7 min depending on the response
latencies), we were interested in whether there were group or experimental condition
effects on BOLD signal attenuation over time that could account for the effects
observed in the main fMRI analysis. In a second data analysis approach, we
therefore looked for brain areas where the signal would decrease linearly over the
course of the experiment for the three conditions separately. On an individual
subject level, data were modeled using 38 predictors, based on the predictors of
the standard subject-level general linear model but modeling each of the 30 trials
as separate regressors. All predictors, except for the head motion parameters, were
boxcars convolved with the standard HRF. The 10 trials of each experimental
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condition were integrated into one parameter estimate image by weighting the
trials with values from 9 in trial 1 to -9 in trial 10 in a mean centered fashion. This
weighting procedure was applied to the three experimental conditions separately
for each subject. The parameter estimate images were then inserted into a 2 × 3
flexible factorial (group, condition) design as described in detail in 5.2.3.

5.2.5

Eye-gaze recording and analysis

Eye-gaze was recorded during the MRI session using an EyeLink 1000 system (SR
Research Ltd., Mississauga, Canada) mounted inside the MRI scanner. Tracking
was performed on the left eye at 500 Hz. A 9-point calibration and validation
were performed. Good quality eye tracking data (less than 20% missing data) was
collected from 16 participants (8 HFA, 8 TD). The proportion of missing data, due
to blinks or signal loss was not significantly different between groups (HFA: 2.2%
± 2.8%, TD: 6.4% ± 6.5%, t(7) = 1.78, n.s.). Fixations, blinks and saccades were
labeled automatically by the EyeLink software (Stampe, 1993). The EyeLink event
files were analyzed using Matlab (Version 7.14.0, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
USA). All blink events were excluded from the dataset and all fixations shorter
than 100 ms(Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000) or longer than the maximum stimulus
duration were discarded. To test whether the two groups spent an equal amount of
time looking at the screen presenting the stimuli, groups were compared in terms
of average number of fixations per video and average fixation duration.
The viewing behavior was further characterized by comparing the directional
fixation preferences between groups, keeping in mind that the main motion direction
of the dots in the PLDs was along the x-axis. To calculate the directional viewing
preference, the displacement in x- and y-direction between all consecutive fixations
was determined for each video. For each subject, the average displacement in xand y-direction was calculated and converted into an x/y-ratio, with values above
1 indicating a preferential looking in the main direction of the motion stimuli.

5.2.6

Behavioral experiment

The behavioral experiment was conducted on a separate day and 14 control
participants and 16 HFA participants from the fMRI experiment also took part
in the behavioral experiment. Three datasets of the mocap point-light archive
(http://astro.temple.edu/∼tshipley/mocap.html) showing twist dance motions (not
used in the fMRI experiment) were selected for the behavioral experiment. Each
video started with thirteen white dots moving randomly across a black background.
In the “noise” condition, random motion continued throughout the video. In the
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“signal” condition, the motion transformed into one of the three twist motions.
The transition from 100% noise to 100% signal was systematically manipulated
by mixing the two signals across all frames using a cumulative Gaussian function
with 3 different SDs, which gave 3 levels of slope affecting the rapidity of the
perceived shift from noise to coherent actor. For the three twist motions, two
experimental conditions and three transition settings, 20 videos were generated
each, that differed in the spatial distribution of the starting point of each dot
trajectory and their initial “noise” movement direction. Overall 360 videos with
a length of 1.83, 1.87 or 2.43 seconds, depending on the original duration of the
recorded action, were displayed.
The task was to indicate whether a video from the “noise” or “signal” condition
was shown by selecting one of two response keys. Responses could be given while a
video was being played and the consecutive video was shown regardless of whether
a response had been given or not. Participants were instructed to respond as soon
as they were confident of their answer. Response latencies were recorded from the
start of the video clip, as only frame one contained no coherent motion, proportion
correct were measured and, for the purposes of the current study, the values of the
“signal” condition were averaged regardless of the transition settings.
Group differences were analyzed using classical and Bayesian independent-sample
t-tests in JASP 0.7.1.2 (Love et al., 2015). The prior distribution for the Bayesian
t-tests was a Cauchy distribution with a width of r = 1. The modeled parameter
θ was the effect size given the alternative hypothesis (H1 : θ =
6 0) and the null
hypothesis (H0 : θ = 0). The parameter settings are standard literature settings
(Rouder et al., 2009; Wagenmakers et al., 2015; Wetzels et al., 2009). The Bayesian
approach was included in the analysis to evaluate the evidence for the null hypothesis (absence of group differences), which cannot be assessed using classical statistics.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Effect of condition

We first tested for the presence of brain regions showing a hierarchical effect of
experimental condition with more activity for the unaltered biological motion
stimuli (BioMo) and less activity for the scrambled stimuli (ScramMo). As shown
on Figure 5.2, a large set of brain regions demonstrated a preference for the
more biologically plausible stimuli (BioMo>ScramMo) at a threshold corrected for
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multiple comparison (voxel level qFDR<0.05). These involved the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC), including the extrastriate body area (for comparative
coordinates see: (Taylor et al., 2007)) as well as area hMT+/V5 (Zeki, 2004), the
fusiform gyrus, including the fusiform body area (for comparative coordinates see:
(Taylor et al., 2007)), and the posterior superior temporal sulcus/gyrus specialized
in the processing of biological motion (Saygin, 2007). In addition, bilateral clusters
of activity were also found in several inferior parietal and premotor areas: areas PF
and PFt in the supramarginal gyrus, intraparietal and postcentral sulci, precentral
and inferior frontal gyri. These regions correspond well to the putative mirror
neuron system (Caspers et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009) and this activity
may therefore reflect increased action reenactment for the more biologically relevant
stimuli (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010). Extracting parameter estimates (Marsbar
version 0.43, see Figure 5.2) for each condition and group for 12 main regions
of interest (ROIs) allowed two interesting observations. First, the activation for
the ConstMo condition is higher than for the ScramMo and lower than for the
BioMo condition in all ROIs. This likely reflects the graded amount of biological
motion information of the three conditions. Second, it confirms that the same
graded pattern of activity is present in both groups, and that, visually, this pattern
is at least as marked in HFA than it is in TD. ROIs were derived by masking
the statistical map displayed in Figure 5.2 with anatomical ROIs from the SPM
Anatomy toolbox (Version: 2.2b). We did not perform formal statistics on these
parameter estimates, because they are biased by the selection of the ROIs, and
should thus only be used to visually explore the pattern across regions, conditions
and groups.

5.3.2

Group differences

All participants completed the red-dot detection task with high accuracy and
the performance did not differ statistically between groups (HFA: 98.8% ± 3.4%,
range: 87% – 100%; TD: 98.4% ± 2.7%, range: 93% – 100%; t(31) = 0.30, n.s.).
Because differences in head-motion can manifest as artefactual group differences in
brain activation in fMRI studies, we compared the head-motions as determined
during preprocessing across groups. There was no difference in total frame-wise
displacement (pFDR>0.05). We also calculated the correlation over time between
each of the six head-motions and each of the three task predictors used in the
general linear model separately for each participant. This revealed no significant
group differences for any of these 6 × 3 correlations (qFDR>0.05), and none
of these correlations were significantly different from zero when pooling all 33
participants (qFDR>0.05).
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of areas with a higher BOLD activation for BioMo than
ScramMo across groups. Plots of parameter estimates from core regions, demonstrate a
hierarchical pattern of activation, being most active for the biological motion condition
(BioMo), less active during the condition including a constant velocity profile (ConstMo)
and least active during the scrambled motion condition (ScramMo) for both groups
separately (HFA: high-functioning autism, TD: typically developing). Activations are
displayed on the flattened cortex_20484.surf template (SPM8 release). Displayed voxels
have a t-value of at least t = 2.71, correction for multiple comparisons at qFDR<0.05.

Several brain regions were more active in the HFA than the control group when
pooling across experimental conditions. Pooling was acceptable as no significant
interaction effects were detected (see below). The largest cluster of hyperactivation
was found in the left lateral occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC), at the border
between the middle occipital and middle temporal gyrus (Table 5.2, Figure 5.3A).
The peak is assigned to area V4 using the Anatomy toolbox 2.2b, and the entire
cluster activates 14.6% of area V4. The cluster further expands into and activates
11.6% of area V5. The anterior part of the cluster overlaps with two activity
maps (Figure 5.3A) obtained from Neurosynth (Yarkoni et al., 2011) based on 383
studies referring to the term “motion” and 443 studies referring to the term “body”
more than in any other studies (reverse inference). Removing the covariates did
not remove the group effect found in LOTC.
Additional clusters of hyperactivity were found in the right intraparietal sulcus, the
right primary somatosensory cortex BA2, the right lingual gyrus, inferior temporal
gyrus, fusiform gyrus and the left and right postcentral gyrus for HFA>TD
(Table 5.2). No statistically significant hypoactivations (TD>HFA) were found.
Importantly, no interaction between group and movie type were observed in any
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brain area at a threshold of qFDR<0.05, suggesting that the group differences
did not depend on the type of stimulus used. As expected, due to the lack of
significant interactions, looking specifically for group differences in the sensitivity
to minimal jerk motion and body shape separately using two-sample t-tests
revealed no significant group differences for the contrasts BioMo>ConstMo and
ConstMo>ScramMo at qFDR<0.05.

Table 5.2: Increased BOLD response of the HFA group compared to the TD group
across all experimental conditions (BioMo, ConstMo, ScramMo)

Brain area
L LOTC
R Lingual gyrus
R Superior occipital gyrus
R Postcentral gyrus
L Postcentral gyrus
L Inferior parietal lobe
R SI (BA2)
R Inferior occipiral gyrus
R Fusiform gyrus

a MNI

# of voxels
58b
14
29
17
29
11
34
10
8

x
-45
9
33
30
-42
-57
36
48
36

y
-79
-88
-73
-37
-28
-22
-43
-76
-46

za
10
-8
43
67
58
49
52
-2
-11

t-value
4.75
4.68
4.61
4.36
4.25
4.21
4.34
4.16
3.81

qFDR
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.029
0.029
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.034

coordinates
cluster size correction: pFWE<0.05

b Survives

5.3.3

Impact of motion direction on the group effect in
LOTC

Given the relevance of LOTC for motion perception, one may conclude that
the hyper-activity of this area in participants with autism reflected increased
reliance on processes necessary for detecting biologically relevant motion in the
PLDs. It may be noted, that the ConstMo and ScramMo conditions both contain
residual information of the unaltered human action that enable meaningful feature
processing. An alternative interpretation could be that the over-activity in LOTC
was related to the detection of the red dot in the orthogonal task. This interpretation
is sound as the effect was present irrespective of the condition. To examine this
alternative hypothesis, we tested whether the group difference found in LOTC was
influenced by the direction of movement of the PLDs. If LOTC hyperactivity were
related to the red dot task, one would expect no interaction effect since the red
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dot appeared at a random screen location. Contrary to this, we found a significant
interaction effect between group and motion-direction in LOTC, F(4,25) = 3.5,
p<0.05 (Figure 5.3B). Post-hoc analyses revealed that the group difference in mean
beta-value was larger for bidirectional videos than for right-directed videos, F(1,28)
= 7.1, p<0.05. This interaction effect was also present when the mean of the
left- and right-directed videos was compared to the bidirectional videos, Helmert
contrast: F(1,28) = 5.4, p<0.05.

Figure 5.3: A) Increased activation of LOTC in the HFA group compared to the
control group across all experimental conditions. Statistical maps are thresholded at t
= 3.93 (qFDR<0.05, voxel level) and projected onto a flattened cortical surface. The
squares in the lower right corner visualize Neurosynth maps of the keywords “motion” and
“body” (inverse inference, blue, www.neurosynth.org). All activations are displayed on
the flattened cortex_20484.surf template (SPM8 release). B) Effect of motion-direction
on LOTC hyperactivity. Mean beta-values were extracted from a cluster in LOTC that is
hyperactivated in HFA for biological and scrambled motion videos. The hyperactivation
is more extreme (steeper slope) for videos that contain bidirectional motions compared to
unidirectional motions. C) Positive correlation between activation in LOTC and response
latency during the behavioral task in the HFA group. Activation in LOTC was extracted
from the cluster showing a positive effect of the HFA group during the passive observation
fMRI task (see Figure 5.3A). Contrast estimates were extracted for each participant
individually from the contrast image of the average effect of condition.

5.3.4

BOLD signal attenuation over time

Given the higher activation of LOTC in the HFA group, one could hypothesize
that the main effect of group was driven by stronger signal decrease in the control
than HFA group during the course of the experiment. However, there was no
statistically significant evidence for larger BOLD signal decrease over time in
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the control group. Similarly, there was no statistically significant evidence that
the experimental condition with a lack of biological motion features (ScramMo)
would show stronger signal attenuation than the experimental condition with shape
information (ConstMo) or shape information and minimal jerk motion (BioMo).

5.3.5

Relationship between LOTC activity and performance
on a biological motion recognition task

A subgroup of subjects (16 HFA, 14 TD) took a biological motion recognition
test outside the scanner on a separate day after the scanning. There were no
statistically significant group differences between the HFA and the control group in
terms of response latency (HFA: 1616 ± 370 ms; TD: 1604 ± 296 ms; t(27) = -0.1,
p = n.s.) and proportion correct (HFA: 0.60 ± 0.1; TD 0.63 ± 0.1; t(27) = 0.8, p
= n.s.). The Bayes factor for the response latency data was BF01 = 3.73, which
means that the data are 3.73 times more likely under the null hypothesis (no group
differences) than under the alternative hypothesis (group differences). The Bayes
factor for the accuracy data was BF01 = 2.81. Therefore, we provide moderate
evidence that the HFA and TD group do not differ in respect to response latencies,
and anecdotal evidence that the group do not differ in terms of proportion correct,
based on the scale introduced by Jeffreys (Jeffreys, 1961).
We also used the response latencies of the behavioural test in order to investigate
whether activity in left area LOTC during free observation of the PLDs would
be associated with the performance on biological motion recognition outside
the scanner. A Pearson correlation analysis revealed that the activation within
the LOTC cluster was positively correlated with the response time during the
behavioral task within the HFA group (r(14) = 0.55, p<0.05, R2 = 0.30; Figure
5.3C). A robust regression analysis (in Matlab) confirmed that this association was
not driven by extreme values (t(14) = 2.54, p<0.05), ), and boostrapping (1000
bootstraps) revealed that the lower confidence bound of the correlation is above
zero (fifth percentile of the bootstraps: r=0.09). A higher LOTC activation during
free motion observation is therefore associated with longer response latencies
for judging whether a motion display contains biological motion or not. For the
control group, the correlation did not reach significance (r(12) = 0.40, p = 0.12).
However, a Fisher r-to-z transformation showed no significant difference between
the correlation coefficients of the two groups (z = 0.48, n.s.).
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5.3.6

Eye-gaze analysis

We further analyzed eye-gaze pattern in 8 HFA and 8 TD participants who
contributed sufficient eye-tracking data during the MRI experiment. We did
not find any group difference in the time spent looking at the screen, assessed
as the number of fixations per video (HFA: 3.05 ± 1.72, TD: 3.26 ± 0.92, t(14)
= -0.31, n.s.) and fixation durations (HFA: 643 ± 194 ms, TD: 738 ± 262 ms,
t(14) = -0.82, n.s.). It should be noted that these tests suffer from a very small
sample size, and thus only have the power to detect very large effect sizes (cohen
d>1.5). In contrast the difference between groups on these variables were very
small (d=0.14) and medium (d=0.41), respectively, and would thus have required
sample sizes of 700 and 100 per group, respectively to become significant. Further,
the fixations on the screen do not allow inference about the actual fixations
on the stimuli, which are very hard to spatially define given the minimalistic
representation of the human body in PLDs. However, we found no evidence that
BOLD signal attenuation over time was different between the two groups, which
may be expected if a group-specific attentional bias was present.
Interestingly, there was a group difference in viewing strategies between the groups.
Eye movements along the x-axis and the y-axis between fixations were significantly
different between the groups, t(7.6) = -3.13, p<0.05, d = 1.56 (degrees of freedom
adjusted for unequal variances). The x/y-ratio in the control group did not
significantly deviate from 1, i.e. there was no direction-preference (x/y-ratio: 0.97
± 0.13, t(7) = -0.70, n.s.), whereas the HFA group had an x/y-ratio deviating
from 1, i.e. they moved their eye gaze between fixation points predominately in
x-direction (x/y-ratio: 1.66 ± 0.61, t(7) = 3.05, p<0.05). The average x/y-ratio
of the HFA group was similar to the main direction of motion within all the
point-light videos, calculated as frame-wise displacements (x/y-ratio 1.87). Visual
inspection of the data suggested that a subgroup of HFA participants had an
x/y-ratio of about 1, whereas another subgroup had a bias towards eye gazes
along the x-direction. This hypothesis was tested using a K-means cluster analysis
(as implemented in SPSS), which classified the eight HFA participants in two
groups with four members each. The estimated cluster centers had mean subgroup
x/y-ratios of 2.19 and 1.13. The group differences in x/y-ratio did not depend on
the type of movie (BioMo, ConstMo, ScramMo) as assessed by a mixed model
repeated-measures ANOVA (F(2,28) = 0.54, p = n.s.).
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5.4

Discussion

We investigated the neuronal response to point-light displays of biological motion
in individuals with and without autism, in a context where participants were not
informed about the presence of biological motion in the stimuli, and were instead
requested to detect and count the random appearances of a red dot overlaying
random dots on the screen. In addition to unaltered point-light displays (PLDs) of
human actions, we included a condition in which the points in the displays moved
at constant, rather than biologically plausible, velocity and a condition where the
points not only moved at constant velocity but began from spatially randomized
locations, hence altering not just the biological motion velocity profile but also the
human shape in the PLDs
In both subject groups, watching stimuli with higher biological relevance (i.e. preserved body shape and biological velocity profile) was associated with an increase
of activity in brain regions associated with biological motion perception in the
literature, including the putative mirror neuron system in the postcentral gyrus,
inferior parietal lobe and inferior frontal gyrus (Blake and Shiffrar, 2007; Caspers
et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Giese and Poggio, 2003; Gilaie-Dotan
et al., 2013; Grèzes et al., 2001; Grosbras et al., 2012; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia,
2010; Saygin, 2007; Servos et al., 2002; Vaina et al., 2001). To our knowledge, this
is the first study to show that without instructions to process biological motion,
and despite making the task independent of the biological nature of the stimuli,
HFA activated these biological motion perception relevant brain areas at a level
comparable to that in TDs. The recruitment of areas belonging to the putative
mirror neuron system suggests that participants with autism reenacted observed
actions in their own action execution system to the same extent as control subjects.

Compared to controls however, participants with HFA showed enhanced activity in
several brain regions. Hyperactivity in these regions was present in every condition,
as shown by the absence of a group × movie type interaction, and, more specifically,
we did not observe significant group differences in the sensitivity to minimal jerk
motion (BioMo>ConstMo) or body shape (ConstMo>ScramMo). The largest
cluster of hyperactivity was found in the left occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC),
including visual area V4, area MT/V5 involved in motion perception (Zeki et al.,
1991), but also the extra-striate body area (EBA) specialized in the recognition of
body postures (Downing et al., 2001; Peelen et al., 2006; Vangeneugden et al., 2009).
MT/V5 and EBA often overlap in neuroimaging studies in humans (Downing et al.,
2007; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2011) and without independent localizer runs
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for MT/V5 and EBA, we cannot assign the hyper-activation to either area with
certainty. Another set of smaller hyper-activated clusters were present in the left
and right post-central gyrus, in agreement with previous studies demonstrating the
involvement of the post-central region (BA2) during action observation (Caspers
et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009; Keysers and Gazzola, 2010). Interestingly,
a sub-group of HFA participants showed a deviating viewing behavior, with increased eye movements along the x-axis, similar to the main direction of motion
within the PLDs. The limited number of participants does not allow associations
between the viewing behavior and BOLD signal activation, however the observation
of sub-groups is in line with the notion that deviating viewing behavior is only
manifested in a sub-group of participants with autism spectrum disorder (Pierce
et al., 2011).
Two findings suggest that the relative hyperactivity of LOTC in the group of
participants with autism reflects, at least in part, differences in processing the
PLDs. Firstly, if hyperactivity in autism were related to detecting the red dot, one
would not expect to observe an influence of the PLDs direction of motion on the
pattern of hyperactivity. In contrast, we found that the group difference in LOTC
was larger when the animated figure was moving in both directions at the center of
the screen (e.g., jumping jack, twist) rather than moving left or right (e.g., side
kick). It can be hypothesized that a need for prolonged feature processing makes
it more challenging to process shape and/or motion-information when changes in
motion direction are present. Secondly, in participants with autism the LOTC level
of activity was in fact positively correlated with response latencies in a separate
biological motion detection task outside the scanner.
In terms of visual attention, we gathered some evidence that the attention paid
towards the stimuli was comparable between both groups. Firstly, the available
eye-tracking data show that participants in both groups fixated on the screen
equally long. Secondly, there was no evidence that BOLD signal attenuation over
time differed between the groups.
Limitations
LOTC includes several functional regions, some specialized in motion (MT/V5)
others in shape processing (V4, EBA) (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2011). It remains
to be investigated whether the hyperactivity in HFA is associated with differences
in motion and/or shape processing. This is particularly true because several studies
suggest that both form and motion perception contribute to the recognition of
human actions in PLDs (Downing et al., 2006; Jastorff and Orban, 2009; Peelen
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et al., 2006). However, past literature has suggested increased activity in shape
processing brain regions while viewing PLDs in autism (Koldewyn et al., 2011;
McKay et al., 2012), and here we also find increased activation in HFA in the
fusiform gyrus, which processes bodily shape information (Grossman and Blake,
2002), it is likely that prolonged shape processing accounts at least partly for the
hyperactivation in HFA.
As the LOTC activity correlates positively with response latencies in detecting
human forms, it is tempting to conclude that hyperactivity (ASD>TD) reflects
prolonged feature processing, potentially compensating less efficient neural processing manifested in early childhood (Jones and Klin, 2013; Klin et al., 2009;
Pierce et al., 2011). This hypothesis could, however, only be confirmed using
a longitudinal design. For future research, it would also be advisable to add a
condition depicting purely random noise to disentangle the processing of biological
motion and organized motion.
Interestingly, a sub-group of HFA participants showed a deviant viewing behavior,
with increased eye movements along the x-axis and consistent with the main direction of motion within the PLDs. The limited number of participants precludes
associations between the viewing behavior and BOLD signal activation, however
it is in line with the notion that deviant viewing behavior is only manifest in a
sub-group of participants with HFA (Pierce et al., 2011).
Conclusion
In our study, high-functioning adults with autism showed brain responses to taskirrelevant point-light motion displays that were at least as strong as in typically
developing individuals, including an explicit tuning to biological motion. However,
a hyperactivation in the left LOTC in participants with autism, was modulated by
the PLDs direction of motion and, therefore, relevant for PLD processing. Importantly, this hyperactivation was associated with increased response latencies during
a difficult biological versus random motion discrimination task. Our results, in line
with previous studies, suggest that this hyperactivation might represent prolonged
feature processing in a less efficient system. Importantly, our study is amongst the
first to measure brain activity in HFA in task irrelevant PLDs while performing an
orthogonal visual detection task. This was done to probe the socially important
ability to process biological motion spontaneously while attention is not drawn
explicitly towards it. Our results thus shed new light on the neural functions in
autism by showing that brain activity in regions associated with biological motion
processing is triggered spontaneously to at least a normal level.

CHAPTER

6

General Discussion
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6.1
6.1.1

Evidence for mirror neurons in humans
Mirror neuron localization in humans and methodological limitations

Even though mirror properties have been demonstrated using single-cell recordings
in several brain regions in monkeys (Cisek and Kalaska, 2004; di Pellegrino et al.,
1992; Fogassi et al., 2005; Gallese et al., 1996; Hihara et al., 2015; Keysers et al.,
2003; Kohler et al., 2002; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) and humans (Keysers and Gazzola,
2010; Mukamel et al., 2010), what other brain regions might contain mirror neurons
remains unclear.
Originally, mirror neurons in monkeys were only described in the anterior inferior
parietal lobe and ventral premotor cortices (di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Fogassi et al.,
2005; Gallese et al., 1996; Keysers et al., 2003; Kohler et al., 2002; Rizzolatti et al.,
1996; Rozzi et al., 2008). Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed
shared voxels, voxels activated during action observation and execution, also in
dorsal premotor, supplementary motor cortex, somatosensory cortex and higher
visual areas (Caspers et al., 2010; Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). Invasive single-cell
recordings in humans are limited to a small group of patients suffering from epilepsy
who undergo electrode insertion prior to surgery. This not only restricts the amount
of available data sets but also impeds a systematic scanning for neurons with mirror
properties as the electrode placements are planned according to medical necessity.
Neuroimaging techniques such as fMRI allow for a brain-wide search for shared
voxels. However, the mere existence of shared voxels within one region does not
allow inference about the existence of neurons with mirror properties. The spatial
resolution of fMRI is limited to a millimeter scale. It is therefore possible that
distinct populations of neurons respond to action observation and execution within
the same voxel (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). Therefore, fMRI cannot give direct
proof of the existence of mirror neurons, but can help to isolate candidate regions
of mirror neuron occurrence.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the role of fMRI data acquisition and analysis parameters in the detection of shared voxel regions is investigated. It becomes evident
that already during data acquisition past studies have limited their chances to
fully describe human shared voxel regions by not covering all sections of the brain,
usually neglecting the posterior part of the cerebellum. Interestingly, even if data
from this region was acquired, it often got excluded from statistical analysis due to
standard bounding box settings during data normalization in the SPM software
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package.
Another important analysis choice is the spatial smoothing of data. Smoothing
is routinely included in fMRI analysis pipelines to increase the Signal-to-noise
ratio. However, smoothing further limits inferences that can be drawn about the
occurrence of mirror neurons in a specific region, as spatially distinct neuronal
populations processing action observation and populations processing action execution might be blurred into a single voxel (Gazzola and Keysers, 2009). Using
unsmoothed data, in Chapter 2 we could replicate the observation of Gazzola
and Keysers (2009) that shared voxel regions exist in individual subjects and not
only on a group-level. Chapter 2 shows in addition that spatial smoothing can
cause the merging of shared voxel regions at the cerebro-cerebellar border, which
may have led to an underestimation of the overall number of distinct shared voxel
regions. Analysis technique choices, as described in Chapter 2, can further help to
understand inconsistencies between meta-analyses on action perception regions in
humans (Caspers et al., 2010; Molenberghs et al., 2012; Overwalle et al., 2014).

6.1.2

Evidence for mirror neurons in the human cerebellum

In Chapter 2, we show that more cerebellar regions seem to be involved in action
perception than thought previously (Caspers et al., 2010; Molenberghs et al., 2012;
Overwalle et al., 2014). This observation is in line with experimental evidence
that the processing of action execution and observation are directly coupled. A
recent lesion study has shown that synchronic motor execution does not facilitate
biological motion recognition following specific cerebellar lesions (Christensen et al.,
2014). Studies on motor learning from action observation further highlight a
critical involvement of the cerebellum. It is, for example, involved in physical and
observational dance motion acquisition (Cross et al., 2009) and has been found to
increase activity, along with other regions of the human mirror neuron system, given
the explicit intention to learn an observed action (Frey and Gerry, 2006). Similarly,
changes in motor cortex excitability were observed following TMS stimulation of
the cerebellum during procedural motor learning, regardless of whether the learning
was based on actual execution or observational (Torriero et al., 2011).
The theoretical framework for these processes is given by the concept of inverse
and forward internal models, which are based on closed-loop interactions between
the cerebellum and the cerebral cortex. In short, the forward model estimates the
motor and sensory consequences of actions and thereby predicts the outcome of
the planned action. The inverse model computes motor commands from a desired
state. A interplay of both models may allow for complex behaviors as inferring the
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intentions from an observed action or motor learning via error signal estimation
(Blakemore et al., 2001; Miall, 2003; Wolpert et al., 1998). The cerebellum has been
identified as one of the nodes relevant for these processing streams (Miall, 2003)
and the results of Chapter 2 suggest that specific sub-regions of the cerebellum
(Lobule VI, VIIb and VIIIa) serve as neural substrate of these processes.

6.1.3

Functional connectivity between cerebellar and cerebral parts of the human mirror neuron system

Chapter 2 provides evidence that different cerebellar seeds show resting state
connectivity with distinct regions within the cerebral shared voxel network. This
is in line with the notion that different functional roles have been proposed for
the superior and inferior posterior regions during action execution and observation
(Christensen et al., 2014; Habas et al., 2004). In detail, there are two main streams
for processing visually guided limb movements in the cortex. Both circuits start
in the posterior parietal cortex (Jeannerod et al., 1995; Tanné-Gariépy et al.,
2002), the ventral stream further connects the inferior parietal lobe to the ventral
premotor cortex, the dorsal stream connects the superior parietal lobe with the
dorsal premotor cortex (Hoshi and Tanji, 2007). On a functional level, it has
been shown that virtual lesions to the ventral premotor cortex affect the efficient
positioning of the fingers on an object before lifting, whereas virtual lesions to
the dorsal premotor cortex affect to timing during the lifting phase (Davare et al.,
2006). In this context, Chapter 2 suggests the exciting possibility that the ventral
and dorsal visual stream may be coupled to distinct cerebellar regions.

6.1.4

Limitations and future directions

Next to the already mentioned limitations in localizing shared voxel regions using
fMRI, several other methodological shortcomings are to be considered. Even
though we delivered some evidence that the results of Chapter 2 can be replicated
in an independent data set, the impact of different experimental paradigms and
stimuli on the detection of shared voxel regions remains unclear. A systematic
evaluation of cerebellar responsiveness to different stimuli modalities, for example
static versus moving images and familiar versus unfamiliar actions, would be a
valuable extension of Chapter 2.
In addition, the action execution task in Chapter 2 was quite unspecific (meaningful object interaction versus rest) and therefore caused wide-spread activation
throughout the cerebellum. A more specific execution task would allow a more
specific mapping of cerebellar shared voxels, given that several fMRI studies have
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indicated a somatotopic organization within the cerebellum (Wiestler et al., 2011),
especially when using a field strength of 7T (Stefanescu et al., 2013; van der Zwaag
et al., 2013), which allows a better spatial resolution than given by standard 3T
MRI scanners.
However, actual evidence for the existence of cerebellar mirror neurons in humans
will be challenging. To our knowledge electrodes are not implanted into the
cerebellum of epileptic patients, probably due to the fact that the cerebellum does
not serve as a source of epileptic seizures. First evidence for cerebellar mirror
neurons could however be gathers using single cell recordings in animal studies.
Regarding the functional connectivity between cerebellar and cerebral shared
voxel regions, it may be possible to examine whether perturbations of different
sub-regions of the cerebellum have distinct impact of processes relying on the
ventral and dorsal visual stream, using brain stimulation techniques such as TMS
or tDCS.

6.2

Functional role of the mirror neuron system
and theory of mind network during action perception

The theory of mind network and the mirror neuron system show limited spatial
overlap in the human brain (Overwalle and Baetens, 2009), albeit they are both
associated with the processing of the goals and intentions. In the following, evidence
for the unique contribution of both networks to action perception are discussed
with consideration of the findings in Chapter 3 and 4.

6.2.1

Information processed in the mirror neuron system

It has been suggested that the observation of an action triggers the simulation of
this action in our own motor system (Gallese and Goldman, 1998) and thereby
enables the processing of the goal of an action (Agnew et al., 2012; Fabbri-Destro
et al., 2008; Fogassi et al., 2005; Johnson-Frey et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al., 2007).
Research in non-human primates investigated the role of the inferior parietal
lobe (IPL), the analogue of the target region subject to transcranial magnetic
stimulation in Chapter 3, on a neuronal level. Single-cell recordings from mirror
neurons in the inferior parietal lobe show that firing rates of the neurons are
tuned to the overall goal of the action, for example eating versus placing an item
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in a container (Bonini et al., 2010; Fogassi et al., 2005). It was also shown that
the same neurons responded to the same action executed in a different context
(Yamazaki et al., 2010). Some evidence of mirror neuron functioning in the human
IPL come from studying fMRI adaptation due to observed and executed actions
(Chong et al., 2008).
Chapter 3 shows that the IPL is necessary to determine the goal of an action as
well as the mental state of the an actor, when that mental state has to be deduced
from the action of the actor. This suggests that the mirror neuron system provides
information about motion parameters that are at the basis of different conclusions
(goal of action, mental state of actor) that can be drawn from observed actions.
However, this does not imply that these conclusions are computed within the
mirror neuron system, or mirror neurons themselves. However, the correlation
between hesitation processing and analysis of lifting motions observed in Chapter
4 may again indicate a shared underlying process. Whether this shared process is
the simulation of actions in the mirror neuron system remains speculative at this
point (Gallese and Goldman, 1998).

6.2.2

Information processed in the theory of mind network
and stimuli used in theory of mind research

Theory of mind tasks cover a broad array of stimuli that require to change from
one owns perspective to the perspective of someone else (person or agent). A recent
meta-analysis (Schurz et al., 2014) analyzed neural substrates of different theory
of mind task catagories. While three of the task categories (false belief, strategic
games and trait judgment) were mostly verbal tasks, the ‘reading-mind-in-eyes’
task uses natural images, the ‘rational actions’ depict actions in comic strips and
the ‘social animations’ use animated geometric shapes. The meta-analysis reveals
two core regions for theory of mind processing across all catagories: the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and media prefrontal cortex (Schurz et al., 2014). This
agrees with the notion that, in Chapter 3, the region within the TPJ determined
during the functional localizer task (false belief), was also involved in hesitation
detection, as shown using transcranial magnetic stimulation. It is noteworthy that
natural moving scenes are currently neglected as theory of mind stimuli. This is
probably due to the fact that it is hard to develop good control stimuli for natural
scenes. However, in Chapter 3 we show that natural scenes can be used to study
theory of mind processes by keeping the visual content identical between tasks but
alternating task instructions.
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6.2.3

Joint information processing

It has been suggested that the mirror neuron system acts as a precursor of mentalizing abilities (Gallese and Goldman, 1998), in the sense that information are
transferred from the mirror neuron system to the theory of mind network. This
model does not contradict the idea that the goal of an action is processed in the
mirror neuron system, whereas the reason behind the action is attributed to the
theory of mind network (Rizzolatti and Fogassi, 2014). There is experimental
evidence that the mirror neuron circuit works in concert with theory of mind
network when socially relevant information are mediated via actions (Agnew et al.,
2007; Becchio et al., 2012; Gallese, 2007; Keysers and Gazzola, 2007; Schulte-Rüther
et al., 2007), especially when attention is directed towards the intentionality of an
action (de Lange et al., 2008).
In Chapter 3, we show that both, the mirror neuron system and the theory of mind
network, are necessary to process whether an action was executed hesitantly or not.
However, we did not find evidence that the theory of mind network was involved
in estimating whether an actor was aiming for a small or large object based on the
hand aperture (goal of the action). Given that the visual input was kept constant,
we can conclude that attention towards different aspects of the action modulates
the activation of and potentially the interaction between the mirror neuron system
and theory of mind network.

6.2.4

Early development of perspective-taking skills

It has been argued that perspective-taking is based exclusively on the mirror
neuron system in very young children and that skills based on the theory of mind
network develop consecutively (Gobbini et al., 2007). Some studies show that
the correct attribution of ‘false beliefs’ can only be achieved above the age of 4
years (Gopnik and Wellman, 1992; Ruffman and Perner, 2005; Saxe et al., 2004).
However, one has to consider that in many classical false belief tasks, such as the
Sally-Anne-task (Wimmer and Perner, 1983), language plays a critical role. It was
therefore suggested that the theory-of-mind development happens in two stages: an
early non-verbal and a late verbal phase (Hollebrandse et al., 2011; Tager-Flusberg
and Joseph, 2005). Some studies indicated that ‘false belief’ processing can be
detected already in 15 – 25 month old children using eye-movement parameters
in preferential looking paradigms (Onishi and Baillargeon, 2005; Southgate et al.,
2007).
In Chapter 4, we present new evidence for correct ‘false belief’ processing in
toddlers as young as 24-months. Here, we used an adapted version of the ‘false
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belief’ preferential looking paradigm by Southgate et al. (2007). In adults, verbal
‘false belief’ tasks activate the so-called theory of mind network (see: functional
localizer task in Chapter 3). Chapter 4 provides some evidence that 24-month-olds
process mental states (uncertainty) while observing a hesitant hand movement. In
adults, response latencies during hesitation detection correlate with self-reported
perspective taking skills and depends on both, the mirror neuron system and
theory of mind network, as demonstrated using transcranial magnetic stimulation
in Chapter 3. Considering both findings, there is evidence that the development of
perspective-taking skills may happen earlier than thought previously and may rely
on different neural substrates (i.e. mirror neuron system, theory of mind network),
depending on the given task.
However, the findings of Chapter 4 give no direct proof about the brain networks
involved in perspective-taking based on story-lines or action observation in toddlers.
As advocated by Mahy (2014), closer interaction between developmental psychology
and neuroimaging is necessary to link the questions of how and where mental states
are processed during development (Mahy et al., 2014). For example, there is
evidence that the activation of the right temporo-parietal junction becomes more
reliable and specific during mental state processing between ages 5 and 11 (Gweon
et al., 2013; Kobayashi and Temple, 2007; Saxe, 2009).

6.2.5

Limitations and future directions

The actual biological mechanisms, neural substrates and timing of the interaction
of the mirror neuron system and theory of mind network go beyond the scope
of this thesis, but are an exciting field for future research. This is particularly
true since recent research suggests that the information processing between both
networks might be deficient and thereby potentially contributes to social deficits in
autism spectrum disorder (Fishman et al., 2014; Libero et al., 2014).
In terms of techniques, some limitations need to be considered for the rTMS experiment. In Chapter 3, an effect of rTMS was shown on response latencies but not on
task performance. It is possible that the number of repetitions, limited by the rTMS
effect duration, impeded the detection of a performance decrease. A replication of
the current results using recently developed, more powerful stimulation techniques
like theta-burst stimulation (Huang et al., 2005) would help to increase confidence
in the findings of Chapter 3.
It may further be noted that the results of Chapter 3 do not allow direct inference
on whether the inferior parietal lobe and temporo-parietal junction themselves
are critical for hesitation processing. It has been shown that repetitive TMS
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spreads along task-based (Shafi et al., 2013; Valchev et al., 2016) and resting-state
functional networks (van der Werf et al., 2010). It is therefore possible that not the
stimulation of IPL and TPJ, but of a functionally connected node (of the mirror
neuron system or theory of mind network) evoked the observed changes in behavior.

In Chapter 3 we show that gestural hesitation is a good model to study the interaction of the mirror neuron system and theory of mind network. Today, there are only
a limited number of stimuli available that evoke the joint activation of both networks (Overwalle and Baetens, 2009). Chapter 5 delivers some additional evidence
that gestural hesitation might also be a useful modality to study action perception
during development. For current limitations and possible future improvements of
the stimuli, please refer to Chapter 4.

6.3

Action perception and social functioning

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder, that is considered
highly heritable and thought to manifest early during development. Already twoyear-old children diagnosed with ASD orient preferentially towards displays of
light and sound rather than point-light animations showing human movements
(Klin et al., 2009). Another study showed, that about 40% of children with
autism preferred moving geometric patterns over videos of dancing children at
age one to three (Pierce et al., 2011). One explanation is an innate deficit in the
processing of actions and biological motion. In their review, Gowen and Hamilton
interpret atypical findings in coherent motion and biological motion thresholds in
autism spectrum disorder as impairments in sensory signal integration (Gowen and
Hamilton, 2013). This early processing deficits may help to explain why children
with autism spectrum disorder have difficulties to interpret social situations and
still experience such difficulties during adulthood (Szatmari et al., 1989; Venter
et al., 1992).
However, there is evidence that performance differences on biological motion tasks
are more pronounced in children than in adults diagnosed with ASD (Kaiser et al.,
2010; Kaiser and Pelphrey, 2012; McKay et al., 2012). This observation raises
the question whether compensatory mechanisms improve action perception with
age (Kaiser et al., 2010; McKay et al., 2012). On the other hand, it may be
possible that the instruction to attend to the biological motion stimuli, lead to
an enhanced processing in the adults with ASD, which does not reflect action
perception in real-life. In Chapter 5, we show that a neurotypical activation of
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the action perception regions does also occur in adults with ASD when attention
to the stimuli is neither instructed nor necessary to perform the given task. An
increased activation in the lateral occipito-temporal cortex, in adults with ASD
compared to a control group, may be an indication of a compensatory mechanism
that boosts perception of actions in adults with ASD.
Interestingly, a study by Jones and Klin (2013) challenges the concept of innate
deficits and late compensatory mechanisms. It shows that children, who later receive
a diagnosis of ASD, did not show any deficit in eye gaze to social stimuli before
the age of 2 to 6 months (Jones and Klin, 2013). They conclude that the social
deficits that manifest later in life may be caused by social avoidance mechanisms.
Thus, the increased brain activation found in Chapter 5 could also be interpreted
as additional attentional effort, which counteracts the acquired avoidance behavior
towards biological actions, even more so in a research environment. This alternative
explanation cannot be dismissed, even though some aspects of attention were
accounted for in Chapter 5.
Future research should be targeted at a systematic assessment of action processing
in ASD (task instruction, social context) including measurements of avoidance
behavior (eye gaze recording) and arousal (heart rate, skin conductance). Ideally,
longitudinal studies would help to characterize the changes in action perception
across different age groups.

6.4

The impact of stimuli and analysis methods

This thesis investigated some aspects of neural correlates of action perception. Next
to presenting some new and some confirmative findings of previous research, this
thesis is also indented to raise some awareness of methodological practice. One
example is the usage of recorded real-life movements to study the mirror neuron
and theory of mind network. Chapter 3 shows, that using movies of actions instead
of vignettes or verbal materials seems to change the way that the putative mirror
neuron system and the theory of mind network interact. This shows, as previously
argued by Keysers and Gazzola, 2007, that the apparent dissociation of pMNS
and ToM networks is actually an artifact of using distinct stimuli to study the two
networks, whilst crafting naturalistic stimuli that can be used to perceive action
goals and mental states can qualify this picture by evidencing the opportunities
for the two networks to interact. Another aspect that deserves attention in future
research is the careful consideration of analysis parameters when evaluating fMRI
results in the cerebellum. Although the neuroimaging community has converged to
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use a set of rather standard analysis methods, including default bounding boxes
and smoothing of 2–3× the voxel size, Chapter 2 shows how important it is to
critically investigate whether such standard settings are appropriate in all cases, as
we show that such methods actually occlude one’s ability to detect the cerebellar
contribution to specific functions such as action observation.
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Summary in English
Neural correlates of action perception

When observing others we usually do not require a verbal explanation to understand
what they are doing and, in many cases, why they are doing it. Specific brain
regions are involved in the processing of observed actions and some of them belong
to the motor system, which is mainly involved in the planning and production of
movements. Intensive research of these regions suggests, that the same neurons are
active during action observation and execution. It has been proposed that these
neurons, so called mirror neurons, allow the simulation of observed actions in a
person’s motor system. This simulation may help to understand the actions of
others’. This theory of motor simulation is an intriguing way to explain certain
aspects of action perception, as learning by observation, but many questions remain,
some of which have been addressed in this thesis.
The spatial extent of the areas that potentially contain mirror neurons is picked out
as a central theme in Chapter 2. In humans, mirror neuron activation can typically
not be recorded directly as this requires invasive electrode implantation. Instead,
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging are used to visualize
brain regions that are activated both during action observation and execution, so
called shared voxel regions. While several shared voxel regions have been described
in the cerebrum, less is known about the existence and spatial localization of shared
voxel regions in the cerebellum. The cerebellum is involved in motor planning,
execution and learning, and is therefore a good candidate region to contain mirror
neurons. In Chapter 2, we show that choices in data processing have likely led to
an underestimation of the number of cerebellar shared voxel regions. Standard
data acquisition and analysis settings exclude parts of the posterior cerebellum
and data smoothing may have led to merging of activated regions in the cerebrum
and cerebellum, leading to a neglect of cerebellar activations. Importantly, several
shared voxel regions were found in different parts of the cerebellum (Lobule VI,
VIIb and VIIIa). Functional magnetic resonance imaging also allows to evaluate
which brain regions are likely to communicate with each other using so called
function resting-state connectivity analyses. We concluded that the cerebellar
shared voxel regions communicate with the ventral and dorsal sub-regions of the
cerebral shared voxel network. Based on these findings the cerebellum should be
considered part of the human mirror neuron system.
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In Chapter 3, we looked at the type of information processed within the human
mirror neuron system. It has been proposed that the mirror neuron system can
compute the goal of an action, for example grasping a glass in order to drink
water. However, there is another brain network, the so-called theory of mind
network, that activates when we think about another person and take his or her
perspective. If we see a person reaching towards a glass of water, which brain
network is necessary to understand that he wants to grasp the glass and that he is
thirsty, the mirror neuron system or theory of mind network or both? In Chapter
3, we are using a technique called transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to
determine the contribution of both networks during action perception. TMS evokes
small perturbations in specific brain networks. If participants perform worse or
slower on a given task after TMS, you can conclude that this brain network is
necessary to perform the task efficiently. We found evidence that the mirror neuron
system is necessary to understand the goal of an action. In order to understand
the mental state of a person (wants to drink because he is thirsty) the theory of
mind network is needed in addition.
This interaction of mirror neuron system and theory of mind network during action
perception leads to the question how these mechanisms develop in children, which
is subject of Chapter 4. Here, we were interested if 2-year olds would automatically
associate a hesitant hand movement with unreliability compared to a confident
hand and if this skill was associated with movement analysis (within the mirror
neuron system) and/or theory of mind skills. We found some evidence that toddlers
tend to expect that a confident rather than a hesitant hand will correctly indicate
the position of a hidden object. However, this effect was only found for one out of
two experimental conditions. Additional tests are necessary to determine which
clues are important for toddlers to identify a motion as being hesitant. While there
was no strong association between hesitation detection and movement analysis
and/or theory of mind skills in toddlers, adults who showed a stronger tendency to
trust a hesitant hand, also showed a stronger tendency to discriminate between
a hand lifting a heavy or a light object. Both processes are likely to depend on
motor simulation within the mirror neuron system.
Finally, Chapter 5 is looking at the association between action perception and
social functioning. The diagnosis autism spectrum disorder (ASD) often implies
difficulties to feel at ease in social situations. This symptom may be based on a
difficulty to perceive actions, potentially due to differences in activations of visual
and/or motion processing brain areas. We showed that a group of adult participants
diagnosed with ASD had a neurotypical level of activation when watching actions,
even though there was no instruction to attend to them. There was even an
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increased activation in brain areas tuned to motion and shape processing. Given
that children diagnosed with ASD experience stronger difficulties for example in
reading emotions from faces than adults, this increased brain activation may reflect
a compensatory mechanism in adults diagnosed with ASD.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Neurale correlaten van actie perceptie

Bij het zien van anderen hebben we meestal geen toelichting nodig om te begrijpen
wat ze doen en, in veel gevallen, waarom ze iets doen. Specifieke hersengebieden
zijn betrokken bij de verwerking van waargenomen handelingen en sommige van
deze gebieden behoren tot het motorsysteem, welke voornamelijk betrokken is
bij de planning en uitvoering van bewegingen. Intensief onderzoek naar deze gebieden suggereert dat dezelfde neuronen actief zijn tijdens de observatie en tijdens
de uitvoering van handelingen. Gedacht wordt dat deze neuronen, zogenaamde
spiegelneuronen, simulatie bewerkstelligen van de geobserveerde handelingen in
iemands eigen motorsysteem. Deze simulatie kan ervoor dienen om de acties van
anderen te begrijpen. Deze theorie van motor simulatie is een intrigerende manier
om bepaalde aspecten die optreden bij actie perceptie te verklaren, zoals leren
door middel van observatie. Vele vragen zijn echter nog onbeantwoord, sommigen
hiervan zullen in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen.
De ruimtelijke omvang van de gebieden die mogelijk spiegelneuronen bevatten,
is een centraal thema in hoofdstuk 2. Bij de mens kan activatie van spiegelneuronen meestal niet direct worden gemeten aangezien dit invasieve implantatie
van elektrodes vereist. In plaats hiervan kunnen technieken, zoals functionele
magnetische resonantie imaging, worden gebruikt om gebieden van de hersenen te
visualiseren die worden geactiveerd zowel tijdens observatie alsook de uitvoering van
handelingen, oftewel de zogenaamde gedeelde voxel regio’s. Hoewel verschillende
gemeenschappelijke voxel regio’s in het cerebrum zijn aangetoond, is minder bekend
over het bestaan en de ruimtelijk locatie van gemeenschappelijke voxel gebieden in
het cerebellum. Het cerebellum is betrokken bij de motorische planning, uitvoering
en leren, en is daarom een goede kandidaat om spiegelneuronen te bevatten. In
hoofdstuk 2 laten we zien dat bepaalde keuzes in de verwerking van verkregen data
waarschijnlijk hebben geleid tot een onderschatting van het aantal gedeelde voxel
regio’s in het cerebellum. Standaard data acquisitie en analyse instellingen excluderen delen van het achterste cerebellum en smoothing van de data kan mogelijk
leiden tot samenvoeging van actieve gebieden in het cerebrum en het cerebellum,
wat leidt tot een verwaarlozing van cerebellaire activatie. Aanmerkelijk is dat
meerdere gemeenschappelijke voxel gebieden zijn gevonden in verschillende delen
van het cerebellum (Lobule VI, VII en VIII). Functionele magnetische resonantie
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imaging maakt het mogelijk om te zien welke gebieden van de hersenen vermoedelijk
met elkaar communiceren, door gebruik te maken van de zogenoemde function
resting-state connectiviteit analyses. We concludeerden dat de cerebellaire gedeelde
voxel regio’s communiceren met de ventrale en dorsale sub-regio’s van het cerebrale gedeelde voxel-netwerk. Op basis van deze bevindingen zou het cerebellum
beschouwd moeten worden als onderdeel van het menselijk spiegelneuronensysteem.

In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we gekeken naar wat voor soort informatie wordt verwerkt
in het menselijk spiegelneuronsysteem. Er wordt gedacht dat het spiegelneuronensysteem het doel van een actie kan voorspellen, bijvoorbeeld het grijpen van een glas
om water te drinken. Er is echter, een ander hersennetwerk, het zogenaamde theory
of mind netwerk, welke actief is wanneer we over een andere persoon nadenken en
zijn/haar perspectief nemen. Als we een persoon zien rijken naar een glas water,
welk hersennetwerk is dan nodig om te begrijpen dat deze persoon naar het glas
water rijkt en dat hij/zij dorst heeft, het spiegelneuronen-systeem of het theory
of mind netwerk of beide? In hoofdstuk 3, maken we gebruik van een techniek
genaamd transcraniële magnetische stimulatie (TMS) om de bijdrage van beide
netwerken tijdens de perceptie van acties te bepalen. TMS veroorzaakt kleine
verstoringen in specifieke hersengebieden. Als personen, na TMS, een bepaalde
taak slechter of langzamer uitvoeren kan geconcludeerd worden dat het gestimuleerde hersennetwerk nodig is om de taak efficiënt uit te voeren. We hebben
bewijs gevonden dat het spiegelneuronsysteem nodig is om het doel van een actie
te begrijpen. Om de mentale toestand van een andere persoon te begrijpen (wilt
drinken, omdat hij dorst heeft) is het theory of mind netwerk ook van belang.
Deze interactie tussen het spiegelneuronen-systeem en het theory of mind netwerk
tijdens het waarnemen van handelingen leidt tot de vraag hoe ontwikkelen deze
mechanismen zich bij kinderen? dit is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 4. Hierbij
wilden we weten of 2-jarigen automatisch een aarzelende handbeweging zouden
associëren met onbetrouwbaarheid in vergelijking met een zelfverzekerde hand, en of
deze vaardigheid geassocieerd is met bewegingsanalyse (binnen het spiegelneuronensysteem) en/of theory of mind vaardigheden. We vonden als aanwijzingen dat
peuters eerder verwachten dat een zelfverzekerde hand, in tegenstelling tot een
aarzelende hand, een verborgen object juist zal aanwijzen. Dit effect werd echter
alleen gevonden voor één van de twee experimentele condities. Aanvullende testen
zijn nodig om te bepalen op basis van welke aanwijzingen kleuters bepalen of een
beweging aarzelend is.
Alhoewel er geen sterke associatie was tussen het detecteren van aarzeling en beweg-
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ingsanalyse en/of theory of mind vaardigheden bij peuters, toonden volwassenen
die een sterkere neiging hadden tot het vertrouwen van een aarzelende hand ook
een sterkere neiging tot het kunnen discrimineren tussen het optillen van een licht
of een zwaar voorwerp. Beide processen zijn waarschijnlijk afhankelijk van motor
simulatie binnen het spiegelneuronen-systeem.
Tot slot, kijken we in hoofdstuk 5 naar de relatie tussen actie perceptie en sociaal
functioneren. De diagnose Autisme Spectrum Stoornis (ASS) impliceert vaak
problemen met het op het gemak voelen bij sociale situaties. Dit symptoom is
wellicht gebaseerd op een probleem met het waarnemen van acties, mogelijk als
gevolg van verschillen in activeringen in visuele- en/of bewegings- verwerkende
hersengebieden. We toonden aan dat een groep volwassenen gediagnosticeerd
met ASS, een typisch niveau van activering had bij het bekijken van handelingen,
terwijl er geen instructie was om deze aandachtig te bekijken. Er was zelfs een
verhoogde activiteit in hersengebieden die meer gericht zijn op de verwerking van
beweging en vorm. Gezien het feit dat kinderen met de diagnose ASS sterkere
problemen ondervinden dan volwassenen met bijvoorbeeld het aflezen van emoties
van gezichten, zou deze verhoogde hersenactivering een compensatieregeling kunnen
zijn van volwassenen met de diagnose ASS.
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